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The right-lateral San Andreas and San Jacinto faults are the two principle structures 
accommodating Pacific-North America plate motion in southern California. Recent 
studies across the plate boundary in southern California suggest the San Jacinto fault 
may be the dominate plate boundary structure accommodating this motion. However, 
because the late Quaternary slip history of this fault system is insufficiently understood, 
it difficult to determine the partitioning of deformation across the plate boundary and 
how it may have changed over time. Landforms displaced by the Clark fault strand of 
the southern San Jacinto fault zone were mapped using aerial photography and LiDAR 
imagery, and dated using in-situ terrestrial cosmogenic nuclide 10Be methods. Beheaded 
channels at Rockhouse Canyon, displaced by 430 ± 40 m and 150 ± 30 m, have been 
dated to 47.3 ± 7.7 ka and 27.8 ± 8.8 ka, respectively. Farther south, adjacent to the 
southern Santa Rosa mountains, an alluvial deposit displaced by 51 ± 5 m has been 
dated to 34.5 ± 6.6 ka. From these sites we determine that the slip rate of the Clark fault 
diminishes southward from 8.4 ± 1.7 to 1.5 ± 0.3 mm/yr. These rates are lower than 
those for the central and northern stretches of the San Jacinto fault zone, and imply a 
slip-rate decrease along the Clark fault from Anza southeastward to its surface 
termination. Our data suggest that since ~30 to 50 ka, slip along the southern San 
Jacinto fault zone has been slower than the rate along the southernmost San Andreas 
fault.  This implies that either the slip rate of the San Jacinto fault has substantially 
decreased since fault initiation, or that fault slip began earlier than previously suggested. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



INTRODUCTION  
To the south of the big bend at 

approximately 34°5’N latitude in southern 
California, the San Andreas fault system 
consists of the southern San Andreas, the San 
Jacinto, and the Elsinore fault zones (Fig. 1). 
The San Andreas and San Jacinto faults zones 
are the two principle structures 
accommodating Pacific-North America plate 
motion in this region (Fig. 1) [Bennett et al., 
2004; Fialko et al., 2006]. Geodetically 
derived slip rates estimates for both, the San 
Andreas and the San Jacinto fault zones, are 
on the order of 15-20 mm/yr, whereas the slip 
rate on the Elsinore fault is only 3-6 mm/yr 
[Bennett et al, 1996; Fay and Humphreys, 
2005].   

The San Jacinto fault zone (SJFZ) has 
historically been more active seismically than  

the southern San Andreas fault zone [Thatcher 
et al., 1975; Richards-Dinger and Shearer, 
2006], but its longer-term history is 
controversial. Although many previous studies 
across the fault system have provided evidence 
for well-preserved offsets of Quaternary 
landforms [e.g Sharp, 1967; Sharp, 1981; 
Morton and Matti, 1993; Rockwell et al., 
1990], fault slip rates are often more poorly 
constrained due to the inherent difficulties of 
dating Quaternary landforms.  Moreover, 
previous studies have been carried out in many 
different localities along the fault system and 
spanning highly variable time intervals, 
complicating direct comparision of slip rates 
between the San Jacinto and the San Andreas 
faults [Sharp, 1981; Weldon and Sieh, 1985; 
Morton and Matti,, 1986; Harden and Matti, 
1989;  Rockwell et al, 1990].  

 Presently, there are 
no slip rate estimates from 
10Be exposure dating of 
offset landforms, but the 
utility of this method has 
been demonstrated by 
recent work along the San 
Andreas fault [van der 
Woerd et al., 2003]. Due to 
the excellent preservation 
of landforms and offsets in 
the arid climate of Southern 
California, the SJFZ 
provides an ideal location 
for surface exposure dating. 
In this study, we present the 
first Late Quaternary slip 
rates from 10Be dating of 
offset landforms along the 
central and southern stretch 
of the Clark fault of the 
southern SJFZ, at 
Rockhouse Canyon and the 
southern Santa Rosa 
Mountains, respectively 
(Fig. 1). We integrate these 
newly determined slip rates 
with previously estimated 
rates along the northern 
segment and with total 
bedrock displacement to 
make inferences about the 
long-term slip rate history 
of the SJFZ and its 
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Figure 1. Location map showing [A] the major faults for southern California, and 
[B] the location the study area along the southern San Jacinto fault.  
implication to earthquake  
 
 



recurrence models used in assessing seismic 
hazards in southern California.  
 
TECTONIC SETTING 

The ~230 km long SJFZ extends from 
the Big Bend of the San Andreas fault  
southwards with an average strike of ~N45°W, 
cutting through Cretaceous and Tertiary 
plutonic and metamorphic rocks of the 
Peninsular Ranges (Figs. 1 and 2) [Sharp, 
1967].   
 Total bedrock displacement along the 
SJFZ at Anza is ~22 to 24 km based on offset 
of the Thomas Mountain sill in contact with 
metamorphic rocks of the Bautista Complex 
(Fig. 2) [Sharp, 1967]. Farther south toward 
Rockhouse Canyon and the southern Santa 
Rosa Mountains, Cretaceous tonalite, 
metamorphic rocks, and the eastern Peninsular 
Ranges mylonite zone are displaced by ~14.5 
km (Fig. 2) [Sharp, 1967].  The same mylonite 
zone is displaced ~5 km by the adjacent 
Coyote Creek fault strand (Fig.2) [Sharp, 
1967].  

Evolution of the SJFZ as a major 
right-lateral strike slip fault zone has been 
suggested to occur as early as 2.4 Ma 
[Rockwell et al., 1990] to 1.5 Ma [Morton and 
Matti, 1993] to as recently as ~1.1 Ma 
[Dorsey, 2002; Lutz et al, 2006; Kirby et al.; 
2007]. Based on an early Quaternary initiation 
age of 1.1-1.5 Ma and 22 to 24 km of total slip  

[Sharp, 1967], several studies have 
suggested that the SJFZ is the dominant plate 

 
 

 

boundary structure with slip rates of >20 
mm/yr across the San Jacinto fault since its 
initiation [Morton and Matti, 1993; Kirby et 
al., 2007; Lutz et al., 2006]. 

Quaternary rate estimates along the 
San Jacinto fault zone may vary from 
northwest to the southeast. Along the northern 
section of the SJF, in the San Timoteo 
badlands, a slip rate of at least 20 mm/yr is 
suggested based on modeling of vertical 
displacements of fan deposits and assuming a 
constant horizontal to vertical slip ratio 
[Kendrick et al., 2002]. The only other slip 
rate along the northern SFJZ is from 
Wesnousky et al. [1991]. These authors 
provide a minimum latest Holocene rate of 
1.7-3.3 mm/yr from what is considered the 
main strand of multiple fault strands. 
Published slip rate estimates to the south along 
the Coyote Creek fault indicate a mid-
Quaternary to present rate of 10 ± 3 mm/yr  
[Dorsey, 2002] and a mid-Holocene slip rate 
of 1-2 mm/yr along the Coyote Creek fault 
[Sharp, 1981].  The only published late 
Quaternary slip rate for the Clark fault is 
located at Anza (Fig. 2). These slip rates are 
based on soil ages, which have large 
uncertainties but nevertheless provide best-
estimated slip rates between 11-17 mm/yr. 
Similarly, Sharp [1981] estimates a minimum 
mid-Quaternary to present slip rate by 
reconstructing monolithic alluvial fan deposits 
to their source, suggesting a slip rate of 8-12  
mm/yr (Figure 2). A long paleoseismic record 
from Anza at Hog Lake  indicates that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Geologic map of the southern San Jacinto fault zone. The blue arrows show the 
amount of displacement of plutonic, metamorphic and mylonitic rocks mapped by Sharp 
[1967]. The white star indicates the location of previously studied localities along the Clark 
fault segment discussed in the text. The white stars with a red dot indicate new slip rates 
determined in this study. 



earthquakes recur frequently and are strongly 
clustered in time [Rockwell et al., 2007]. 
Based on C-14 ages and trenching, these 
authors estimate a late Holocene slip rate of 15 
mm/yr by combining an average return period 
of ~230 years over the past 4000 years with 
surface displacement from the last two 
ruptures at Anza (3-4 m per event). These data 
imply the mid-Holocene slip rate along the 
Clark fault at Anza ranges from 12-15 mm/yr.  

The ambiguity in the slip rate budget 
and initiation age for what might be the main 
plate boundary structure has implications for 
understanding the tectonic evolution of 
transform plate boundaries, and for kinematic 
fault models used to assess earthquake hazards 
in southern California. Most kinematic fault 
models assume a constant slip rate along the 
entire length of a fault, however mechanical 
models imply a systematic relationship 
between fault length and displacement with 
displacement decreasing towards the fault tip 
[Cowie and Scholz, 1992]. The discrepancy in 
these long-term slip rate estimates averaged 
over 10 ka to 1 Ma suggests that 1) the slip 
rate of the SJFZ has decreased since its 
initiation, 2) faulting may have initiated before 
the Quaternary and/or 3) a slip gradient exists 
along the SJFZ.  

Geomorphologic features along the 
~120 km long Clark fault suggest that it is the 
dominant strand in accommodating slip of the 
San Jacinto fault [Sharp, 1967]. Displacement 
along the Clark fault from Anza to its surface 
termination is documented by numerous offset 
contacts of Cretaceous tonalites, granites, 
meta-granites, Tertiary mylonites, and 
Quaternary surfaces along the fault and 
adjacent to the fault (Figs. 2,3 and 5) [Sharp, 
1967, Morton and Matti, 1975, Rockwell et al., 
1991]. The right-lateral strike-slip behavior of 
the Clark fault diffuses southeast of the Santa 
Rosa Mountains into a zone of faulting and 
folding toward Imperial Valley [Sharp, 1981]. 
Quaternary features along the Clark fault 
indicate youthful activity that include folds, 
offset and deformed terraces, deflected 
channels, beheaded channels, offset surfaces, 
fault scarps, and linear ridges. 

 
 

METHODS 
In the field, landforms along the 

Clark fault strand were mapped on the basis of 
LiDAR imagery from the ‘B4’ Airborne Laser 
Swath Mapping [ALSM] data set, using 
1:5000 and 1:10,000 scale maps at the 10 m 
contour interval [Bevis et al., 2005].  
Following an initial reconnaisance survey, two 
sites where displaced landforms exhibit little 
post-depositional degradation, offsets are 
relatively well constrained, and suitable 
lithologies for 10Be dating are present were 
selected for a more detailed study.  At 
Rockhouse Canyon, the northwestern site, we 
sampled the modern channel and two older 
beheaded channels for 10Be dating.  From each 
channel, we typically collected ~600g from the 
top 2 cm of 7-9 quartz-bearing boulders 
lodged within debris flow bars.  In the 
southern Santa Rosa Mountains, the 
southeastern site, we collected six ~1000 g of 
quartz-bearing gravels and pebbles along a 2 
m depth profile from a recently incised natural 
exposure in an offset alluvial fan deposit.  

In the lab, the 250 to 500 µm size 
fraction of the samples was chemically leached 
by a minimum of four acid leaches: one aqua 
regia leach of >9 hours; two 5% HF/HNO3 
leaches of ~ 24 hours; and one or more 1% 
HF/HNO3 leaches of ~ 24 hours. To remove 
acid resistant and mafic minerals, heavy liquid 
[density 2.7 g/cm3] separations with lithium 
heteropolytungstate [LST] were used after the 
first 5% HF/HNO3 leach. Low background 9Be 
carrier [10Be/9Be ~ 1 x 10-15] was added to 
pure quartz, which was then dissolved in 
concentrated HF and fumed with perchloric 
acid to remove fluoride atoms. Fifteen to fifty 
grams of quartz was assumed for determining 
acid volumes used in the processing of 
chemical blanks.  Next, the samples were 
passed through anion and cation exchange 
columns to remove Fe and Ti and to separate 
the 10Be fraction. Ammonium hydroxide was 
added to the 10Be fractions to precipitate 
beryllium hydroxide gel. The beryllium 
hydroxide was oxidized by ignition at 750oC 
for 5 minutes in quartz crucibles to produce 
beryllium oxide. Beryllium oxide was then 
mixed with Niobium powder and loaded in 
steel targets for the measurement of the 
10Be/9Be ratios by accelerator mass  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
spectrometry at CAMS at the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory or at the 
PRIME Laboratory at Purdue University. 
All10Be ages for boulders samples were  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
calculated using the CRONUS Age Calculator 
[Balcoetal.,2008;http://hess.ess.washington.ed
u/math/; Appendix 1].  

 
Figure 4. Chart shows the error weighted mean age of Channel 1, Channel 2 and Channel 3. 
Bouder ages include inheritance from Channel 3. The gray bars are error weighted mean 
ages [2 σ] used in calculating the age. The black bar is an outlier that is outside the 95% 
confidence interval of the remaining 8 samples from Channel 1. 

Figure 3. [A] LiDAR image of 
the Rockhouse Canyon site. 
[B] Shows the location of 
beheaded and deflected 
channels at Rockhouse 
Canyon is the present 
configuration of Channels 1, 2 
and 3; [C] reconstruction of 
Channel 2 immediately before 
beheading; and [D] 
reconstruction of Channel 1 
immediately before 
beheading. The blue dots in 
panel B indicate the location 
of boulder samples collected 
for 10Be exposure age dating. 
See Fig. 2 for location.  
 



No correction was made for 
geomagnetic field variations due to the 
ongoing debate regarding which, if any 
correction factors are most appropriate. There 
also is considerable debate regarding the use 
of appropriate scaling models [see Balco et al. 
2008] and we choose to use the time 
independent model of Lal [1991] and Stone 
[2000] to calculate our ages. However, we 
note that the different scaling models may 
produce age differences of up to 11%.  
 
RESULTS 
ROCKHOUSE CANYON 
 The Rockhouse Canyon site is 
located along the western range front of the 
Santa Rosa Mountains at the northernmost end 
of Clark Valley in the Anza Borrego desert 
(Fig. 2). At Rockhouse Canyon, strike-slip 
fault activity is highly localized onto a single 
strand displaying channels in various stages of 
capture (Fig. 3).  Two channels (Channel 1 and 
Channel 2) are completely beheaded from their 
source and no longer transporting large 
boulders (Fig. 3).  

 Contained within these channels are 
debris flow boulder bar deposits which can 
only have originated from the present-day 
drainage area located to the northeast of the 
fault. Realignment of Channel 1 and Channel 2 
indicates displacement of  430 ± 40 m and 150 
± 30 m, respectively (Fig. 3c,d) after 
accounting for channel deflection prior to 
beheading (and capture and/or avulsion of the 
subsequent channel). To realign the beheaded 
channels along the fault, we used 2 m and 10 
m contours to assess the channel wall 
curvature of the source drainage area. We then 
applied this procedure to the displaced and 
beheaded channels on the southwest side of 
the fault to assess the final form of these 
channels prior to complete beheading and 
abandonment (Fig. 3). The curvature of the 
source drainage indicates at least 70 m of 
deflection prior to beheading. Combining this 
curvature distance to the channel curvature 
distance from the southwest side of the fault 
for Channel 1 and Channel 2 indicates 430 ± 
40 m and 150 ± 30 m, respectively. The 
uncertainties associated with the displacement 
is based on the maximum and minimum 
distance permitted to realign the contour 
curvature of the channel walls along both sides 
of the fault (Fig. 3c,d).  

To constrain the ages of these 
displacements, we determined 10Be exposure 

ages of 9 boulders in each of the beheaded 
channels, and of 7 boulders in the active 
channel; the resulting 25 sample ages are 
presented in Appendix 1 and Figure 4.  The 
weighted mean of the individual boulder ages 
from the active channel, 7.3 ±3.0 ka, was used 
to infer the inheritance of 10Be produced 
during exposure and transport prior to 
deposition.  The age of the last depositional 
event for each of the two beheaded channels 
was estimated as the weighted mean age of the 
individual boulder ages from the channel 
minus the 7.3 ±3.0 ka inheritance age obtained 
from the active channels.  This yielded an age 
of 47.3 ±7.7 ka for channel 1, and 27.8 ± 8.8 
ka for channel 2 (age uncertainties given as the 
95% confidence interval; Appendix 1).  The 
age of one sample from channel 1 (Sjac-17) 
was discarded because it is outside the 95% 
confidence interval of the remaining 8 
exposure ages determined for this channel 
(Appendix 1; Figs. 3 and 4).  
Fitting a single slip rate through both channel 
offsets versus their age yields a late 
Quaternary average slip rate of 8.4 ± 1.7 
mm/yr for the Clark fault at Rockhouse 
Canyon. Because minor erosion of the boulder 
surface is permissible from field observations, 
we also calculated ages assuming 2 m/Myr and 
5 m/Myr of boulder surface erosion, yielding 
lower slip rates of 7.4 ± 1.7 mm/yr, and 6.0 ± 
1.6 mm/yr, respectively. Differencing the raw 
mean boulder ages and displacements of 
Channel 1 from Channel 2 yields a 
significantly faster slip rate of 12.7 ± 5.5 
mm/yr from ~30-50 ka. This could indicate 
significant variability in slip rate on the Clark 
fault over the Late Quaternary.  
 
SOUTHERN SANTA ROSA MOUNTAINS 
The southern Santa Rosa Mountains site is 
located just northwest of Smoke Tree Canyon 
on the southwestern range front of the Santa 
Rosa Mountains, here the Clark fault displaces 
a late Quaternary alluvial fan. At this locality, 
the Clark fault terminates into a fan of smaller 
faults that curve ˜80° southwards away from 
the main fault, these smaller faults display a 
normal component of slip south of this bend 
(Fig. 5). Geomorphic mapping of the Clark 
fault at the Santa Rosa Mountains imply 
alluvial fan deposition originating from the 
Santa Rosa pluton and cataclastic zone which 
predominately comprises tonalites, marbles 
and mylonites. Using the nomenclature of Bull  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. ALSM image of the southern Santa Rosa Mountains site. [A] the present 
configuration of 3 channels incised into the Q2b surface; [B] Inset showing mapped faults in 
[A]. [C] reconstruction of two deflected and one beheaded channel. The white star is the 
location of the 2 m deep depth profile sampled for exposure age dating. See text and 
Appendix 1 for details. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Exponential decrease in the concentration of 10Be with depth from an alluvial 
surface cut by the Clark fault at the southern Santa Rosa Mountain locality. The stippled 
gray lines indicate the 95% confidence interval around the black regression line. Dotted lines 
represent the inheritance and its associated errors. The regression line indicates a surface age 
of 34.5 ± 6.6 ka. 

 
 



this site exhibits moderate desert pavement 
and moderate to strong desert varnish 
development and a slightly undulating to 
(1991) this surface can be classified as a Q2b 
alluvial fan surface. The alluvial fan surface at  
planar surface morphology. Surface clast 
exhibits strong rubification on the underside of 
surface clasts,  

The fault displacement at this site is 
determined using a beheaded channel and two 
deflected channels as piercing lines (Fig. 5). 
We note that several other fault strands cut the 
Q2b surface, but only the one studied here 
shows significant dextral offset (Fig. 5). 
Realignment of three channels incised into the 
alluvial surface implies displacement of 51 ± 5 
m (Fig. 5). The uncertainty associated with the 
offset is based on the maximum and minimum 
distance permitted to relign all three channels. 
This distance is best determined by the 
channel thalweg (5 m length) of Channel 1, 
which is incised into the Q2b surface (Fig. 5).  
 To constrain the age of this 
displacement we dated the alluvial fan using 
10Be concentrations from a 2 m-deep exposure 
using the depth profile methods of Anderson et 
al.  [1996]. The age determined from the depth 
profile at our Santa Rosa locality is a linear 
least square fit that produces uncertainty 
estimates for fit values of 10Be concentrations 
collected from  
a 2 m depth profile exposed from a natural 
channel incision (Fig. 6). Depth-profiles 
constrain the inheritance concentration at 
depth, but are still subject to erosion that may 
reduce the apparent surface age. A 10Be depth 
profile  defines a model age of 34.5 ± 6.6 ka 
for the displaced fan surface. Combined with 
the 51 ±5 m displacement yields a slip rate of 
1.5 ± 0.3 mm/yr.  The error associated with the 
slip rate is the RMS error of both age and 
offset. 
 
DISCUSSION 

We compare our slip rates 
determinations with rates determined over the 
same time interval (30-50 ka) along the Clark 
fault from Anza to the southern Santa Rosa 
Mountains. Our results show a pronounced 
late-Quaternary southward slip-rate gradient 
along the Clark fault segment of the SJFZ. The 
~11-17 mm/yr Late Quaternary slip rate along 
the Clark fault segment at Anza [Rockwell et 
al., 1990] decreases southeastward to 8.4 ± 1.7 
mm/yr at Rockhouse Canyon, to 1.5 ± 0.3 
mm/yr at the southern Santa Rosa mountains 

locality (Figs. 1 and 3). This southward 
decrease in slip rate along the Clark segment is 
consistent with a similar decrease in slip per 
event for the past several events, as 
documented from small channel offsets 
[Middleton, 2006], but is only consistent with 
the decrease in total bedrock displacement 
[Sharp, 1967] from Anza to Rockhouse 
Canyon. Farther southeast, the total 
displacement remains at about 14.5 km to the 
southern Santa Rosa Mountains, whereas the 
slip rate and the magnitude of slip per event 
decline by ~80%. The decrease in total offset 
and slip rate between Anza and Rockhouse 
Canyon can be attributed to transfer of slip 
onto the adjacent Coyote Creek fault via the 
Coyote Mountain fault (located on the east 
side of Coyote Mountain) and to a group of 
sinistral faults in Salton Trough (Fig. 2) 
[Sharp, 1967] and/or absorbed by distributed 
folding and thrust faulting within the Borrego 
Badlands [Lutz et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2006; 
Belgarde and Janecke, 2007]. However, it is 
less clear that the total offset of 14.5 km can 
be absorbed in such a fashion (Belgarde and 
Janecke, 2007). Outcrop patterns of folded 
Pleistocene sediments that onlap the southern 
end of the surface trace of the fault are largely 
intact (Kirby et al., 2006), indicating dextral 
offset far less than the basement rock. An 
alternative explanation is that a significant 
proportion of slip on the southernmost Clark 
fault had already accrued prior to deposition of 
the Brawley formation in the middle 
Quaternary. By whichever mechanism strain is  
absorbed, the Clark fault exemplifies how slip-
rates are not maintained along the entire length 
of faults and that considerable strain may be 
accommodated by adjacent structures near the 
fault tip [Cowie and Scholz, 1992].  

The Late Quaternary slip rate 
averaged over the past 30 to 50 ka is 
insufficient to accrue all of the observed 
displacement across the SJFZ since the 1.1 Ma 
age of initiation proposed by Lutz et al. [2005] 
and Kirby et al. [2006]. Either the slip rate of 
the SJFZ has decreased significantly in the late 
Quaternary, or slip on the Clark fault strand in 
the bedrock uplands of the Peninsular Ranges 
initiated earlier than 1.1 Ma.  

Taking our Late Quaternary rate from 
Rockhouse Canyon (8.4 ± 1.7 mm/yr) as 
representative of the current slip rate of the 
Clark fault strand, and combining this with 
previously published Holocene rates for the 
Coyote Creek fault [~2-5 mm/yr: Clark et al., 



1972; Sharp, 1981; Pollard and Rockwell, 
1995], suggests that the southern SJFZ 
accommodates ~10-15 mm/yr of plate 
boundary motion. This rate is similar to the 
combined rates of the Superstition Mountain 
fault [5-9 mm/yr: Gurrola and Rockwell, 
1996] and Superstition Hills fault [3-6 mm/yr: 
Hudnut and Sieh, 1989] as well as the rate 
determined near Anza where there is 
essentially a single strand [Rockwell et al., 
1990]. This rate is also consistent with the 
strain rates inferred for the southern SJFZ 
from GPS [Bennett, 2004; Fay and 
Humphreys, 2005], but is slower than the 21 ± 
3 mm/yr suggested from InSAR [Fialko, 
2006]. In comparison to the slip rate of the San 
Andreas fault [van der Woerd et al., 2002], it 
appears that the SJFZ has been slower during 
the Late Quaternary. 

[20] Our data document considerable 
spatial variability, and possible temporal 
variability, along the southern San Andreas-
Gulf of California transform plate margin 
during the Quaternary, which suggests a 
complex fault system kinematic evolution.  
Seismic hazard studies commonly rely on 
long-term Quaternary rates to infer short term 
hazard.  Our observations suggest that we need 
information over multiple time frames, along 
with current (geodetic) and Late Holocene slip 
rates to adequately address earthquake hazards 
along evolving plate margins.  Our slower Late 
Quaternary slip rate estimates of 8.4 ± 1.7 
mm/yr at Rockhouse Canyon and 1.5 ± 0.3 
mm/yr for the southern Santa Rosa Mountains, 
if representative for the life of the fault, 
suggest that 1) the SJFZ initiated ~1.5-1.7 Ma 
and 2) it is currently subordinate to the SAF in 
accommodating plate margin strain.  
Alternatively, if the stratigraphic data are 
correct and the fault initiated closer to 1 Ma, 
then the SJF has slowed down considerably 
since its' early history. 
 
CONCLUSION 

The Clark fault strand of the San Jacinto 
fault zone displays a pronounced 
southeastward decrease in Late Quaternary 
slip rate. 10Be exposure ages of 47.3 ± 7.7 ka 
and 27.8 ± 8.8 ka for two beheaded channels 
and 34.5 ± 6.6 ka for a displaced alluvial 
deposit, imply slip rates of 8.4 ± 1.7 mm/yr at 
Rockhouse Canyon and 1.5 ± 0.3 mm/yr for 
the southern Santa Rosa Mountains. This 
gradient in slip rate must be largely 

accommodated by distributed deformation 
within the Salton Trough and ultimately 
transferred onto the Superstition Hills fault and 
Superstition Mountains fault. However, it is 
uncertain that such deformation is sufficient to 
absorb all 14.5 km of the slip observed from 
offset bedrock markers. Alternatively, some 
early slip on the Clark fault may not be 
expressed in the Salton Trough, perhaps 
instead being absorbed by blind strike-slip 
faulting or simply obscured by Plio-
Quaternary sedimentation [Belgrade and 
Janecke, 2007]. Such a mechanism could also 
account for the total offset along the SJFZ 
without the need for significant decrease of its 
slip rate in the Late Quaternary. Our results 
suggest that, at least for the past ~30-50 kyr, 
the SJFZ has been subordinate to the San 
Andreas fault in accommodating plate margin 
strain. 
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Table 1. SUMMARY OF SAN JACINTO FAULT 10Be MODEL AGES 
Sample Thickness Shielding Altitude Latitude Longitude 10Be measured 10Be age (ka) Error* 10Be age (ka) Error* 10Be age (ka)
name (cm) correction (m) (DD) (DD) (106 atom g-1) 0m/Myr ± (ka) 2m/Myr ± (ka) 5m/Myr
Channel 1
Sjac-14 1 1.000 561 33.4052 -116.3708 0.4352 ± 0.0155 63.7 6.1 71.5 7.7 90.2
Sjac-15 3 1.000 561 33.4052 -116.3707 0.4734 ± 0.0163 70.6 6.7 80.3 8.8 105.4
Sjac-16 4 1.000 560 33.4051 -116.3707 0.3521 ± 0.0363 52.7 7.2 57.9 8.7 69.1
Sjac-17† 2 1.000 563 33.4054 -116.3708 0.5900 ± 0.0346 87.5 9.3 103.2 13.3 153.9
Sjac-18 2 1.000 564 33.4056 -116.3709 0.4002 ± 0.0137 58.9 5.6 65.5 6.9 80.4
Sjac-19 4 1.000 566 33.4058 -116.3709 0.3735 ± 0.0268 55.7 6.4 61.6 7.8 74.5
Sjac-20 2 1.000 572 33.4061 -116.3710 0.2727 ± 0.0406 39.7 6.9 42.6 8.0 48.0
Sjac-21 5 1.000 589 33.4066 -116.3712 0.3130 ± 0.0143 46.2 4.6 50.1 5.4 58.0
Sjac-24 5 1.000 614 33.4076 -116.3710 0.3639 ± 0.0106 52.8 4.9 58.0 5.9 69.1
Weighted mean of sample ages ± error 54.4 ± 7.5 59.4 ± 8.9 69.1 ± 10.4

Inheritance corrected sample ages ± error 47.3 ± 7.7 52.3 ± 9.3 62.1 ± 13.0
Channel 2
Sjac-33 3 0.977 587 33.4061 -116.3657 0.3169 ± 0.0222 47.6 5.4 51.8 6.4 60.3
Sjac-34 3 0.979 577 33.4053 -116.3656 0.1930 ± 0.0048 29.0 2.6 30.5 2.9 33.1
Sjac-35 4 0.985 573 33.4046 -116.3644 0.2523 ± 0.0059 38.2 3.5 40.9 4.0 45.9
Sjac-36 3 0.988 567 33.4039 -116.3640 0.3433 ± 0.0078 51.8 4.7 56.8 5.7 67.5
Sjac-37 3 0.989 561 33.4033 -116.3635 0.2884 ± 0.0052 43.5 3.9 46.9 4.6 53.7
Sjac-38 5 0.975 545 33.4025 -116.3631 0.2867 ± 0.0067 45.3 4.1 49.0 4.8 56.5
Sjac-39 2 0.976 546 33.4017 -116.3630 0.1871 ± 0.0049 28.7 2.6 30.1 2.9 32.7
Sjac-40 2 0.977 527 33.4039 -116.3664 0.1435 ± 0.0039 22.3 2.0 23.1 2.2 24.6
Weighted mean of sample ages ± error 32.3 ± 8.5 36.6 ± 9.5 41.1 ± 10.7

Inheritance corrected sample ages ± error 27.8 ± 8.8 29.3 ± 9.9 31.4 ± 11.9
Channel 3
Sjac-25 4 1.000 587 33.4067 -116.3681 0.0333 ± 0.0039 4.9 1.3
Sjac-27 3 1.000 577 33.4063 -116.3680 0.0715 ± 0.0044 10.5 1.8
Sjac-28 3 1.000 573 33.4060 -116.3679 0.0370 ± 0.0049 5.5 1.6
Sjac-29 3 1.000 567 33.4055 -116.3675 0.0893 ± 0.0055 13.6 2.3
Sjac-30 4 1.000 561 33.4055 -116.3675 0.0486 ± 0.0038 7.5 1.5
Sjac-31 4 1.000 545 33.4046 -116.3666 0.0991 ± 0.0067 15.6 2.8
Sjac-32 1 1.000 546 33.4048 -116.3667 0.0397 ± 0.0036 6.2 1.3



Weighted mean of sample ages ± error 7.3 ± 3.0

Depth 
(cm)

SJF-P1 0 1.000 314 33.2967 -116.1677 0.2437 ± 0.0104
SJF-P2 20 1.000 314 33.2967 -116.1677 0.1967 ± 0.0080
SJF-P3 50 1.000 314 33.2967 -116.1677 0.1456 ± 0.0030
SJF-P4 83 1.000 314 33.2967 -116.1677 0.1272 ± 0.0029
SJF-P5 136 1.000 314 33.2967 -116.1677 0.1006 ± 0.0020
SJF-P6 175 1.000 314 33.2967 -116.1677 0.0667 ± 0.0001

Model age ± error 34.5 ± 6.6

   Notes:  10Be model ages calculated using the CRONUS calculator at Rockhouse Canyon (see Fig. 1 for sample locations). 
Abbreviations: DD is decimal degrees,
   *External error associated with 10Be model exposure ages. 
   †Boulder samples that are not used in the calculation of the weighted mean age. See Appendix for details
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Contributors:  

D. Forand, B. Housen, S. Kirby, V. Langenheim, A. Lutz, T. Rittenhour, and A. Steely 
 
 
BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM  
 

The San Jacinto and San Felipe dextral strike-slip fault zones are important for understanding 
plate-boundary dynamics, regional slip partitioning, and seismic hazards in southern California 
(Fig. 1). However, their age of initiation and long-term average slip-rates are controversial, and 
little is known about the structural evolution of these fault zones during their short geologic 
history. Research by our group over the past ~6 years has addressed these questions with the goal 
of understanding the age and geological evolution of these fault zones, and their influence on 
Plio-Pleistocene regional stratigraphy and basin development in the western Salton Trough.  A 
second major question concerns the distribution of strain within the evolving fault zones, 
particularly in the basinal deposits where prior studies found limited evidence for a significant 
displacement on the southeastward extension of the Clark fault (Figs 3, 4 and 6). 

The age of the San Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones was controversial. One popular model 
concluded that the San Jacinto zone formed ca. 2-2.5 Ma, based on late Quaternary slip rates of 
~9-12 mm/yr at Anza (Sharp, 1967; Rockwell et al., 1990). This rate requires about 2 to 2.5 m.y. 
to produce the 24-29 km of right slip on the fault (e.g. Sharp, 1967; Hill, 1984).  Indirect support 
for this age was derived from an anticline in the western San Bernardino Mountains that was 
originally thought to have initiated ~ 2-2.5 Ma near the subsurface branch point between the San 
Andreas and San Jacinto fault (Table 1)(Meisling and Weldon, 1989; Weldon et al., 1993; 
Morton and Matti, 1993; Rockwell et al., 1990; Rockwell, pers. comm., 2003; Weldon pers. 
comm., 2002).   

In contrast, stratigraphic and structural studies in the San Timoteo Badlands near San 
Bernardino concluded that contraction and structural complexities in San Gorgonio Pass resulted 
in initiation of the San Jacinto fault zone between 1.4 and 1.2 Ma, to partially bypass the eastern 
55 km of the Big Bend in the San Andreas fault (Matti and Morton, 1993; Morton and Matti, 
1993; Albright, 1999).  The faster implied slip rate was subsequently supported by a study in the 
San Timoteo Badlands by Kendrick et al. (2002), in which a Pleistocene slip rate of ca. 20 mm/yr 
over the past ~100 k.y. was deduced from rates of active uplift and erosion adjacent to the San 
Jacinto fault (Table 1).  In addition, a recent integrated GPS and InSar inversion study by Fialko 
(2006) yielded a modern slip rate of 19-21 mm/yr across the San Jacinto fault zone in the Salton 
Trough. These results could reflect changing slip rates over time but also raise the possibility that 
there may be no significant or resolvable differences between geologic, Holocene, and modern 
slip rates in the San Jacinto fault zone.   

The large disparity between slip rates derived from different data sets for different timescales  
has motivated our study to determine the age of initiation and long-term slip rates for the San 
Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones in the western Salton Trough (Tables 1 and 2).  We emphasize 
that the age of these fault zones must be deduced from stratigraphic, structural, and other 
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geologic data in and adjacent to the fault zones.  Their ages cannot be assumed from 
extrapolation of young slip rates over geologic timescales, because it is well known that slip rates 
can and commonly do vary over time.  This is a geological problem that must be solved with 
field-based geologic studies. 

Our research has also considered whether there is significant off-fault displacement in the 
damage zone of strike-slip faults that might explain the discrepancies between higher GPS-based 
slip rates and slower slip rates based on paleoseismic studies and offset geomorphic features 
(Belgarde, 2007; D. Forand, in prep.)(Table 1 and Le et al., this volume).  One objective of this 
field trip is to illustrate the extremely distributed strain of the southeastern two structural 
segments of the Clark fault, and to show that there is significant hidden strain on these structures 
that is both Quaternary in age and coseismic. 
 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS  
 

Since 2002, S. Janecke, R. Dorsey, and their students and colleagues have carried out a series 
of detailed mapping, stratigraphic, structural, and paleomagnetic studies of Plio-Pleistocene 
sedimentary and older crystalline rocks in the San Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones. These 
studies produced four completed masters theses (Belgarde, 2007; Kirby, 2005; Lutz, 2005; 
Steely, 2006), one in progress (Forand, in prep.), three papers published or in press (Lutz et al., 
2006; Kirby et al., 2007; Steely et al., in press GSA Bulletin, 2009), and one synthesis paper that 
is close to submission (Janecke et al., in prep). The main results and highlights of these studies 
are briefly summarized below with an emphasis on the newer and unpublished results in Janecke 
et al. (in prep.) and two prepublication manuscripts by Janecke and Belgarde in Belgarde (2007).  
Please refer to the papers themselves for additional detail and figures. 
 
Stratigraphic Studies 
 

The Pleistocene Ocotillo Formation and its eastern distal equivalent, the Brawley Formation, 
make up a widespread unit of conglomerate and sandstone that rests on older lacustrine deposits 
of the Borrego Formation in the western Salton Trough (Figs. 3, 5, and 6). Magnetostratigraphic 
analysis shows that the base of the Ocotillo Formation in the western Borrego Badlands is 1.05 ± 
0.03 Ma (Lutz et al., 2006), and the base of the Brawley Formation in the eastern San Felipe 
Hills is ~1.07 Ma, coincident with the base of the Jaramillo subchron (Kirby et al., 2007). The 
correlative base of the Ocotillo and Brawley formations varies from a slight hiatus marked by 
soil development in the Borrego Badlands, to a sharp disconformity in the San Felipe Hills, to a 
prominent angular unconformity roughly coinciding with the San Felipe anticline in the western 
San Felipe Hills. The Ocotillo Formation reveals an up-section increase in calcite-cemented, 
quartz-rich sandstone clasts derived from the Pliocene Arroyo Diablo Formation, a widespread 
unit derived from the Colorado River that accumulated during slip on the West Salton 
detachment fault. 

The above data show clearly that the laterally equivalent Ocotillo and Brawley formations 
record rapid, nearly simultaneous progradation of coarse alluvial and fluvial clastic sediments 
~25-30 km to the east and NE across a former large perennial lake represented by mud-rich 
lacustrine deposits of the Borrego Formation.  We have considered and rejected a climatic 
explanation for progradation of the Borrego-Brawley unit because: (1) the age is too young to be 
the result of global climate change that resulted from onset of northern hemisphere glaciation at 
~2.5-3 Ma; (2) climate change cannot explain the angular unconformity that is locally developed 
at the base of the Ocotillo Formation; and (3) climate forcing also cannot explain the presence of 
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sandstone clasts reworked from the older Arroyo Diablo Formation, which requires structural 
inversion uplift and erosion of a basin that previously formed in the hanging wall of the West 
Salton detachment fault.  The Ocotillo and Brawley formations accumulated in a large subsiding 
depocenter influenced by basin-bounding faults and intrabasinal structures between ~1.1 and 0.5-
0.6 Ma (Lutz et al., 2006).  Subsidence ended at 0.5-0.6 Ma, resulting in deposition of the thin 
Fonts Point Sandstone starting at ~0.6 Ma.  The Fonts Point Sandstone was possibly the oldest 
pediment deposit to form in this region after widespread subsidence and deposition ceased.  It 
was subsequently uplifted and now serves as a useful strain marker for active faulting and 
folding that has been ongoing for the past ~ 500 ka. 

Based on the points summarized above, we conclude that rapid progradation of the Ocotillo 
and Brawley formations was driven by a dramatic increase in sediment flux from the eastern 
Peninsular Ranges, including inverted parts of the former supradetachment basin of the West 
Salton detachment fault.  Relationships in the San Felipe fault zone provide a record of strike-
slip fault initiation at the same time as this major progradational event.  Because the San Felipe 
anticline is related to early slip in the San Jacinto fault zone, the angular unconformity provides 
another link between this major progradation event and the structural driving forces (Kirby et al., 
2007).  Clasts reworked from the Arroyo Diablo Formation provide a clear signal of basin 
inversion and uplift, which itself requires a major structural reorganization at about 1.1 Ma.  
Recognizing a possible short lag time between earliest fault initiation and resultant erosion and 
progradation of coarse clastics, we assign an age of about 1.1-1.3 Ma for initiation of the San 
Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones (Janecke et al., in prep.).   

 
Structural Studies 
 

The structural geology of the San Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones is exceedingly complex 
and contains many right and left lateral strike-slip, normal and oblique-slip faults, a few reverse 
faults, scarps, active folds, and other structures.  Our work has focused on geologic mapping of 
the fault zones, interpreting faults and folds, assessing the late Quaternary activity levels (when 
possible) of these structures, developing and refining segmentation models of the fault zones, 
and interpreting the cross-sectional geometry of the faults and folds using microseismic data 
when it is available.  Our key findings are summarized below in order of (1) structural geology, 
(2) dextral displacements, (3) evolution and growth of the new strike-slip faults, and (4) 
implications of our work. 
 
1. Structural Geology: 
a. The structural geology of the San Jacinto, Buck Ridge, and San Felipe fault zones is more 

interconnected and continuous than prior mapping showed.  Neither the Clark nor the Buck 
Ridge faults dies out to the southeast, in contrast to Sharp (1972) and most subsequent studies.  
Instead, they intersect with other structures in the SE and are linked to one another by 
numerous crossing faults that strike in every direction (Belgarde, 2007; Kirby, 2005; Lutz, 
2005; Steely, 2006; D. Forand, in prep.; Lutz et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007; Steely et al., in 
press GSA Bulletin, 2009).  NE- and E-striking cross faults are most common. 

b. The southeast parts of the Clark fault and the San Felipe fault are strongly segmented, with 
adjacent structural segments having different structural styles, orientations, and fault widths.  
The Coyote Creek fault zone is much less variable along strike and has more simple traces 
and fairly simple transitions between structural segments (Belgarde, 2007)(Fig. 3). 
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c. The Clark fault persists for an additional 25 km SE of its previously defined termination point 
near Palo Verde Wash (Sharp (1972), continuing SE to the NE-striking left-lateral Extra fault 
zone (Kirby et al., 2007 Kirby 2005; Belgarde, 2007).  The Clark fault zone becomes broader 
and far more dispersed to the SE, and much of its significant strain is “hidden” within the 
mud-rich sedimentary basin deposits (Belgarde, 2007).  Detailed mapping, however, clearly 
shows that a large amount of right lateral strain has accumulated there (Fig. 10, 
11,15,16,17,18,19) (Kirby et al., 2007; Belgarde, 2007). 

d. The Buck Ridge fault curves to the SE north of Clark Lake and becomes the Santa Rosa 
normal oblique-slip fault (Janecke and Forand, unpublished mapping; Belgarde, 2007). 
Several strands of the Santa Rosa fault connect with the Clark fault near Lute Ridge (Figs. 3, 
4, 9, 10, and 11)(Belgarde and Janecke, in Belgarde, 2007).    

e. Folding accommodates dextral strains and block rotation (?) at the SE end of the Clark fault 
zone (in the last 2-2.5 km)(Kirby et al., 2007; Janecke, unpublished mapping).  There is no 
surface connection between the SE tip of a fault within the Clark fault zone and the Extra 
fault.  A blind structure at depth might persist to the intersection (Kirby, 2005; Janecke, 
unpublished mapping). 

f. Strike-slip faults have “atypical” geometries in mud rich sedimentary rocks, including ramps 
and flats (Figs. 11, 13 14, 19) dipping “thrust-like” geometries, pitchfork structures (Fig. 19) 
crossing faults at the same structural levels (Figs. 10, 12), crossing faults that pass over and 
under one another at different structural levels (Figs. 15, 18), fault-parallel fault-bend folds 
(Fig. 15 and Steely et al., in press 2009), and pooch structures.  These tend to distribute strain 
over large areas and transfer large strains to distant locations (Figs. 1, 3, 4,10, 12, 15, 16, 17) 
(Kirby, 2005; Belgarde, 2007). 
 

In general, we find that there are many linkages between adjacent dextral faults. Dozens of 
additional faults with trace lengths up to 25 km connect the Coyote Creek and Clark faults to one 
another, to adjacent faults, and likely transfer strain back and forth between them.  Similar fault 
networks connect the San Felipe fault north to the Coyote Creek fault and south to the 
Earthquake Valley fault zone.  It is challenging to parse this interconnected web of faults into 
discrete fault zones, to precisely quantify the strain in rotating blocks, damage zones, and on 
subsidiary structures, despite clear signs of localized dextral faults in many areas.  

 
2. Dextral Displacements and Lifetime Slip Rates  
a. The Clark fault has about 14.4 km of right separation across Clark Valley (Sharp, 1967), and 

may have a few kilometers of additional slip after mapping between the Clark and Coyote 
Creek fault traces is completed. (Janecke and Forand, unpublished mapping)(Figures 4 and 7). 

b. The Coyote Creek fault at Coyote Mountain has 3.5±1.3 km of right slip, not the ca. 6 km of 
prior estimates that were based on Sharp’s (1967) map of the base of the Cretaceous Eastern 
Peninsular Ranges mylonite zone (Dorsey, 2002).  The new estimate measures displacement 
of a distinctive and steeply dipping suite of crystalline rocks across the fault zone.  (Janecke et 
al., in prep.)(Figs. 7 and 8). 

c. More than 6 km of right slip on the Clark fault accrued in the Tarantula Wash fault segment 
on the San Felipe Hills since about 0.55 ± 0.2 Ma.   This is a minimum slip rate of at least 
10.2 (+6.9/-3.3) mm/yr (Kirby, 2005; Janecke et al., in prep.). 
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d. The San Felipe fault zone is a more important Quaternary fault zone than previously 
recognized.  It offsets planar features 4-13 km with a preferred slip estimate of 6.5 km since 
~1.1 to 1.3 Ma (Steely et al., in press; Janecke et al., in prep.)(Fig. 3). 

e. Using new total offsets of 17.9±1.3 km across the Clark, Buck Ridge and Coyote Creek faults 
and the initiation ages for the relevant fault segments between 0.8-0.3 Ma, the combined 
lifetime slip rate across the San Jacinto fault zone is approximately 17.8 +2.6 -2.3 mm/yr 
(Janecke et al., in prep.)(Fig. 5).  Incompletely known strains in the damage zone of the major 
faults are likely to increase this estimate slightly, but are too preliminary to include here 
(Forand and Janecke, in prep.)(Fig. 7). 

f. The San Felipe fault zone has a lifetime average slip rate of ~5.4 +6.9 -2.3 mm/yr that is based 
on its 6.5 km of slip and the range of possible displacements and ages. This exceeds the 
lifetime slip rate of the southern Elsinore and Coyote Creek faults (Janecke et al., in prep.). 

g. Overall, our data sets suggest that lifetime slip rates are fairly high (Fig. 8 and Table 2).  
Together the San Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones appear to have accumulated roughly half 
the plate rate since they formed in the early Pleistocene (17.8 + 5.4=23.2 +9.5/-4.6 mm/yr).   

 
3. Evolution and Growth of New Strike-Slip Faults: 
a. The faults did not emerge in their present form at 1.1-1.3 Ma.  Instead, major structures like 

the basement-cored San Felipe anticline developed in the San Jacinto fault zone during its 
early history and have been deactivated, cut, and displacement during its later history (Lutz et 
al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007; Steely, 2006).   

b. Another example of an evolving fault zone is the San Felipe fault zone. During the first half of 
its existence near Sunset Wash, over 600 m of conglomerate and pebbly sandstone 
accumulated within the fault zone. During the second half of its history, as a contractional 
stepover tightened, these deposits were folded, uplifted and exhumed (Steely et al., in press). 

c. In general folding related to the dextral faults was broad and widely spaced during the early 
history of deformation, producing disconformities, progressive unconformities, and lateral 
thickness changes across many-kilometer-wide tilt panels (e.g. Fig. 15A-C).  Later (after 
about 0.5 Ma) folding strains increased, became more localized and folds with mappable 
hinges are spaced roughly 750-100 m apart (Fig. 15D)(Kirby, 2005; Kirby et al., 2007; Lutz, 
2005; Steely et al., in press).   

d. Despite the very young age of the fault zones (1.1 to 1.3 Ma) they have already been 
reorganized structurally and the main strands have shifted laterally (Kirby, 2005; Kirby et al., 
2007; Lutz, 2005; Lutz et al., 2006; Steely, 2006; Steely et al., in press; Belgarde, 2007).   
 

4. Implications of This Work: 

a. It is very unlikely that the slip rates of the San Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones were 
constant over their life spans because the fault zones changed their geometry and principal 
faults so much during that time.  Models that assume steady-state behavior in such a complex 
fault zone (with rapidly evolving links and a complex fault mesh) are unlikely to be correct 
(Janecke et al., in prep.). 

b. Displacements and ages of fault segments vary from place to place and therefore slip rates 
vary along the strike of the fault zones.  Care must be taken when comparing slip rates at 
different time scales, from different segments, and across different faults. 
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c. Some fault zones have so much strain in their damage zone that it is difficult to accurately 
measure total displacements in their central strands.  The Clark fault in the Arroyo Salada and 
Tarantula Wash segments display this character (Belgarde, 2007) (Figs. 10-19).  We are also 
finding additional strain in crystalline rocks between the Coyote Creek and Clark fault at 
Coyote Mountain. 

 
CONCLUDING REMARKS  
 

Recent and ongoing studies by our group show that the San Jacinto and San Felipe fault 
zones initiated at ca. 1.1-1.3 Ma, during a tectonic reorganization that profoundly changed and 
widened the distribution of plate-boundary strain in the southern San Andreas fault system.  This 
tectonic event deactivated most of the West Salton detachment fault – though some parts 
continued to slip in the south – and quickly inverted western parts of the supradetachment basin.  
This drove rapid uplift and erosion of uplifting fault blocks along the San Felipe and San Jacinto 
fault zone and progradation of coarse alluvial and fluvial deposits (Ocotillo and Brawley 
formations) across the western Salton Trough, and completely changed the landscape.  Another, 
less profound change at ~0.5-0.6 Ma caused basins that had collected the Ocotillo and Brawley 
formations to stop subsiding, resulting in deposition of the first of many pediment deposits, the 
Fonts Point Sandstone, over a large area.  This change initiated the current phase of fault-zone 
deformation, uplift and erosion that has been active over the past ~ 500 kyrs. 

 
We conclude that slip rates in these fault zones likely vary along the strike, and probably 

varied significantly over time.  The geologic lifetime rate that we calculate for the San Jacinto 
fault zone – approximately 17.8 +2.6 -2.3 mm/yr – is closer to rates derived from GPS and 
InSAR inversions than those based on paleoseismic studies and dating of offset Quaternary to 
Holocene geomorphic features (Table 1 and Le et al., this volume).  We suggest that slip rates 
determined from paleoseismic and neotectonic methods may be incomplete in settings, like the 
southeast half of the San Jacinto fault zone, where large amounts of strain are taken up outside 
the main central fault strands. The broad distribution of strain in the damage zones of major 
faults may hinder attempts to reconcile different timescales of slip rates in this and other active 
fault zones.   
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Figure 10.  Geologic map of the Santa Rosa, Arroyo Salada and part of 
the Tarantula Wash segments of the Clark fault (Plate 1 of Belgarde 
and Janecke, in Belgarde 2007).
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ABSTRACT

Structural and stratigraphic analyses 
along the western margin of the Salton 
Trough show that the San Andreas fault sys-
tem was reorganized in early Pleistocene time 
from a system dominated by two fault zones 
(the San Andreas fault and the West Salton 
detachment fault) to a network of dextral 
faults that include the San Andreas and at 
least four dextral faults to the southwest. The 
San Felipe fault zone, one of these dextral 
faults, has ~5.8 ± 2.8 km of right separation 
and consists of three principal faults in the 
Peninsular Ranges. These are the San Felipe 
fault in the WNW, Sunset fault in the middle, 
and Fish Creek Mountains fault in the ESE. 
They form a left-stepping array and bound 
domains in which the Sunset Conglomer-
ate, the older West Salton detachment fault, 
and Cretaceous mylonitic rocks below the 
detachment are folded about WNW-trending 
folds. A complex fl ower structure within the 
left-stepovers probably produced this fault-
parallel folding. Because all the rocks within 
stepovers of the San Felipe fault zone, from 
Cretaceous to Pleistocene, are deformed 
about WNW-trending folds and record 
broadly similar shortening strains, we infer a 
Quaternary age of deformation. Parts of the 
San Felipe fault zone cut latest Pleistocene 
to Holocene surfi cial deposits, and the fault 
zone is likely active.

Evidence for early Pleistocene initiation 
of the San Felipe fault zone is preserved in 
conglomerate NE of the Sunset fault. Poorly 

sorted angular boulder conglomerate and 
pebbly sandstone of the Sunset Conglom-
erate are ~600 m thick and lie in angular 
unconformity on the Pliocene Palm Spring 
Group. The conglomerate coarsens upward 
and toward the fault, and is dominated by 
plutonic clasts derived from SW of it. Con-
glomerate beds contain up to 10% sandstone 
clasts recycled from older basin fi ll and accu-
mulated in proximal to medial alluvial fans 
that were shed to the NE from uplifted rocks 
along the then-active Sunset fault.

Based on lithologic, stratigraphic, struc-
tural, and compositional similarities, we cor-
relate the Sunset Conglomerate to the Pleis-
tocene Ocotillo Formation. Clasts of recycled 
sandstone record erosion of detachment-
related basin fi ll that predates the San Felipe 
fault and once covered the Vallecito and Fish 
Creek mountains. These crystalline-cored 
mountain ranges fi rst emerged from beneath 
basin fi ll during early slip above the nascent 
San Felipe fault ca. 1.1–1.3 Ma. Later, the 
San Felipe fault zone cut upward, folded, 
cut across, and deactivated the West Salton 
detachment fault within a ~9-km-wide con-
tractional bend and pair of left-steps. Areas 
that accumulated sediment within this ste-
pover zone between ca. 1.1 and ca. 0.6 Ma are 
currently being inverted and folded.

Initiation of the San Felipe fault in early 
Pleistocene time was a signifi cant event in the 
reorganization of the southern San Andreas 
fault system. The Quaternary dextral faults 
broadened the plate boundary zone south-
westward from roughly 25 km (during coeval 
slip on the San Andreas fault and West Salton 
detachment fault) to 50–70 km, and mark a 
change in the dominant structural style from 

transtension to distributed dextral faulting 
south of the Big Bend.

Keywords: strike-slip fault, Ocotillo Forma-
tion, contractional step, reorganization, detach-
ment fault.

INTRODUCTION

Rocks and structures in the Salton Trough 
contain a record of complex late Cenozoic 
deformation and sedimentation related to the 
evolution of the Pacifi c–North America plate 
boundary in southern California and northern 
Mexico (Fig. 1) (Dibblee, 1954; Atwater, 1970; 
Sharp, 1972; Crowell, 1981; Winker, 1987; 
Winker and Kidwell, 1986, 1996; Axen and 
Fletcher, 1998; Dorsey, 2006; Steely, 2006). 
During late Miocene (?) and Pliocene time the 
West Salton detachment fault was a major struc-
ture that produced the Salton supradetachment 
basin in its hanging wall (Axen and Fletcher, 
1998; Dorsey, 2006). The detachment probably 
continued to slip into the early Pleistocene based 
on the presence of lower Pleistocene conglom-
erate and megabreccia shed from its footwall 
(Axen, and Fletcher, 1998; Winker and Kidwell, 
2002; Dorsey and Janecke, 2002; Dorsey et al., 
2006; Kairouz, 2005). Plate boundary strain 
during this time was divided between the mas-
ter southern San Andreas fault and the second-
ary West Salton detachment fault (Axen and 
Fletcher, 1998). Beginning sometime in Pleis-
tocene time, the relatively simple two-fault zone 
system was replaced by a more complex system 
in which roughly half of the strain was distrib-
uted unevenly across new dextral-oblique faults 
south of the Big Bend in the San Andreas fault 
(Morton and Matti, 1993). This incompletely 
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understood event disrupted and deactivated 
most of the West Salton detachment fault, reor-
ganized the San Andreas fault system, and after 
some additional modifi cations, resulted in the 
current fault system of southern California. The 
San Andreas, the San Jacinto, Elsinore, Earth-
quake Valley, and San Felipe fault zones are the 
principal Quaternary faults in this region (Figs. 1 
and 2). Our focus is on the San Felipe fault zone 
in the center of the system of new faults.

This study seeks to answer several impor-
tant questions: When did the San Felipe fault 
zone initiate SW of the San Andreas fault? Was 
there a temporal overlap between the nascent 
San Felipe fault zone and the older West Salton 
detachment fault? If so, what was the duration 
of coeval slip? Did the new dextral faults initi-
ate simultaneously or diachronously? How did 
the San Felipe fault zone develop through time, 
what was its structural style, and did it accumu-
late enough slip to be classifi ed as a moderate-
sized dextral fault within the San Andreas fault 
system? Did initiation of the San Felipe fault 
zone reorganize the supradetachment basin that 
had formed in the Pliocene above the West Sal-

ton detachment fault, as Lutz et al. (2006) and 
Kirby et al. (2007) proposed? What was the 
basinal response to the growing San Felipe fault 
zone? Is the San Felipe fault zone currently inac-
tive, as some have suggested? Answering these 
questions will lead to a better understanding of 
the major kinematic and structural change that 
occurred within the San Andreas fault system 
during the Pleistocene.

In this paper we integrate new data sets with 
previous magnetostratigraphic studies and basin 
and structural analysis in the western Salton 
Trough to document an oblique strike-slip fault 
zone that cut, folded, and deactivated the West 
Salton detachment fault during deposition of 
the syntectonic Ocotillo Formation along the 
SW margin of the newly formed San Felipe–
Borrego subbasin (Housen et al., 2005; Lutz et 
al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007). We fi rst describe 
the regional setting, stratigraphic relationships, 
and the age of the San Felipe fault zone. We then 
examine and interpret structural geometries in 
the central contractional part of the fault zone, 
and integrate these interpretations into a broader 
regional context.

To better understand the timing and structural 
style of this major tectonic reorganization along 
the plate boundary, we characterize and date the 
transition from slip on the West Salton detach-
ment fault to slip on the San Felipe fault zone 
in the western Salton Trough (Figs. 1 and 2). 
We examined exposures near Yaqui Ridge at the 
SW margin of the San Felipe–Borrego subba-
sin to constrain the stratigraphic and structural 
evolution of these structures (Fig. 3). Geologic 
mapping over an area of ~2.5 U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) 7.5′ quadrangles was carried 
out at scales of 1:12,000 and 1:24,000 in the 
Borrego Mountain, Borrego Sink, Harper Can-
yon, Whale Peak, and Squaw Peak 7.5′ USGS 
quadrangles (Steely, 2006). Stratigraphic, sedi-
mentologic and structural analyses reported 
here are condensed from Steely (2006).

Regional Geology

The San Felipe fault zone strikes WNW, and 
is oriented ~10°–20° counterclockwise from the 
adjacent San Jacinto and Elsinore fault zones. It 
is a major dextral strike-slip fault that approaches 
the Elsinore fault zone in the WNW and projects 
toward the Superstition Mountain segment of 
the San Jacinto fault zone to the ESE (Dibblee, 
1954; Rogers, 1965; Figs. 1 and 2). The San 
Felipe and Elsinore fault zones were previously 
inferred to have initiated by or before ca. 2 Ma 
in the Peninsular Ranges, with little signifi cant 
slip since ca. 0.9 Ma (Lamar and Rockwell, 
1986; Hull and Nicholson, 1992; Magistrale 
and Rockwell, 1996). However, recent work 
in the adjacent San Felipe Hills (Kirby, 2005; 
Kirby et al., 2007) and Borrego Badlands (Lutz, 
2005; Lutz et al., 2006) documents a major 
stratigraphic and structural reorganization at 
ca. 1.1 Ma that is interpreted as initiation of the 
San Felipe fault in the early Pleistocene, not its 
demise. Because these studies examined basin 
fi ll in a distal position relative to the San Felipe 
fault zone, the ca. 1.1 Ma stratigraphic changes 
were linked to the basin-bounding San Felipe 
fault zone using indirect methods (Lutz et al., 
2006; Kirby et al., 2007). This study examines 
deposits within and proximal to the San Felipe 
fault zone in order to assess its age of initiation 
and activity, and to determine if it is partially 
coeval with the West Salton detachment fault at 
Yaqui Ridge.

The adjacent San Jacinto fault zone strikes 
NW, is almost 300 km long, and merges with 
the Imperial fault in the SE and the San Andreas 
fault in the NW (Figs. 1 and 2) (Sharp, 1967; 
Sanders, 1989). Many previous studies of the 
San Jacinto fault zone show that it is an early 
Pleistocene-Recent fault with high slip rates that 
allow some plate motion to bypass the eastern 
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half of the Big Bend in the San Andreas fault 
(e.g., Sharp, 1967; Bartholomew, 1968; Rock-
well et al., 1990; Matti and Morton, 1993; 
Morton and Matti, 1993; Bennett et al., 1996; 
Dorsey, 2002; Kendrick et al., 2005; Janecke et 
al., 2005b; Fialko, 2006; Lutz et al., 2006; Kirby 
et al., 2007). The San Jacinto, San Felipe, Earth-
quake Valley, and Elsinore dextral strike-slip 
fault zones cut obliquely across the western Sal-
ton Trough, are currently active, and deform late 
Pleistocene and/or Holocene deposits (Rockwell 
et al., 1990; Hull and Nicholson, 1992; Morton 
and Matti, 1993; Dorsey, 2002; Kirby, 2005; 
Lutz et al., 2006; Belgarde, 2007; this study).

Most of the West Salton detachment fault 
zone has been or is being uplifted and exhumed 
between and adjacent to younger dextral faults 

(Axen and Fletcher, 1998; Kairouz, 2005; Matti 
et al., 2006; Steely, 2006; Belgarde, 2007). 
Only one or two short segments of the detach-
ment fault continue to slip in an area north of 
Whale Peak, where younger crosscutting dex-
tral strike-slip faults may be activating patches 
of the preexisting detachment fault (Figs. 2 
and 3) (Kairouz, 2005; Steely, 2006). The West 
Salton detachment fault partly reactivated the 
Eastern Peninsular Ranges mylonite zone. This 
mid- to late-Cretaceous, west-directed, reverse- 
to thrust-sense shear zone underlies all but the 
southernmost part of the West Salton detach-
ment fault (Schultejann, 1984; Lough, 1993; 
Axen and Fletcher, 1998; Steely, 2006). The 
West Salton detachment fault and mylonite 
generally strike NNW and dip ENE, but both 

vary in their strike and locally even in their dip 
direction (Axen and Fletcher, 1998; Kairouz, 
2005; Steely, 2006). We use the regional ENE 
dip-direction of the >125-km-long detachment 
fault and mylonite zone as reference directions 
for structural analysis.

Some original variation in the strike of the 
mylonite and detachment fault is possible in the 
study area at Yaqui Ridge and elsewhere along 
the detachment fault (Steely, 2006). Adjacent 
to the San Felipe–Borrego subbasin there are 
many changes in strike, and locally even the 
dip direction due to deformation adjacent to and 
within younger dextral faults zones. This pattern 
is most obvious near the Clark, Hell Hole Can-
yon, and San Felipe fault zones (Steely, 2006; 
Belgarde, 2007). The antiformal West Salton 
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detachment fault at Whale Peak may be the only 
documented original corrugation to display a 
reversal in dip directions. Preliminary paleo-
magnetic data there are consistent with ~30° of 
postdetachment tightening of the originally more 
open antiformal corrugation (B. Housen and G. 
Axen, 2006, written commun.). The structural 
geometries of the West Salton detachment fault 
are complex, mostly beyond the scope of this 
paper, and the subject of ongoing research.

Stratigraphy

Overview
Sedimentary rocks in the San Felipe–Borrego 

subbasin of the Salton Trough have an aggregate 
thickness of roughly 5 km and include the Late 
Miocene (?) to Pliocene Imperial Group, the 
Pliocene to Pleistocene Palm Spring Group, and 
the Pleistocene Ocotillo and Brawley Forma-
tions (Fig. 4) (Dibblee, 1954, 1984, 1996; Mor-
ley, 1963; Reitz, 1977; Lutz, 2005; Kirby, 2005; 
Dorsey, 2006; Steely, 2006; Belgarde, 2007). 
Sediments of the Imperial and Palm Spring 
groups accumulated in a large supradetachment 
basin during generally E- to ESE-directed slip 
across the West Salton detachment fault (Kair-

ouz, 2005; Steely, 2006). These deposits record 
complex interactions among different geologic 
structures, the Colorado River delta system, fl u-
vial systems fl owing off the Peninsular Ranges, 
and the Gulf of California seaway (Winker and 
Kidwell, 1986, 1996, 2002; Axen and Fletcher, 
1998; King et al., 2002; Dorsey, 2006; Steely, 
2006; Dorsey et al., 2007).

Postdetachment deposits of the early to mid-
dle Pleistocene Ocotillo Formation and its fi ner 
grained lateral equivalent, the Brawley Forma-
tion, overlie the older basin-fi ll deposits along 
a contact that changes laterally from conform-
able to an angular unconformity (Figs. 2 and 4) 
(Dibblee, 1984; Lutz, et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 
2007). Below we provide a brief summary of the 
Pliocene Palm Spring Group, and then focus on 
postdetachment Pleistocene deposits that accu-
mulated at the SW margin of the San Felipe–
Borrego subbasin (Fig. 2).

Syndetachment Stratigraphy

Palm Spring Group
Diablo Formation, Olla Formation, and 

Cane brake Conglomerate. The Plio- Pleistocene 
Palm Spring Group conformably overlies the 

Imperial Group and includes the laterally equiv-
alent Diablo and Olla formations and Cane-
brake Conglomerate, and the overlying Borrego 
and Hueso formations (Fig. 4) (Dibblee, 1984, 
1996; Winker and Kidwell, 1996). The Diablo 
Formation accumulated in the subaerial fl uvial-
deltaic part of the Colorado River system in the 
Salton Trough. Its sandstone is typically tan to 
yellow-orange and contains distinctive, rounded 
hematite-coated quartz grains derived from the 
Colorado Plateau (Winker, 1987; Winker and 
Kidwell, 1996; Steely, 2006; Dorsey et al., 
2007). The Olla Formation is also fl uvial but 
it contains >20%–50% locally derived sand 
derived from the Peninsular Ranges plutons 
(Winker, 1987; Winker and Kidwell, 1996; Kai-
rouz, 2005; Kirby, 2005; Steely, 2006; Belgarde, 
2007). The Diablo and Olla Formations pass lat-
erally W and SW into locally derived Canebrake 
Conglomerate near Yaqui Ridge (Fig. 5). There 
the Canebrake Conglomerate is faulted against 
Cretaceous mylonitic rocks along the West Sal-
ton detachment fault.

Borrego Formation. The lacustrine Bor-
rego Formation overlies the Diablo Formation 
along a complexly interbedded and gradational 
contact in the San Felipe–Borrego subbasin 
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(Fig. 4) (Dibblee, 1954, 1984; Dorsey et al., 
2005; Kirby, 2005; Belgarde, 2007). The Bor-
rego Formation may be up to ~1.6–1.8 km thick 
in the San Felipe Hills and Borrego Badlands 
and consists of claystone, mudstone, and lesser 
sandstone and marlstone (Tarbet and Holman, 
1944; Bartholomew, 1968; Dibblee, 1984; 
Kirby, 2005). The Borrego Formation accumu-
lated in a perennial freshwater to brackish lake 
that experienced few lake-level lowstands in the 
San Felipe Hills (Kirby et al., 2007). The sill 
of the Borrego lake depocenter is traditionally 
interpreted as the delta of the Colorado River 
(Dibblee, 1954), but may have been a now-
buried structural barrier that blocked incursion 
of marine waters from the Gulf of California 
early during its deposition (Dorsey et al., 2005). 
Coarse pebbly sandstone is typically rare, in the 
Borrego Formation but becomes common (up to 
~50%) in the southwestern Borrego Badlands. 
There, we have found rare but distinctive clasts 
of well-cemented sandstone reworked from the 
underlying Diablo, Olla, or lower Borrego For-
mations in one conglomerate bed ~95 m below 
the top of the Borrego Formation.

Hueso Formation. In the Fish Creek–Val-
lecito basin, south of our study area (Fig. 2), 
the Borrego Formation is absent and the sandy 
to pebbly Hueso Formation is the chrono-
stratigraphic equivalent (Winker, 1987; Winker 
and Kidwell, 1996; Dorsey, 2006). The Hueso 
Formation is ~0.9–1.3 km thick, 2.8–0.9 Ma, 
overlies the Diablo and Olla Formations, and 
is laterally equivalent to the upper part of the 
Canebrake Conglomerate (Johnson et al., 1983; 
Winker, 1987; Winker and Kidwell, 1996; Kair-
ouz, 2005; Dorsey et al., 2006). It is coarser than 
the Borrego Formation, is locally derived, and 
contains no sediment from the Colorado River. 
Near Whale Peak, Canebrake Conglomerate 
that is laterally continuous with the upper part of 
the Hueso Formation is cut by the West Salton 
detachment fault (Kairouz, 2005). This relation-
ship provides direct evidence that this part of the 
detachment fault continued to slip into the latest 
Pliocene and early Pleistocene.

The character and signifi cance of the transi-
tion from the muddy Borrego Formation in the 
north to the sandy Hueso Formation in the south 
is poorly understood because the uplifted Val-
lecito and Fish Creek mountains now separate 
exposures of these two dissimilar but once-con-
tiguous units (e.g., Dorsey et al., 2005; Kirby et 
al., 2007). Our study area east of Yaqui Ridge is 
one of the few locations that preserves sedimen-
tary rocks in the area between exposures of the 
Hueso and Borrego Formations, and therefore 
should expose rocks of this age. However, the 
Borrego and Hueso Formations are absent along 
an angular unconformity between the Diablo 
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Formation and younger Sunset Conglomerate 
of the Ocotillo Formation. The absence of Bor-
rego-age deposits in this area is due to erosion 
and/or nondeposition, as discussed below.

Postdetachment Stratigraphy

Ocotillo and Brawley Formations
The Ocotillo Formation is a widespread unit 

of coarse-grained alluvial sandstone, conglom-
erate, and interbedded fi ner grained lithologies 
(Fig. 4) (Dibblee, 1954; Bartholomew, 1968; 
Dibblee, 1984; Lutz et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 
2007). The Brawley Formation is the fi ner 
grained, fl uvial-deltaic lateral equivalent of the 
Ocotillo Formation (Kirby et al., 2007). The 
age of the Ocotillo and Brawley Formations is 
ca. 1.1–0.5 Ma based on magnetostratigraphy in 
the Borrego Badlands (Lutz, 2005; Lutz et al., 
2006), Ocotillo Badlands (Brown et al., 1991), 
and San Felipe Hills (Kirby, 2005; Kirby et al., 
2007). In the Borrego Badlands, the base of the 
Ocotillo Formation is ca. 1.05 Ma and the top is 
ca. 0.6 Ma (Lutz et al., 2006). In the San Felipe 
Hills, 18 km SE of the Borrego Badlands, the 
disconformable base of the laterally equivalent 
Brawley Formation is also ca. 1.1 Ma, and the 
erosional top of the formation is 0.5–0.6 Ma 
(Kirby et al., 2007).

The nearly synchronous progradation of peb-
ble- to sand-dominated alluvial to fl uvial depos-
its of the Ocotillo and Brawley Formations over 
the clay-rich lacustrine Borrego Formation has 
been interpreted to record major basin reorga-
nization during initiation of the San Felipe and 
San Jacinto dextral strike-slip fault zones (Kirby 
et al., 2007; Lutz et al., 2006). The widespread 
and abrupt end of deposition of the Ocotillo and 
Brawley Formations at ca. 0.5–0.6 Ma in the 
San Felipe–Borrego subbasin probably refl ects a 
second, less signifi cant structural reorganization 
related to changes in the geometry and kinemat-
ics of the San Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones 
(Kirby, 2005; Lutz et al., 2006).

In this paper, we examine and describe a belt 
of conglomerate exposed along the northern 
fl ank of the Vallecito Mountains that was previ-
ously correlated to the Pliocene Canebrake Con-
glomerate (Dibblee, 1984; Winker and Kidwell, 
1996). We show that it is instead a proximal 
facies of the Pleistocene Ocotillo Formation. 
Because this belt is not contiguous with other 
outcrops of the Ocotillo Formation, we infor-
mally name this unit the Sunset Conglomerate of 
the Ocotillo Formation. We then use this coarse 
basin-margin facies to locate and infer the age 
of the active basin-bounding fault system and to 
further refi ne and test the hypotheses of Lutz et 
al. (2006) and Kirby et al. (2007) regarding the 
age and evolution of the San Felipe fault zone.

Sunset Conglomerate
Description. The Sunset Conglomerate is 

exposed NE of the Sunset fault (a short strand 
of the San Felipe fault zone) and SW of the Fish 
Creek Mountains fault. The unit covers an area 
~5.7 km long and up to 2.6 km wide (Fig. 6). 
The NW-striking dextral-oblique Sunset fault 
places Sunset Conglomerate and locally exposed 
underlying Pliocene Palm Spring Group against 
Cretaceous tonalite SW of the fault. The Sunset 
Conglomerate lies along a slight angular (10º–
15º) unconformity on the Canebrake, Olla, and 
Diablo Formations of the Palm Spring Group, 
and the intervening Borrego Formation is absent 
across this contact (Fig. 6). The Sunset Conglom-
erate is at least 600 m thick based on geological 
cross sections and map-based estimates (Figs. 6 
and 7). Lateral equivalents of the Sunset Con-
glomerate are inferred to exist in the subsurface 
E and ENE of the Fish Creek Mountains fault.

The Sunset Conglomerate consists of light-
gray to gray-tan, moderately to weakly cemented, 
poorly sorted coarse to pebbly sandstone, 
pebble to cobble conglomerate, and angular to 
subrounded cobble to boulder conglomerate. 
Overall this unit coarsens upsection from peb-
bly sandstone near the base to boulder conglom-
erate with angular to rounded clasts near the top. 
It also coarsens laterally from coarse sandstone 
~2 km NE of the fault to angular cobble to boul-
der conglomerate near the fault in the SW. Bed-
ding in proximal deposits near the Sunset fault 
is typically characterized by 0.5- to 2-m-thick 
interbedded coarser and fi ner conglomerate 
beds that locally contain outsized clasts of small 
to large boulders up to 4 m in diameter (Fig. 8). 
Proximal deposits contain <20%–30% sand and 
distal deposits typically contain >50% sand. 
Distal exposures of the Sunset Conglomerate 
are characterized by weakly to moderately bed-
ded, poorly sorted, planar to low-angle, trough 
cross-stratifi ed, coarse to pebbly sandstone and 
lesser pebble to cobble conglomerate (Fig. 8). 
Beds average 1–50 cm thick and tonalite clasts 
range from angular to subrounded. Overall, dis-
tal exposures are tanner in color than exposures 
proximal to the Sunset fault and, although not 
extensively studied, contain a signifi cant popu-
lation of pink hematite-coated rounded quartz 
sand grains.

Imbricated clasts (n = 58 sites, 3–10 clasts per 
site) and trough axes (n = 3 sites, 3–5 axes per 
site) show overall paleotransport toward N57ºE 
± 12º when corrected for bedding tilt, with 
a spread of 120º about the average direction 
(Fig. 9). This ENE-directed paleofl ow is approx-
imately perpendicular to the N25ºW–N55ºW 
strike of the Sunset fault (Figs. 6 and 9).

Biotite-bearing tonalite (La Posta–type, see 
key of Fig. 6) and associated plutonic rocks 

(85%) dominate clasts in the Sunset Conglom-
erate, with lesser metamorphic rocks (8%) and 
deformed and chloritically altered plutonic 
rocks (3%) (Figs. 8A–E and 10). A small but 
signifi cant population of clasts (average = 4%) 
are composed of distinctive light tan to tan-pink 
sandstone (Figs. 8 and 10). These sandstone 
clasts contain pink rounded and hematite-coated 
quartz grains derived from the Colorado River, 
are locally present throughout the Sunset Con-
glomerate, and account for up to 10% of clasts 
at some locations.

Depositional processes and environment. 
We interpret the poorly sorted, matrix-sup-
ported, pebble to angular boulder conglomer-
ate with outsized clasts near the Sunset fault as 
debris-fl ow deposits that accumulated on a steep 
arid alluvial fan. Northeastward lateral fi ning 
into poorly sorted sandstone and sandy pebble 
conglomerate refl ect a down-fan transition into 
sandy and gravelly sheet-fl ood deposits with 
minor shallow stream channels. The lateral con-
tinuity of these facies and the paleofl ow indica-
tors suggest deposition in the upper and middle 
part of an alluvial fan that was bounded on its 
SW margin by the Sunset fault.

Provenance and recycling. Biotite-bearing 
La Posta–type tonalite clasts, which dominate 
the Sunset Conglomerate (64%), are identical 
to plutonic rocks on the SW side of the Sun-
set fault (Figs. 5, 6, and 10). La Posta–type 
plutonic rocks are widely exposed south of a 
poorly understood, approximately west-trend-
ing boundary with Canebrake Conglomerate 
in the hanging wall of the West Salton detach-
ment fault at Yaqui Ridge (Fig. 5). More mafi c 
Granite Mountain–type tonalite and mylonitic 
rocks, which are widespread in the immediate 
footwall of the West Salton detachment fault, 
are exposed along Yaqui Ridge less than 500 m 
west of the westernmost exposure of the Sunset 
Conglomerate on the N-NW side of this bound-
ary, and are not present as clasts in the Sunset 
Conglomerate (Figs. 3, 5, 6, and 10).

Distinctive well-cemented, tan-pink sandstone 
clasts, like those in the Sunset Conglomerate, 
are present in the Ocotillo Formation throughout 
the western Salton Trough (Fig. 8). This clast 
type was also found in one conglomerate bed in 
the upper Borrego Formation of the southwest-
ern Borrego Badlands. Hematite-coated, well-
rounded quartz grains are diagnostic of sand 
derived from the Colorado River (Merriam and 
Bandy, 1965) and are especially abundant in fl u-
vial-deltaic sandstone of the Diablo Formation 
of the Palm Spring Group, a unit that contains 
many large well-cemented concretions (Winker, 
1987; Winker and Kidwell, 1996). The upper 
Imperial Group and Borrego Formation con-
tain less of this distinctive sandstone, have few 
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concretions, weather to other colors and/or have 
weak cementation (Reitz, 1977; Dibblee, 1984; 
Kirby, 2005). No shells from the Imperial Group 
or mudstone clasts from the Borrego Formation 
were observed in the Sunset Conglomerate.

The presence of distinctive sandstone clasts 
in the Sunset Conglomerate records recycling of 
older Pliocene basin-fi ll sedimentary rocks from 
the source area of the younger Sunset Conglom-
erate. We interpret the hematite-coated quartz 
grains in sandy matrix of the distal Sunset Con-
glomerate to be Colorado River–derived sand 
grains recycled from the same older basin fi ll. 
For the reasons listed above, the Diablo Forma-
tion is the most likely source of the tan recycled 
sandstone clasts and sand grains.

Metamorphic and chloritically altered clasts 
comprise ~10% of the clasts in the Sunset Con-
glomerate (Fig. 10). These lithologies cannot be 
derived from the large body of La Posta–type 
plutonic rocks SW of the Sunset fault and also 
do not match mylonites from the immediate 
footwall of the West Salton detachment fault 
near the Sunset Conglomerate. The damage 
zone in the hanging wall of the West Salton 
detachment fault and the Pliocene Canebrake 
Conglomerate contain these rock types (~34% 
of the clasts in the Canebrake Conglomerate 
have this composition; Steely, 2006). The Cane-
brake Conglomerate underlies the Sunset Con-
glomerate and occurs in the hanging wall of the 
West Salton detachment fault near the Sunset 
Conglomerate. The proximity of the underly-
ing Canebrake Conglomerate and the erosion 
implied by the angular unconformity between 
the Sunset Conglomerate and the Canebrake 
Conglomerate suggest that the small population 
of metamorphic and chloritically altered clasts 
(~10%) is most likely reworked from the older 
Canebrake Conglomerate nearby. More distant 
source areas may also have contributed.

Correlation and age. Based on the similar 
stratigraphic position, thickness, basal contact, 
grain size, depositional environments, paleo-
fl ow, composition, and sandstone clasts recycled 
from the Palm Spring Group, we interpret the 
Sunset Conglomerate to be a proximal facies 
of the Ocotillo Formation (Fig. 4). Because the 
Sunset Conglomerate overlies the Palm Spring 
Group along an angular unconformity, it must 
be younger than the Palm Spring Group and 
thus cannot correlate to the Canebrake Con-
glomerate or West Butte conglomerate (Fig. 4). 
The Ocotillo Formation and much older West 
Butte conglomerate are the only units in the San 
Felipe–Borrego basin that have angular uncon-
formities at their base like the Sunset Conglom-
erate (Dibblee, 1984; Brown et al., 1991; Lutz 
et al., 2006; Steely, 2006; Kirby et al., 2007). 
The ~600 m thickness of the Sunset Conglomer-
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Figure 10. Clast count for the Ocotillo Formation (Sunset Conglomerate). 
Pie charts represent the percentage of different chloritic or metamorphic 
rocks within the binned populations. Each clast count represents 50 clasts at 
a single location. Clast populations are labeled with percentages (18%).
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ate is similar to, but somewhat thicker than the 
maximum thickness of the Ocotillo Formation 
in the Borrego Badlands (~500 m; Lutz et al., 
2006), Ocotillo Badlands (450 m), and the cor-
relative Brawley Formation in the eastern San 
Felipe Hills (480 m) (Kirby et al., 2007). This is 
consistent with our correlation.

Regionally, the Ocotillo Formation is domi-
nated by sandy conglomerate and sandstone, 
and records sheet-fl ood deposition in medial to 
distal alluvial fan, bajada, and fl uvial environ-
ments (Lutz et al., 2006). The laterally equiva-
lent Brawley Formation records deposition 
in distal fl uvial, fl uvial-deltaic, and lacustrine 
environments (Kirby et al., 2007). The Sunset 
Conglomerate was deposited in proximal to 
medial alluvial fan environments upslope of 
these medial to distal fan deposits. Its thickness 
and grain size patterns show that it is syntec-
tonic to slip on the dextral-oblique Sunset fault. 
The Ocotillo and Brawley Formations are also 
interpreted as syntectonic deposits related to ini-
tiation and slip on the dextral San Felipe fault 
zone SW of the San Felipe–Borrego subbasin 
(Lutz et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007). Our study 
strongly supports their interpretation.

Paleocurrents in the Ocotillo Formation are 
spatially variable in the SW Salton Trough and 
are generally directed E to ENE in the central 
and eastern part of the subbasin (Fig. 11; Lutz 
et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007). The Ocotillo 
Formation in the Borrego Badlands thickens 
northeastward toward  the Clark fault of the San 
Jacinto fault zone (Lutz et al., 2006), and Kirby 
et al. (2007) document southwestward coars-
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ening toward the San Felipe fault zone. The 
thinnest sections are in the middle of the basin 
across the crest of the San Felipe anticline (Lutz 
et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007). The Sunset Con-
glomerate also has NE-directed paleotransport 
and coarsens SW toward the dextral-oblique 
Sunset strand of the San Felipe fault zone. The 
somewhat greater thickness of the Sunset Con-
glomerate compared to that of the Ocotillo and 
Brawley Formations in the San Felipe Hills and 
Ocotillo Badlands is consistent with overall SW 
thickening toward the main basin-bounding 
faults of the San Felipe–Borrego basin (Fig. 11). 
Clast lithologies in the Ocotillo Formation and 
Sunset Conglomerate are nearly identical. Both 
units contain plutonic and metamorphic rocks 
derived from local highlands, and sandstone 
clasts and sand grains recycled from older basin 
fi ll of the Palm Spring Group (Figs. 8 and 11) 
(Bartholomew, 1968; Dibblee, 1984; Lutz et al., 
2006; Kirby et al., 2007).

These data indicate that the Sunset Conglom-
erate is the proximal lateral equivalent of the 
Ocotillo and Brawley Formations, which are 
well dated elsewhere at ca. 1.1–0.6 Ma (Figs. 4 
and 11; Lutz et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007). 
Thus the age of the Sunset Conglomerate is 
also inferred to be ca. 1.1–0.6 Ma, although the 
angular unconformity and absence of Borrego 
Formation beneath the Sunset Conglomerate 
introduce some uncertainty into this age assign-
ment. Because the entire Ocotillo Formation 
accumulated in only ~0.5 m.y., the basal Sun-
set Conglomerate is probably no more than 
~0.2 Ma m.y. younger or older than other parts 
of the Ocotillo Formation. We therefore esti-
mate the age of the basal Sunset Conglomerate 
to be ca. 1.1 ± 0.2 Ma, which means that the 
oldest synkinematic deposits are likely to be 
slightly younger or older than basal deposits of 
the Pleistocene Ocotillo Formation, where it has 
been precisely dated.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

In this section we examine the geometry and 
kinematics of the San Felipe fault zone to estab-
lish the structural setting of the postdetachment 
deposits, to characterize segments and struc-
tural features along the San Felipe fault zone, 
and to assess the relationship between the San 
Felipe fault zone and the West Salton detach-
ment fault.

San Felipe Fault Zone

Overview
The San Felipe fault zone is a major structure 

that is almost as long as the better known faults 
of the San Jacinto and Elsinore fault zones. 

About 150 km long, it is a dextral to dextral-
oblique fault that strikes NW to WNW and 
consists of anastomosing and branching fault 
strands (Figs. 2 and 3). Strands of the fault zone 
were fi rst described by Dibblee (1954, 1984) 
and Rogers (1965) in the SW Salton Trough as a 
set of strike-slip faults that bound the south side 
of Yaqui Ridge and the N side of the Vallecito 
and Fish Creek Mountains, connecting west-
northwestward to the Agua Caliente, Aguanga, 
and Murrieta Hot Springs faults (Kennedy and 
Morton, 2003). Based on prior nomenclature 
and studies (e.g., Dibblee, 1984, 1996), we use 
the name San Felipe fault zone to refer to the 
entire collection of fault strands from Murri-
eta Hot Springs in the NW to the front of the 
Fish Creek Mountains in the SE. We restrict the 
name San Felipe fault to the portion of the fault 
zone that is south of Yaqui and Pinyon ridges 
and extends NW into Grapevine Canyon (Rog-
ers, 1965; Wagner, 1996). We introduce a new 
name, the Fish Creek Mountains fault, for the 
eastern continuation of the San Felipe fault 
zone on the NE margin of the Vallecito and Fish 
Creek mountains (e.g., Dibblee, 1954, 1984, 
1996; Kirby, 2005). Dibblee (1954, 1984, 1996) 
incorrectly mapped the Fish Creek Mountains 
fault as continuous with the San Felipe fault. In 
this study we identify and analyze three struc-
tural segments along the central ~15 km of the 
San Felipe fault zone—the Pinyon Ridge, Mes-
cal Bajada, and Northwest Fish Creek Moun-
tain segments (Fig. 3)—and describe the newly 
identifi ed Sunset fault between the latter two 
segments.

The central San Felipe fault zone has an over-
all sigmoidal map pattern, with N55°W–strik-
ing faults along Grapevine Canyon and the NE 
side of the Fish Creek and Vallecito Mountains 
(Fig. 3). These segments are connected by a 
~15-km-long zone of transpressive E-W–strik-
ing faults and folds south of Pinyon and Yaqui 
ridges. This part of the fault zone consists of 
the Pinyon Ridge and Mescal Bajada structural 
segments (Fig. 3). Boundaries of the segments 
coincide with the tips of major folds, bends in 
the fault, left and right steps, branch points in 
the fault zone, and major changes in structural 
style within the fault zone (Fig. 3; Steely, 2006). 
The Pinyon Ridge and Mescal Bajada structural 
segments are only 6.75 and 9 km long, respec-
tively, and despite their distinct characteristics 
might instead be subsegments of a single, longer 
segment (Fig. 3).

North of the Mescal Bajada segment, the 
West Salton detachment fault dips ~20° SW in 
its westernmost exposure on the south side of 
Yaqui Ridge (Fig. 5). The detachment fault is 
also exposed south of the San Felipe fault near 
Plum Canyon 5.8 ± 2.8 km farther west (Fig. 3), 

although the cutoff of the detachment fault 
is buried by alluvium along San Felipe Wash. 
Slickenlines measured on the main subvertical 
fault strand within the Pinyon-Mescal segment 
boundary are dominantly subhorizontal and 
suggest that horizontal displacements exceed 
vertical displacements along this part of the fault 
zone. The distributions of rock units on either 
side of the Mescal Bajada segment also indicate 
horizontal displacements in excess of vertical 
displacements (Steely, 2006). Taken together, 
these data suggest that the 5.8 ± 2.8 km right 
separation measured from the displaced detach-
ment fault is mostly the result of dextral slip 
across the fault zone. Fault strands within the 
Pinyon Ridge and Mescal Bajada segments dis-
place and fold late Pleistocene deposits.

The structural geology of the fault zone is 
complex along the Pinyon Ridge and Mescal 
Bajada segments, and there are several subsid-
iary faults and folds that diverge from the central 
fault zone. One moderately to steeply ENE-dip-
ping fault that crosses Yaqui Ridge (Perpendicu-
lar Bluff fault) is 1.8 km long (Fig. 5), and has 
slickenlines that rake from 25º to 90ºN (n = 3). 
A prominent E-facing topographic scarp along 
this fault suggests that there is a normal com-
ponent of displacement. In the south this fault 
displaces the West Salton detachment fault in a 
sinistral-normal sense and produces ~500 m of 
left-separation. To the N the fault does not cross 
a 1- to 2-km-long subsidiary footwall strand of 
the West Salton detachment fault with moderate 
N dips (Fig. 5). The Perpendicular Bluff fault 
may be cut by the detachment strand, it may lose 
displacement northward, as indicated by north-
ward thinning of the prominent alteration zone, 
or it may transfer some slip onto a part of the 
subsidiary detachment fault.

Three left-stepping, en echelon fault strands 
comprise a major structural boundary at the E 
end of the Mescal Bajada segment of the San 
Felipe fault zone (Fig. 3). From NW to SE these 
are the San Felipe fault, the Sunset fault, and the 
Fish Creek Mountains fault (Figs. 3, 5, and 6). 
These three faults bound two distinct contrac-
tional stepovers that we collectively name the 
Narrows stepover. The Sunset Conglomerate is 
folded in the stepover between the Sunset and 
Fish Creek Mountains faults. The older East-
ern Peninsular Ranges mylonite zone and West 
Salton detachment fault either have an older 
fold-like geometry or are folded in the stepover 
between the San Felipe and Sunset fault. Both 
the mylonite and detachment fault are cut by 
subsidiary small-offset dextral faults between 
the Sunset and San Felipe faults (Figs. 5 and 
6). The folded mylonite and detachment fault 
defi ne the Yaqui Ridge antiform (Schultejann, 
1984). The antiform has a limited lateral extent 
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and ends or bends southwestward at the saddle 
(and possible wind gap) that defi nes the bound-
ary between Yaqui and Pinyon Ridges. The 
antiform does not appear to persist westward 
(Fig. 5).

Sunset Fault
The NW-striking Sunset fault is located 

between the San Felipe fault to the west and the 
Fish Creek Mountains fault to the east and par-
allels the San Felipe fault for ~7.5 km (Figs. 3, 
5, and 6). The boundary between the Sunset 
fault and the Fish Creek Mountains fault is a 
faulted transpressional left stepover in which the 
two faults are parallel for ~2.5 km and bound 
complexly folded and faulted Pleistocene Sun-
set Conglomerate (Figs. 3 and 6). Along most 
of its length the Sunset fault places the Sun-
set Conglomerate and units of the underlying 
Palm Spring Group against plutonic Cretaceous 
tonalite (Fig. 6). Locally, thin belts of moderately 
to steeply dipping fault-bound slivers of Palm 
Spring Group are upturned along the fault.

The Sunset fault zone persists for ~10.8 km 
from near Harper Canyon WNW to the N side 
of Yaqui Ridge. It changes west-northwestward 
from a single fault to a 4-km-wide by 5-km-
long horsetail splay of small faults that vary up 
to ~90° in strike (Figs. 3, 5, and 6). Immediately 
WNW of San Felipe Wash the main strand of 
the Sunset fault becomes an E- to ESE-dipping 
normal fault that is buried by the alluvium of 
San Felipe Wash. This normal fault has ~1 km 
of dip-slip separation based on stratigraphic and 
structural relationships and analyses of cross 
sections (Fig. 7C; Steely, 2006). Other subsid-
iary strands strike NNW to WNW, have small 
offsets, and cut and uplift older alluvium and 
Canebrake Conglomerate (Fig. 5). Degraded 
fault scarps are present along portions of the 
horsetail splay in older alluvium.

Plutonic rocks SW of the single-stranded part 
of the Sunset fault are brecciated in a 0.5- to 
5-m-wide zone. They are locally bleached white 
and have a chalky texture (Fig. 6). Fracturing 
is well developed up to several hundred meters 
from the fault surface (Fig. 6). The tonalite in 
the hanging wall of the West Salton detachment 
fault is also brecciated for hundreds of meters 
above the detachment, and this damage zone has 
a folded form coincident with the Yaqui Ridge 
antiform. The damage zone SW of the Sunset 
fault overlaps with the older damage zone above 
the detachment fault.

Southeast of the horsetail splay, the Sun-
set fault strikes N55ºW ± 10°, and three-point 
analyses shows that it is usually steep and 
changes both its dip and dip-direction along 
strike (Fig. 5). Near San Felipe Wash the fault 
dips steeply SW, near Harper Canyon the fault 

dips moderately to steeply ENE, and in between 
it is vertical (Figs. 6 and 7). Measurements from 
primary fault surfaces (n = 12) further document 
the waviness and variable dip direction of the 
fault (Fig. 12A).

The Sunset fault zone preserves complex 
slickenline patterns consistent with both strike-
slip and dip-slip movements (Fig. 12A). These 
data and the map relationships suggest that 
the Sunset fault has complex slip patterns with 
dominant dextral strike-slip deformation and 
less NE-down slip. Although no shear-sense 
indicators were observed along the fault, its 
variable dip direction, overall NW strike, steep 
to moderate dip, and proximity to other similarly 
oriented faults with demonstrable dextral offset 
indicate that the Sunset fault is a dextral fault 
with smaller reverse and normal components of 
slip (Fig. 7).

The absence of displaced steeply dipping 
markers prevents a precise measurement of off-
set across the Sunset fault. A maximum slip esti-
mate can be made from the provenance, grain 
size, and paleocurrents of the Sunset Conglom-
erate. Provenance studies show that ~64% of 
clasts in the conglomerate were derived from La 
Posta–type plutonic rocks (and 85% from all La 
Posta–related rock types) that are widespread in 
the hanging wall of the West Salton detachment 
fault. There are no clasts of mylonite or Granite 
Mountain–type tonalite derived from the foot-
wall of the detachment, despite the footwall 
being in close proximity to the conglomerate. 
The tonalite clasts include angular boulders up 
to 4-m diameter near the Sunset fault (Fig. 8). 
This relationship requires that the Sunset Con-
glomerate was close to a La Posta–type tonalite 
source area during deposition. La Posta–type 
tonalitic rocks have a unique spatial distribu-
tion in this area and are only exposed E and S 
of Yaqui and Pinyon Ridges. This rock type is 
easy to identify because the mafi c minerals are 
mostly biotite and are not abundant (green shad-
ing in Fig. 3) (Steely, 2006). Exposures of La 
Posta–type tonalite in the Whale Peak and Pin-
yon Ridge areas cannot be the source because 
they lie structurally beneath a thick carapace of 
mylonite and protomylonite border phases of 
the La Posta pluton (Granite Mountain type) that 
are notably more mafi c in composition and are 
not present in clasts of the Sunset Conglomer-
ate (Fig. 3; Kairouz, 2005; Steely, 2006). Based 
on the very coarse clast size of some proximal 
Sunset Conglomerate (Fig. 3) and fault-perpen-
dicular paleocurrents, we infer that the Sunset 
Conglomerate must have been located directly 
NE of La Posta–type tonalite during deposition.

If we use the westernmost outcrop of La 
Posta–type tonalite above the West Salton 
detachment fault as our most distant sediment 

dispersal point, then slip on the Sunset fault 
is limited to less than 5 km of dextral separa-
tion. However, restoration greater than 1–2 km 
reconstructs a large area of mylonite with a 
more mafi c Granite Mountain–type protolith 
in the source area of the Sunset Conglomerate 
(Fig. 3). Therefore our preferred estimate of 
~1–2 km right-lateral strike-slip displacement 
across the Sunset fault is at the lower end of 
the plausible range. Greater dextral slip should 
have produced a mylonite-clast and Granite 
Mountain–clast- bearing conglomerate unlike 
the Sunset Conglomerate. This ~1–2 km right-
slip estimate for the 10.8-km-long Sunset fault 
is less than that for the much longer San Felipe 
fault (5.8 ± 2.8 km) and is consistent with the 
Sunset fault being a short strand in a double ste-
pover of the San Felipe fault zone.

Folds in and near the San Felipe Fault Zone

Folds deform all of the Cenozoic sedimentary 
rocks and some of the crystalline rocks in the 
study area (Fig. 3). We identifi ed and analyzed 
this deformation in discrete structural domains 
and found that the directions and magnitudes 
of shortening vary across the area. There are 
fi ve domains: (1) the folded Cretaceous mylo-
nite at Yaqui Ridge, (2) the folded Late Ceno-
zoic West Salton detachment fault, (3) folded 
Pleistocene Sunset Conglomerate, and (4 and 
5) two domains of folded Pliocene sedimentary 
rocks near Yaqui Meadows (Fig. 13). We use 
structural analyses, map patterns, and shorten-
ing estimates from cross sections augmented by 
strain estimated from average interlimb angles 
to describe and compare folding trends, spacing, 
style, and strains in the three domains within the 
9-km-wide Narrows stepover. We then compare 
folding patterns in the stepover with those in the 
remaining two domains of folded sedimentary 
rocks farther to the WNW in order to compare 
deformation related to the San Felipe fault zone 
with other folding strains.

We calculate horizontal shortening from cross 
sections and augment that data set by also calcu-
lating strain from the modal interlimb angles of 
folds (Table 1; Fig. 14). The interlimb method 
was used and tested by Kirby (2005) and Steely 
(2006). Shortened lengths were calculated from 
modal interlimb angle in two domains after 
approximating the folds there as one larger kink 
fold with one interlimb angle (Fig. 14). Folds 
may have a kink-fold geometry or a cylindrical 
geometry as long as fold limbs have fairly uni-
form orientations. Field data (Figs. 5, 6, and 13) 
indicate regular fold spacing and geometries in 
this area, and permit this simplifi cation if two-
fold limbs are clear in the stereogram, as they 
are at Yaqui Ridge (Fig. 12). In places where we 
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Figure 12. Geometry and kinematics of the Sunset and West Salton detachment faults (WSDF). (A) Slickenlines on the Sunset fault display 
signifi cant scatter with more strike-slip and oblique vectors than dip-slip vectors. Note the variable dip direction of the Sunset fault. (B) 
Present-day geometry of the West Salton detachment fault, associated slickenlines, and fold axis. (C) Notice that strike-slip vectors on the 
Sunset fault do not have corresponding slickenline populations on the WSDF. This suggests that the Sunset fault was not kinematically 
linked to the WSDF and reactivation of the WSDF was limited or did not occur. (D) Scatter and contour plot of Cretaceous mylonitic folia-
tions and stretching lineations in the footwall of the West Salton detachment fault.  See text for discussion of unfolded data set. (E) Slicken-
lines from the SW-dipping part of the West Salton detachment after rotation to match the attitude of the detachment on the NNE-dipping 
part of the fault. The original attitude of the fault plane is not known. We restored the fault to a planar geometry in order to facilitate 
comparison of slickenline directions. Note the maximum Kamb contour in the NE quadrant. (F) Comparison of slickenlines directions on 
the NNE- and SW-dipping parts of the detachment fault.  Note that slip in the 20° to 60° direction is far more common on the SW-dipping 
fault plane than on the NNE-dipping one.  Slickenlines scattered around 90° are present on both parts of the detachment fault.  Contour 
lines apply to slickenlines on the NNE-dipping part of the fault.
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can estimate horizontal shortening using both 
methods, there is good agreement between these 
two methods (Table 1; see below).

We also analyze mylonitic stretching linea-
tions from the Cretaceous mylonite and slicken-
lines from the West Salton detachment fault to 
help constrain the timing, geometry, and mecha-
nism of folding at Yaqui Ridge. Lineations on 
the NNE-dipping side of the antiform plunge 
ENE, whereas lineations on the opposite limb 
plunge W to WSW.

Folded Mylonite at Yaqui Ridge: Description 
and First-Order Analysis

This domain encompasses all the rocks in the 
footwall of the West Salton detachment fault 
along Yaqui Ridge. There, foliated to mylonitic 
plutonic rocks of the Eastern Peninsular Ranges 
mylonite zone and local lozenges of metasedi-
mentary rocks defi ne NW, NE, and E-W–trend-
ing folds (Figs. 5 and 13). Map analysis shows 
that WNW-trending folds are dominant with 
fewer short E-W–trending and ENE-trending 
folds (Fig. 5). Along most of Yaqui Ridge, two 
monoclines defi ne an antiformal box fold with 
hinges 300–600 m apart. These monoclines gen-
erally parallel the West Salton detachment fault 
on the N fl ank of Yaqui Ridge, defi ne the crest of 
the antiform in the footwall, and are ~0.25 km 
SSW of the detachment fault (Fig. 5). The San 
Felipe fault zone also parallels the monoclines.

The monoclines change northwestward into 
anticlines in an area where several smaller syn-
clines merge with and link the major anticlines. 
One of the dominant NW-trending anticlines 
dies out to the NW, whereas the other NW-
trending anticline changes orientation and may 
be continuous with the NE-trending anticline 
that intersects the San Felipe fault zone at the 
boundary between the Pinyon Ridge and Mescal 
Bajada structural segments (Figs. 5, 6, and 13).

Our mapping of fold axes and structural 
analysis of 225 foliation measurements shows 
that ESE-plunging folds dominate Yaqui Ridge 
(Figs. 5, 7, 12, and 13). The best-fi t cylindrical 
fold plunges 06º ± 4º and trends 126º ± 10º. The 
dominant ESE plunge of the folds is probably 
due to the original easterly dip of the Cretaceous 
thrust-related fabrics. The NE- and E-trending 
folds are not evident in the stereonet in part 
because fewer attitudes were collected where 
these folds dominate. Cross folds may contrib-
ute to some of the dispersion in the data set but 
do not obscure the dominant pattern.

The lack of a distinct marker unit in the mylo-
nite precludes a rigorous cross-sectional analy-
sis of shortening. Although data are scattered, 
an interlimb angle of ~129º is measured from 
the contoured center of poles to each fold limb 
(Figs. 13 and 14). The interlimb angle in this 

110°

110° 110° 110°110°

original length

shortened length

Right limb Left l
im

b 

Equal Area

02° ± 3°, 113° ± 7°

interlimb angle

Poles to 
left limb 

Poles to 
right limb 

NE

SW

NESW

line of section

Interlimb angle ~125°

~12.8% NE-SW shortening

TABLE 1. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF FOLDED ROCKS IN FIVE DOMAINS       
  fo egA niamoD

folded  
feature(s) 

Fold-axis trend 
and plunge 

Interlimb
angle 

NE-SW shortening 
from interlimb  

angle 

NE-SW shortening  
from cross-section 

analysis 
Yaqui Ridge footwall  
  mylonite 

Cretaceous 126° ± 10° 
06° ± 4° 

~129° ~11.5% N/A 

West Salton  
  low-angle fault 

Late Cenozoic 113° ± 7° 
02° ± 3° 

~125° ~13% ~11%–14% 

Sunset Domain 
  (Sunset Conglomerate) 

Pleistocene 307° ± 12° 
01° ± 2° 

N/A N/A ~7%–8% 
(~11%–12%) 

Yaqui Meadows NE Pliocene 243 ° ± 43° 
12° ± 8° 

N/A N/A N/A 

Yaqui Meadows SW Pliocene 355 ° ± 36° 
07° ± 7° 

N/A N/A N/A 

Yaqui Meadows combined Pliocene No fold axis N/A N/A N/A 
   Notes: Parentheses reflect addition of strain in angular unconformity. IL—Interlimb angle. 

Figure 14. Technique to determine shortening strains from stereograms of folded bedding, 
faults and foliation to augment cross-sectional analysis. Diagram shows that treating a 
group of small folds as a single larger fold is robust. Shortened length is calculated from 
modal interlimb angle in each domain. Folds may have a kink-fold geometry or a cylindrical 
geometry as long as fold limbs have fairly uniform orientations. Shortening calculated using 
modal dips of fold limbs and interlimb angles. Field data (Figs. 5, 6, and 13) indicate regu-
lar fold spacing and geometries in this area, and permit this simplifi cation. Modifi ed from 
Kirby (2005). Shortening calculated using a kink geometry is comparable to that calculated 
using a concentric geometry. Both types of folds are present.
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domain yields ~11.5% NE-SW shortening of 
the mylonite across Yaqui Ridge (Table 1). An 
original NNE- to ENE-dipping mylonite zone is 
likely, given regional relationships, but this dip 
direction is not required for the strain calcula-
tion (see below).

Stretching lineations in the mylonite show a 
strong ENE-trending population on the NE-dip-
ping limb, and a WSW-trending population on 
the opposite limb (Fig. 12D). The lineations are 
neither parallel nor perpendicular to the Yaqui 
Ridge antiform.

Folded West Salton Detachment Fault: 
Description and First-Order Analysis

We analyzed the antiformal geometry of the 
West Salton detachment fault along the NE and 
S sides of Yaqui Ridge (Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 13). 
At the SE tip of Yaqui Ridge, E of the Narrows, 
NE-dipping, SE-dipping, and SW-dipping parts 
of the West Salton detachment fault defi ne  an 
ESE-plunging box-shaped antiform (Figs. 5 
and 6). This box fold is coincident with the box 
fold defi ned by the foliations in the underlying 
footwall at map scale and indicates that either 
the mylonite and detachment fault were folded 
during the same event, or the detachment fault 
reactivated a preexisting box-shaped antiform in 
the Cretaceous mylonite zone. The ESE plunge 
of the fold in the detachment fault is likely 
inherited from the original ENE dip of the West 
Salton detachment fault, based on its consis-
tent easterly dip along its ~150 km trace length 
(Todd et al., 1988; Axen and Fletcher, 1998).

Stereonet analysis of 87 fault-plane mea-
surements show two limbs that defi ne a 02º 
± 3º–plunging, 113º ± 7º–trending fold axis 
(Figs. 13 and 14). Measurement of horizontal 
NE-SW shortening calculated from two cross 
sections shows that the West Salton detach-
ment fault was shortened by ~11.5%–14.0% 
across Yaqui Ridge (Fig. 7; Table 1). An inter-
limb angle of 125º is measured from the con-
toured poles to the detachment on the north and 
south side of Yaqui Ridge. We calculate ~13% 
NE-SW shortening of the detachment fault 
across Yaqui Ridge, and by assuming that the 
detachment fault was nearly planar and dipping 
before folding. Unfolding was done about the 
axis of the Yaqui Ridge antiform. This second 
method of strain analysis does not require that 
we know the original orientation of the fault 
near Yaqui Ridge, merely that it was nearly pla-
nar before folding. Within errors, the shorten-
ing of the detachment fault measured from the 
cross section and calculated using the interlimb 
method is identical. Both methods produce the 
same direction and magnitude of shortening as 
that recorded in the folded Cretaceous mylo-
nite (Fig. 13; Table 1).

Slickenlines from the NNE-dipping detach-
ment fault preserve scattered slickenlines con-
centrated around a top-east direction, whereas 
the SW-dipping detachment fault has greater 
dispersion with a SW-trending maximum and 
scattered slickenlines elsewhere (Fig. 12C). 
The many SW-plunging slickenlines on the 
SW-dipping part of the fault require transport of 
the hanging wall up and over Yaqui Ridge and 
are geologically implausible slip directions for 
the detachment fault in its current geometry. 
When the SW-dipping detachment fault and its 
slickenlines are restored about the Yaqui Ridge 
antiform (Fig. 12E), many scattered slicken-
lines rotate to congruence with the E-trending 
maximum on the NNE-dipping part of the 
detachment fault (Figs. 12C, 12E, and 12F) as 
predicted, if the detachment fault was folded 
after these E-plunging slickenlines formed. We 
interpret these data as evidence for folding of 
the detachment fault and the underlying mylo-
nite after the top-to-the-E detachment slip. The 
E-trending maximum defi nes the dominant slip 
direction across the detachment fault, and is 
evidence for highly oblique dextral-normal slip 
across the West Salton detachment fault at Yaqui 
Ridge (Steely, et al., 2004; Steely, 2006).

When slickenlines from the two limbs are 
compared (Figs. 12C and 12F), it is clear that 
the two limbs preserve different slip histories, in 
addition to sharing a population of E-plunging 
slickenlines that range from ENE to ESE. Over 
80% of the slickenlines on the NNE-dipping part 
of the fault are in the E-plunging population, 
as are a third of the slickenlines from the SW-
dipping parts of the detachment fault (Fig. 12F). 
The remaining slickenlines are located in the 
middle of the NE or SW quadrants. This popu-
lation is far more abundant on the SW-dipping 
limb in either its restored geometry (Figs. 12E 
and 12F) or its current geometry (Fig. 12C). 
We interpret the populations of slickenlines as 
evidence that both parts of the fault experienced 
top-to-the-E displacement, whereas NE-directed 
slip was limited largely to the SW-dipping part 
of the fault.

Folded Quaternary Sedimentary Rocks: 
Description and First-Order Analysis

The Sunset domain exposes NW-striking 
Pliocene to Quaternary sedimentary rocks 
between the Sunset fault and the Fish Creek 
Mountains fault (Figs. 6 and 13). Map analy-
sis shows that folds in the Sunset Conglomer-
ate have two orientations. There is a dominant 
set of WNW-plunging folds in the central part 
of the domain, and a subordinate pair of E- and 
W-plunging monoclines at the N and south ends 
of the domain (Fig. 6). Overall, there are four to 
fi ve NW-plunging folds parallel to and within 

~1.5 km of the Sunset fault. The central anticline 
in this domain is offset in a left-stepping sense by 
NE-striking left-lateral faults (Fig. 6). Together 
the folds transform a 1.7-km-wide, SW-dipping 
homocline in the WNW into a 1.25-km-wide, 
NE-dipping homocline in the ESE.

When the attitude of bedding of Pleistocene 
beds in the Sunset domain are analyzed (n = 
107), stereonet analysis shows an overall 07º 
± 3º–plunging, 297º ± 16º–trending, cylindrical 
fold axis. This direction is parallel to the nine 
fold hinges that we mapped (Fig. 6) and parallel 
to both the Sunset fault and the Fish Creek Moun-
tains fault (Fig. 13). There is somewhat more 
scatter in this data set than in some of the other 
domains due to the greater measurement error 
associated with the bedded conglomerate and 
pebbly sandstone. Cross-section analysis of the 
Sunset domain shows a minimum of ~7%–8% 
NE-SW horizontal shortening (Fig. 7; Table 1). 
The 10°–15° NE-dipping angular unconformity 
at the base of the Sunset Conglomerate may rep-
resent an additional ~3.5%–4% NE-SW shorten-
ing that occurred before deposition of the Sunset 
Conglomerate for a total NE-SW shortening of 
~11% to ~12% (Table 1).

Folded Sedimentary Rocks outside the 
San Felipe Fault Zone at Yaqui Meadows: 
Description and Analysis

There are two areas of folded Canebrake Con-
glomerate of the Pliocene Palm Spring Group in 
the hanging wall of the West Salton detachment 
fault along the NNE side of Yaqui and Pinyon 
Ridges that we named the NW and SE Yaqui 
Meadows domains (Fig. 13). These rocks are 
located west of the Narrows stepover in the San 
Felipe fault zone and are cut by the distal ends of 
the Sunset fault zone. Mapping of the NW Yaqui 
Meadows domain revealed mostly W-plunging 
folds (Fig. 5). The SE Yaqui Meadows domain 
also preserves E-W–trending folds and at least 
three NNE-plunging folds at a high angle to the 
West Salton detachment fault (Figs. 5 and 13). 
The detachment fault is not folded about these 
NNE-plunging axes and probably acted as a 
décollement surface during the folding.

The NW Yaqui Meadows domain shows 
signifi cant scatter of bedding attitudes on a ste-
reogram with no meaningful fold axis evident 
on the stereonet despite the presence of several 
clear mapped folds (n = 53) (Fig. 13). The SE 
Yaqui Meadows domain also shows a signifi cant 
scatter of bedding attitudes (n = 40) (Fig. 13).

When the attitudes from the NW and SE Yaqui 
Meadows area are combined, bedding attitudes 
display signifi cant scatter with no dominant fold 
axis on the stereogram (Fig. 13). This is likely 
due to interference between the multiple trends 
of folds at high angles to one another. E-W–
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trending folds near Yaqui Meadows probably 
refl ect wrench deformation. We have not identi-
fi ed a mechanism to produce the handful of NE-
plunging folds in the area. It is noteworthy that 
there is no evidence for NW-trending folds in 
either the map pattern or the stereogram around 
Yaqui Meadows. NW-trending folds are local-
ized between en echelon faults of the San Felipe 
fault zone.

INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

Timing of Initial Uplift along the San Felipe 
Fault Zone

The northeastward tilt of older sedimentary 
rocks beneath the angular unconformity at the 
base of the Sunset Conglomerate and the lack 
of Borrego or Hueso Formations across this 
contact indicate a period of uplift and tilting 
prior to deposition of the basal Sunset Con-
glomerate. Because our study area is astride a 
poorly understood paleogeographic boundary 
between the thicker Borrego-fi lled subbasin to 
the north (up to 1.8 km thick) and the thinner 
Hueso-fi lled subbasin to the south (~1.3 km 
thick), it is impossible to know the thickness of 
Hueso- or Borrego-age sediment missing across 
the angular unconformity. Using reasonable 
exhumation rates of 2–10 mm/yr and complete 
erosion of the maximum possible thickness of 
Hueso or Borrego Formation, ~0.1–0.9 m.y. 
would be required to erode these units before 
deposition of the Sunset Conglomerate began. 
Alternatively, if the Borrego or Hueso Forma-
tions were thin or absent in this area, then the 
unconformity could have formed over less than
a period of <0.1 m.y. This analysis does little to 
constrain the age of initial deformation because 
we cannot estimate the thickness of the Borrego 
or Hueso Formations near Yaqui Ridge.

Therefore, we examined basin fi ll for evi-
dence of the earliest uplift along the SW mar-
gin of the San Felipe–Borrego subbasin. Rare 
recycled sandstone clasts in conglomerate of the 
upper Borrego Formation (95 m below the base 
of the Ocotillo Formation) in the southwestern 
Borrego Badlands provide the earliest record of 
basin inversion and uplift along the SW basin 
margin. Although the rate of sediment accumu-
lation in the upper Borrego Formation is not 
well known, it is likely less than the high rates 
in the lower Ocotillo Formation (1.4–3.9 mm/
yr) (Lutz et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007). Using 
a reasonable range of sediment-accumulation 
rates (0.5–2 mm/yr), the ~100 m thickness of 
upper Borrego Formation with recycled clasts, 
and the ca. 1.1 Ma age of the basal Ocotillo For-
mation in the Borrego Badlands where the basal 
contact is conformable (Lutz et al., 2006), the 

oldest recycled clasts were probably deposited 
ca. 1.1–1.3 Ma. These recycled clasts record 
erosion of quartz-rich sandstone from either 
the Diablo or the lower Borrego Formations 
and provide the earliest evidence of uplift and 
erosion within the future San Felipe fault zone. 
Aside from this one conglomerate bed in the 
Borrego Formation, there is currently no other 
sedimentary evidence for uplift along the SW 
margin of the San Felipe–Borrego subbasin 
prior to 1.1–1.3 Ma.

We interpret these data as evidence that there 
was little or no uplift in the San Felipe fault zone 
prior to deposition of the uppermost Borrego or 
lower Ocotillo Formation. We further infer that 
the lag time between initiation of the San Felipe 
fault (which inverted and destroyed some of the 
older supradetachment basin) and earliest depo-
sition of reworked sandstone clasts in the new 
basin was probably <0.2 m.y. The close spatial 
association between the uplifted areas in the 
Vallecito and Fish Creek Mountains and the San 
Felipe fault zone provides evidence that the San 
Felipe fault zone produced the uplift. Altogether 
these relationships show that the San Felipe fault 
zone initiated no earlier than ca. 1.1–1.3 Ma and 
breached the surface shortly afterward.

Geometry of Initial Uplift along the San 
Felipe Fault Zone

Northeastward tilt of rocks beneath the Sun-
set Conglomerate prior to deposition of the 
Sunset Conglomerate, and the location of the 
uplifted area adjacent to the San Felipe fault 
zone, are consistent with growth of a NE-facing 
fault-propagation monocline above the nascent, 
upward-growing tip of the Sunset and Fish 
Creek Mountains faults. A fault-propagation 
fold above a dextral-oblique fault will produce 
uplift during early stages of development, simi-
lar to a fault-propagation fold above a growing 
reverse or normal fault (Gawthorpe et al., 1997; 
Sharp et al., 2000). Once the fault tip reaches the 
surface, accommodation space is quickly cre-
ated on the downthrown side of the fault (in this 
case the NE side), and deposition begins (Gaw-
thorpe et al., 1997). Although the San Felipe 
fault zone is predominantly a strike-slip fault, it 
has a signifi cant NE-side–down component of 
slip in the Narrows stepover and along the Fish 
Creek Mountains fault and a smaller component 
of SW-down slip on the Pinyon Ridge structural 
segment (Dibblee, 1996; Steely, 2006). A fault-
propagation fold above the Sunset fault can 
explain uplift and erosion of Plio-Pleistocene 
basin fi ll (Diablo, Borrego, and/or Hueso For-
mations) shortly prior to deposition of the basal 
Sunset Conglomerate. This model also explains 
the original NE dip of older basin-fi ll deposits 

beneath the angular unconformity below the 
Sunset Conglomerate. A second, SW-facing 
monocline associated with the E end of the San 
Felipe fault at Yaqui Ridge may have formed in 
a similar manner, but sedimentary evidence for 
such an evolution is not preserved there.

The Sunset fault may cut the West Salton 
detachment fault at depth or merge laterally and 
at depth with it. We prefer the fi rst interpretation 
because other faults of the fault zone, like such 
as the San Felipe fault, cut and offset the detach-
ment along San Felipe Wash by many kilome-
ters, and because small-offset dextral strike-slip 
faults between the San Felipe and Sunset fault 
cut the West Salton detachment fault near the 
tip of Yaqui Ridge. Both relationships show that 
dextral faults cut the detachment fault instead of 
reactivating it (Figs. 3 and 5). Second, there is 
no Ocotillo Formation in the hanging wall of the 
detachment fault north of Yaqui Ridge as would 
be expected if it was active during the fi rst half 
of the San Felipe fault zone’s history. Finally, 
the two faults have dissimilar dominant slip 
directions and the faults are nearly orthogonal 
where they are closest to each other (Fig. 7C). 
The slip vectors measured on the Sunset fault, 
although few in number, are distinctly different 
from major slickenline population on the West 
Salton detachment fault (Figs. 12B and 12C). 
Sunset fault slickenlines overlap in trend with 
less than 6%–7% of slickenlines on all parts of 
the detachment fault, and overlap even less with 
slickenlines on the nearest part of the detachment 
on the north side of Yaqui Ridge (Fig. 12B).

These relationships confl ict with an alternate 
possibility, that there was some folding and 
uplift of basin fi ll during late stages of slip on 
the West Salton detachment fault, before the San 
Felipe fault was fully formed. We do not favor 
this alternate model because the San Felipe fault 
zone clearly cuts the detachment fault and was 
active long enough to accumulate signifi cant 
right slip. Syndetachment tilting should have 
been toward the detachment fault (to the SW) 
rather than the observed dip direction beneath 
the angular unconformity (to the NE). In addi-
tion, the detachment fault was active during all 
of Pliocene time yet did not produce a Pliocene 
uplift within the future San Felipe fault zone.

Age of the Sunset Fault and Paleogeography 
of the Sunset Conglomerate

Our data show that the Sunset and Fish Creek 
Mountains faults controlled deposition of the 
Sunset Conglomerate along the SW margin of 
the newly formed San Felipe–Borrego subbasin 
of the Salton Trough (Fig. 11). Based on cor-
relation to more distal, well-dated parts of the 
Ocotillo Formation (Lutz et al., 2006; Kirby et 
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al., 2007), the oldest Sunset Conglomerate is 
estimated to be ca. 1.1 ± 0.2 Ma. We infer that 
the Sunset fault had ruptured to the surface by 
that time, was creating accommodation space, 
and had cut the detachment fault. Our data also 
show that the Sunset Conglomerate accumu-
lated in a syntectonic alluvial fan with sedimen-
tary transport to the NE away from the bounding 
San Felipe fault zone.

Emergence of the San Felipe fault zone 
records a major, structurally controlled change 
in the paleogeography of the San Felipe–Bor-
rego region from one controlled largely by 
oblique low-angle extension across the West 
Salton detachment fault to one dominated by 
strike-slip faults (Figs. 11A and 11B). The pres-
ence of clasts recycled from the Palm Spring 
Group requires uplift and erosion of older basin-
fi ll deposits SW of the Sunset fault and erosion 
of the Palm Spring Group from newly uplifted 
highlands in the proto-Vallecito Mountains and 
proto-Fish Creek Mountains. The absence of the 
Borrego and Hueso Formations, coupled with 
the angular unconformity beneath the Sunset 
Conglomerate, suggests that NE tilting or fold-
ing accompanied this uplift event. The deposits 
of the Palm Spring Group that once covered the 
plutonic mountain core have been stripped by 
erosion since the early Pleistocene. Initiation of 
the San Felipe fault zone inverted and eroded 
parts of the basins of the western Salton Trough 
and caused crystalline-cored fault blocks (the 
Vallecito and Fish Creek Mountains) to emerge 
from beneath the sedimentary fl oor of the basin. 
Our work supports the original hypothesizes of 
Kirby (005), Lutz et al. (2006), and Kirby et al. 
(2007) (Fig. 11).

Origin of the Yaqui Ridge Antiform

Several hypotheses (in end member or in com-
bination) can plausibly explain the folded form 
of the Cretaceous mylonite and detachment fault 
at Yaqui Ridge (Figs. 6, 7, and 13): (1) the origi-
nal folded form of the mylonite could date back 
to Cretaceous thrusting and be an original cor-
rugation that was reactivated by the West Salton 
detachment fault; (2) folding may be entirely 
or partially syndetachment faulting; and/or (3) 
the fold could result entirely from deformation 
within the San Felipe fault zone. For clarity we 
restrict our discussion of the antiform’s origin 
to the process that generated opposing dips, 
and we do not address whether departures from 
regional strike of the detachment fault and/or its 
underlying mylonite zone are original or second-
ary. Comparison of the NE-dipping mylonite at 
Yaqui Ridge with regional trends (Sharp, 1967) 
suggests that its strike is slightly counterclock-
wise of the mylonite farther north. This is due 

to some original waviness in the mylonite zone 
and/or anticlockwise rotation.

Hypothesis 1: Folding during Cretaceous 
Thrusting

If the antiformal shape of the mylonite at 
Yaqui Ridge is a primary feature that formed 
during Cretaceous thrusting, then it must be 
possible for the slickenlines on the West Sal-
ton detachment fault (which effectively reacti-
vated the Cretaceous mylonite) to have formed 
and been active in their current orientation. In 
addition, stretching lineations in the Creta-
ceous mylonite on both antiformal limbs should 
record a feasible thrust-related direction of slip 
in present-day coordinates, and so are most 
likely to align either down the nose of the Yaqui 
Ridge antiform or be perpendicular to it. Other 
orientations of the mylonitic lineation are less 
likely because high strains of sheath folds and 
triclinic folds are not evident, and the antiform 
is in the wrong orientation to be a thrust ramp 
(see below). In an original Cretaceous corruga-
tion, a tighter clustering of mylonitic stretching 
lineations is expected in present coordinates 
than if we structurally “unfold” the antiform. 
If unfolding the foliation about the Yaqui Ridge 
antiform improves the clustering of the linea-
tions, then folding of the mylonitic fabric prob-
ably occurred after the lineations formed in the 
Cretaceous.

The above tests show that creation of the 
Yaqui Ridge antiform in the Cretaceous dur-
ing thrusting is very unlikely. Most importantly, 
the slickenlines on the West Salton detachment 
fault could not have formed on a detachment 
with an original antiformal shape. Improbable 
reverse-sense slip is required on the detachment 
by this interpretation during the time when the 
top-to-the-E– and top-to-the-NE–trending slick-
enlines were produced on the SW-dipping part 
of the detachment fault. Second, transport in the 
mylonite, as recorded in the top-to-the-WSW–
stretching lineations, is neither perpendicular 
to the Yaqui Ridge antiform, nor parallel to the 
antiform (Fig. 13). The oblique angle between 
the antiform and the lineations requires a com-
plex, triclinic origin such as sheath folding or 
formation of an oblique thrust-related ramp that 
dips in the transport direction, if the observed 
geometries are original and Cretaceous. A thrust 
ramp with such a dip direction is improbable. 
Third, the stretching lineations defi ne a good 
cluster in their current orientations (Fig. 13) but 
restore to a signifi cantly tighter congruent cluster 
after unfolding of the mylonitic fabric about the 
Yaqui Ridge antiform. Currently the 20-sigma 
Kamb contour of the lineations spans ~130° of 
the net’s 180° width, and the modal direction of 

the Kamb contour does not overlap the mean 
vector at the α95 level. Unfolding the stretching 
directions about the Yaqui Ridge antiform pro-
duces a population that is more clustered. The 
20-sigma Kamb contour of the unfolded linea-
tion spans ~85° of the net, and there is an excel-
lent overlap of the modal Kamb direction and 
the mean vector (α95 = 4.4°). The geometry of 
the mylonitic lineations is more consistent with 
folding of the mylonite after Cretaceous time, 
but the lineations alone do not require it. Fourth, 
preliminary paleomagnetic studies show post-
mylonitic tilting and folding in the Yaqui Ridge 
antiform, and are inconsistent with the antiform 
being an original corrugation (Bernard Housen, 
2002, 2007, written commun.). All in all, the 
simplest interpretation is to fold all the struc-
tural elements after Cretaceous time during a 
single period of folding and faulting.

Hypotheses 2 and 3: Syndetachment versus 
Postdetachment Folding

Our mapping shows that folds in the mylo-
nite at Yaqui Ridge and the folded detachment 
fault in the left stepover between the San Felipe 
fault and the Sunset fault have geometries nearly 
identical to those of folds in the Pleistocene 
Sunset Conglomerate in the adjacent stepover 
between the Sunset and Fish Creek Mountains 
faults (Figs. 5, 6, and 12). Fold axes refl ect iden-
tical NE-SW–shortening directions, and fold 
hinge lines have similar spacing. Cross folds, at 
an angle to the dominant trend, are present but 
subordinate in both stepovers. Folds within the 
stepovers of the San Felipe fault zone have a 
much more consistent shortening direction (NE-
SW) than folds that formed outside the Nar-
rows stepover near Yaqui Meadows (weak N-S) 
(Fig. 13). Folds within the San Felipe fault zone 
consistently trend WNW to NW, and represent 
roughly 10 ± 3% NE-SW horizontal shortening.

Despite some scatter in the stereonets of bed-
ding attitudes, it is clear from the map patterns 
and fold analyses that the trend of the dominant 
folds that deform the Pleistocene Sunset Con-
glomerate is identical to the trend of the Yaqui 
Ridge antiform (Figs. 3 and 13). Plunge direc-
tions differ, however. We infer that the WNW 
plunge of the folds in the Sunset Conglomerate 
is due to northwestward tilting of the Sunset 
Conglomerate toward a SE-dipping normal fault 
buried along San Felipe Wash (Figs. 7C and 
13). The ESE plunge of the folded Cretaceous 
mylonite and the detachment fault is inherited 
from the original easterly dip of these features, 
as noted above.

The total amount of NE-SW horizontal 
shortening is about a third greater in the Yaqui 
Ridge antiform than in the Pleistocene  Sunset 
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Conglomerate (Table 1). The difference in 
strain could refl ect spatial or temporal differ-
ences in strain, or both. There might be more 
accumulated strain in the stepover between the 
San Felipe fault and the Sunset fault than in the 
second stepover between the Sunset fault and 
the Fish Creek Mountain fault. Variations in 
the fault geometry could produce modest dif-
ferences in folding strains in adjacent stepovers 
of a single fault zone. Alternatively, the “extra” 
strain in the crystalline rocks could have been 
created by: (1) initial deformation in the San 
Felipe fault zone before or during deposition 
of the Sunset Conglomerate; (2) a small-mag-
nitude antiform inherited from the Cretaceous 
mylonite zone; and/or (3) a small-magnitude 
antiform created during slip on the West Salton 
detachment fault.

If we add the ~3.5%–4% NE-SW shortening 
refl ected in the NE-tilted angular unconformity 
beneath the Sunset Conglomerate to the short-
ening from the cross section of the Sunset Con-
glomerate, there is no signifi cant discrepancy in 
the amount of shortening between the two adja-
cent stepovers (Table 1). The additional strain 
is late Pliocene to Pleistocene and strongly sug-
gests that initial deformation in the San Felipe 
fault zone started before deposition of the oldest 
Sunset Conglomerate ca. 1.1 ± 0.2 Ma, and that 
little or none of the folding dates back to Creta-
ceous thrusting.

Because most of the shortening is preserved 
as folds in the Pleistocene Sunset Conglomer-
ate, roughly two-thirds of folding occurred after 
the end of conglomerate deposition, that is, after 
ca. 0.6 Ma. The angular relationships across the 
unconformity (Figs. 5 and 6), however, are con-
sistent with a continuum of NE-SW shortening 
and transpression beginning before deposition of 
the oldest preserved Sunset Conglomerate. Thus 
folding of the Sunset Conglomerate is likely the 
result of persistent NE-SW shortening. NE-SW 
contraction started before deposition of the 
basal Sunset Conglomerate, was ongoing dur-
ing deposition of the conglomerate, persists to 
the present, and is currently exhuming the con-
glomerate. We did not directly observe growth 
strata in the Sunset Conglomerate, in part due to 
discontinuous exposures, but we infer that that 
they are present.

Based on the above summary, we favor an 
interpretation in which the Sunset Conglomer-
ate, the Cretaceous mylonite on Yaqui Ridge, 
and the West Salton detachment fault expe-
rienced a single episode of shortening in the 
double left stepover of the San Felipe fault 
zone, rather than representing multiple defor-
mational events. Our data and analyses do not 
preclude some SW tilting of the south limb of 
the Yaqui Ridge antiform during the latest stages 

of detachment faulting, but we emphasize that 
it must be a small portion of the overall tilt. 
Folds in the stepover were produced by trans-
pressional strain transfer across the 9-km-wide 
contractional left-step in the San Felipe fault 
zone. These two contractional stepovers provide 
a soft link between the Mescal Bajada segment 
of the San Felipe fault, the Sunset fault, and the 
WNW end of the Fish Creek Mountains fault. 
We infer that the San Felipe fault zone may be a 
continuous structure in the subsurface, however, 
and that the double left step and WNW-trending 
folds at the present level of exposure are all part 
of a complex fl ower structure that developed 
structurally above a continuous or nearly con-
tinuous fault zone. A fl ower structure explains 
the strong parallelism between fold axes in the 
stepover zones and the strike of the en echelon 
dextral faults, a parallelism that is diffi cult to 
explain with wrench fault models. Fault-bend 
folding in a three-dimensional fl ower structure 
is more likely to explain the parallelism of the 
folds and faults than strain partitioning because 
the available slickenline data on the San Felipe 
fault zone are inconsistent with strain partition-
ing between faults.

Other models for the origin of folds at Yaqui 
Ridge and in the Sunset Conglomerate are not 
favored because they do not predict the observed 
fold geometries; they are inconsistent with 
the strong spatial association of the WNW- to 
NW-trending folds with the more contractional 
segments and stepovers in the San Felipe fault 
zone. Extensional folding processes are very 
unlikely to explain these NW-trending folds, 
because extensional processes rarely produce 
the observed trains of folds or such complex, 
locally interfering three-dimensional fold pat-
terns (e.g., Janecke et al., 1998; 2005a). The 
presence of four to fi ve closely spaced folds in 
a fold train parallel to the Sunset fault, within 
a large left-stepping contractional stepover in a 
major regional strike-slip fault zone, is diffi cult 
to explain with extensional fold models. We also 
reject wrench folding as a viable mechanisms 
because it predicts that most fold axes would 
trend E-W, oblique to the bounding faults rather 
than parallel to them. Folding and faulting in 
the Sunset Conglomerate and at Yaqui Ridge 
is the result of contraction and fault-bend fold-
ing within two left steps in the right-lateral San 
Felipe fault zone, and of contraction north of the 
E-striking segments of the San Felipe fault.

In summary, our data suggest that the major-
ity of folding across the Yaqui Ridge anti-
form and in the Sunset Conglomerate domain 
occurred as a result of oblique transpression 
within a major double left step and restrain-
ing bend in the San Felipe fault zone. Folding 
probably started just prior to deposition of the 

Pleistocene Sunset Conglomerate, with the bulk 
of shortening occurring during and after deposi-
tion of the youngest preserved beds. Although a 
low-amplitude original corrugation and/or slight 
folding during detachment faulting are permit-
ted by the data, a single folding event in the 
Quaternary provides a simpler explanation.

Evidence for Flexural Slip Folding in the 
Yaqui Ridge Antiform

Slickenline data from the West Salton detach-
ment fault are complex and show a large disper-
sion around a modal top-to-the-east slip direc-
tion (Fig. 12C). This top-to-the-east population 
is present on both limbs of the Yaqui Ridge 
antiform. The current antiformal shape of the 
detachment is not geologically plausible dur-
ing slip across it, however. It would require 
the impossible—that the hanging wall of the 
detachment fault had reverse-sense slip across 
the SSW-dipping part of the detachment fault 
when both the E- and NE-trending slickenlines 
were forming. Such slip can develop easily, if 
there is a breakup fault or secondary break-
away to back tilted part of the detachment fault. 
However, our multi-university research group 
has identifi ed no such fault near Yaqui Ridge 
in the seven years of detailed mapping. Large 
expanses of the hanging wall demonstrably do 
not have such a structure (Steely, 2006; Janecke 
unpublished mapping). Altogether the lineation 
and slickenline data show that the Yaqui Ridge 
antiform (the detachment fault and the underly-
ing mylonite) cannot be an original corrugation 
or fold that predates slip across the detachment 
fault. The mylonite was likely much more pla-
nar but dipping prior to folding.

During folding of an originally NE- (?) to 
ENE-dipping mylonite and West Salton detach-
ment fault to its current symmetric antiformal 
geometry, there must have been greater reorien-
tation and tilting of the SW-dipping limb than of 
the NE- or N-dipping limb. A symmetric anti-
form would result from monoclinal folding of 
originally dipping features. In effect, the Yaqui 
Ridge antiform has one tilted limb, like a mono-
cline, not two tilted limbs, like an anticline. Sig-
nifi cant northeastward tilting of the NE-dipping 
part of the detachment fault is unlikely because 
the fault has such a low dip (Figs. 2, 7, and 13).

It is striking that the incongruent dip-slip 
slickenlines that are so numerous on the SW-
dipping part of the West Salton detachment 
fault (Figs. 12C, 12E, and 12F) are distributed 
in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the Yaqui 
Ridge antiform (113° ± 7° and 126° ± 10°). We 
suggest that these dip-slip slickenlines on the 
SW-dipping part of the detachment fault formed 
during fl exural slip across the fault plane within 
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a growing, SW-facing monocline (Fig. 15), in 
a manner originally suggested by Axen and 
Fletcher (1998) to explain disparate slip indi-
cators reported by Stinson and Gastil (1996) 
farther south along the detachment fault. The 
east-northeastward regional dip direction of the 
detachment fault and this monocline model pre-
dict that there was less reorientation and fl exural 

slip across the NE-dipping part of the detach-
ment fault, and therefore many fewer NE-plung-
ing dip-slip slickenlines are expected there. 
This prediction agrees with the data (Fig. 12). 
Seventeen percent of the slickenlines on the 
NE-dipping part of the detachment lie near the 
center of the NE quadrant, whereas 80% of the 
slickenlines on the SW-dipping limb have this 

dip-slip trend and are perpendicular to the anti-
form (Figs. 12 and 15) (Steely, 2006). The 90° 
angular difference between the WNW trend of 
the Yaqui Ridge antiform and the SW-plunging 
slickenlines SW of the antiform is the difference 
predicted by the monoclinal fl exural-slip model 
(Fig. 12C). Crosscutting relationships between 
NE- and E-trending slickenlines are not pre-
served within the fault zone, so it was not pos-
sible to further test our hypothesis by assessing 
whether NE-trending slickenlines are younger 
than the E-trending ones.

In summary, our data show that the footwall 
mylonite and West Salton detachment fault at 
Yaqui Ridge have an antiformal shape that can-
not be attributed to an original corrugation of 
the Cretaceous mylonite, folding of the mylo-
nite before detachment slip, or folding of the 
detachment fault and mylonite during slip on 
the detachment fault. Regional relationships and 
our structural analysis suggest that the mylonite 
and detachment fault were originally NNE- to 
ENE-dipping and much more planar before the 
early Pleistocene, although their predeforma-
tional strike may have departed somewhat from 
regional trends. A SW-facing monocline explains 
the antiformal shape of an originally ENE- to 
NNE-dipping mylonite and detachment fault at 
Yaqui Ridge. Flexural slip along the detachment 
fault during folding in the Narrows stepover can 
produce the anomalous dip-slip population of 
slickenlines (NE- and SW-plunging) that are 
more abundant on the SW-dipping part of the 
detachment fault than on the NNE-dipping part 
of the fault. We therefore document two mono-
clines along the San Felipe fault zone: a short 
NE-facing monocline that probably formed 
above the upward propagating NE-side down 
Sunset fault and a longer SW-facing monocline 
near the San Felipe fault.

Deactivation of the West Salton detachment 
fault and the duration of temporal overlap 
with the San Felipe fault zone 

We initiated this study in part to determine if 
the initiation of dextral faults SW of the south-
ern San Andreas fault quickly deactivated the 
older West Salton detachment fault (abrupt epi-
sodic behavior) or if there was a large demon-
strable overlap in activity on the two fault sys-
tems (more complex evolving behavior). The 
answer to this question would indicate when the 
West Salton detachment fault was last active as 
a single, ~125-km-long structure that was con-
tinuous from Palm Springs in the north to the 
Vallecito–Fish Creek basin in the south. The 
distinction between slip on a coherent detach-
ment fault and continuing slip on much smaller 
parts of the detachment is important because 
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Figure 15. Schematic diagram showing the formation of slickenlines due 
to fl exural slip between the hanging wall and footwall of the West Sal-
ton detachment fault (WSDF) during younger monoclinal folding. Note 
that formation of the Yaqui Ridge antiform is the result of a SW-dipping 
monocline that deformed an originally NNE- to ENE-dipping mylonite 
and detachment fault.
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the tectonic and basinal implications of these 
two contrasting modes are very different. In the 
former case (coherent detachment fault), the 
entire western Salton basin would continue to 
subside, whereas the second mode would allow 
continued slip on parts of the detachment coeval 
with new, younger structures. This should pro-
duce localized uplifts and basins as the original 
supradetachment basin was partly dismembered 
by dextral faults.

The West Salton detachment fault was a 
coherent structure from the late Miocene (?) 
or Pliocene into the early Pleistocene based on 
stratigraphic relationships (Axen and Fletcher, 
1998; Winker and Kidwell, 2002; Dorsey and 
Janecke, 2002; Kairouz, 2005; Dorsey, 2006; 
Dorsey et al., 2006; Lutz et al., 2006; Matti 
et al., 2006). A period of overlapping activ-
ity between the San Felipe fault zone and the 
West Salton detachment fault may be indicated 
by relationships along the Perpendicular Bluff 
fault, the N-striking splay of the San Felipe 
fault system described above. This sinistral-
oblique fault offsets the main trace of the West 
Salton detachment in the south but does not cut 
a short, subsidiary strand of the detachment in 
the N that is localized within the footwall of 
the main detachment fault (Fig. 5). This rela-
tionship has been used as evidence for contin-
ued slip on the N-dipping part of the detach-
ment fault after the S-dipping part was tilted 
southward and therefore deactivated, while the 
remainder of the detachment continued to slip. 
This geometry was interpreted as evidence for 
clockwise rotation of slip vectors on the West 
Salton detachment fault through time as the 
strain fi eld evolved from transtension to dextral 
faulting (Axen et al., 2004). This “overlapping 
slip” model implies continued slip across the 
detachment N of Yaqui Ridge while the San 
Felipe fault was beginning to cut across it and 
deactivation of the SW-dipping part of the fault. 
The continued detachment slip on the NE side 
of Yaqui Ridge was then transferred eastward 
to another structure—presumably to the Sunset 
fault—for a period of time. The Sunset and Fish 
Creek Mountains faults are the only mapped 
structures available to accommodate slip from 
any still-active part of the detachment fault after 
deactivation in the south (Steely, 2006).

Both structural and stratigraphic lines of 
evidence make this overlapping slip model 
unattractive, though none completely rule it 
out: (1) The abrupt stratigraphic change from 
regional detachment-related subsidence (during 
deposition of the Borrego Formation) to local-
ized basin subsidence and block uplift (during 
deposition of the Ocotillo Formation and ero-
sion of the uplifted fault blocks along the San 
Felipe fault zone) occurred rapidly throughout 

the western Salton Trough at ca. 1.1 Ma (Lutz et 
al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007). This result is not 
predicted if the detachment fault were still an 
active structure creating accommodation space 
on a regional scale. A gradual stratigraphic 
change from open lacustrine mud-dominated 
facies to basin-margin sand to gravel-dominated 
facies is expected in the San Felipe–Borrego 
basin, if there was coeval slip on the two struc-
tures. Instead the change is sharp and abrupt. (2) 
Strands of the San Felipe fault zone near Yaqui 
Ridge cut and offset the detachment fault 5.8 
± 2.8 km and show that this dextral fault zone is 
a younger crosscutting structure. Once the San 
Felipe fault cut the detachment on the south side 
of Yaqui Ridge, we infer that the detachment 
stopped slipping on both sides of the crossing 
fault. (3) The steep, SW-dipping reverse-dextral 
geometry of the Sunset fault nearest the gently 
NE-dipping West Salton detachment fault does 
not favor a transfer of strain between the two 
oppositely dipping faults. Furthermore, there is 
no overlap of slip directions between the detach-
ment fault and the Sunset fault (Fig. 12), and 
we know of no evidence for strain partitioning 
because there is no suitable fault for partition-
ing nearby (Steely, 2006). (4) Initial top-to-
the-NE slip across the West Salton detachment 
fault (Axen et al., 2004) is inconsistent with 
evidence for a large original corrugation in the 
West Salton detachment fault at Whale Peak. 
A corrugation there is required by the lack of 
an ESE-plunging fold in the hanging wall of 
the detachment that aligns with the corrugation 
and has the same strain as the fold-like form 
of the detachment fault (Kairouz, 2005). This 
major ESE-plunging antiformal corrugation is 
positioned in such a way as to preclude top-to-
the-NE slip across the West Salton detachment 
fault at Whale Peak and Yaqui Ridge when it 
existed. (5) The overlapping slip model predicts 
that the detachment was active longer north of 
Yaqui Ridge than south of it, yet the opposite 
is true (Kairouz, 2005; Dorsey, 2008, written 
commun.). (6) Early Pleistocene deactivation of 
the West Salton detachment fault is also implied 
by the basinal studies of Johnson et al. (1983), 
Dorsey (2006), Lutz et al. (2006), and Kirby et 
al. (2007). (7) Finally, the relationship between 
the Perpendicular Bluff fault and the subsidiary 
detachment fault at Yaqui Ridge might be the 
result of the San Felipe fault zone reutilizing a 
short piece of a preexisting subsidiary detach-
ment fault as it transforms the soft link in the 
Narrows stepover of the San Felipe fault zone 
into a hard link. Figure 5 shows this latter inter-
pretation using color-coded faults.

The transition from Pliocene-age slip on the 
West Salton detachment fault to slip on new 
dextral-oblique faults was structurally complex 

and occurred at ca. 1.1 ± 0.2 Ma at Yaqui Ridge. 
Our data strongly suggest an abrupt change 
between the two fault systems, but may permit a 
more gradual change with at most a few hundred 
thousand years of overlapping activity. In any 
case, we infer that the West Salton detachment 
fault stopped being a major, regional structure 
in early Pleistocene time, by or before ca. 1.1 
± 0.2 Ma when the San Felipe fault zone initi-
ated and cut across it. The West Salton detach-
ment fault was certainly inactive by ca. 0.6 Ma.

Role of the San Felipe Fault in the San 
Andreas Fault System

The San Felipe fault zone is one of four dex-
tral faults in southern California that together 
have accommodated roughly half of the motion 
across the San Andreas fault system since early 
Pleistocene time. The other half is taken up by 
the southern San Andreas fault itself (e.g., Fialko, 
2006). The estimated 5.8 ± 2.8 km of right sepa-
ration across the San Felipe fault zone near Yaqui 
Ridge on the San Felipe fault is greater than the 
right separation across the better known south-
ern Elsinore fault (~2.5 km; Todd, 2004) and the 
Coyote Creek fault of the San Jacinto fault zone 
(~1–4 km; Janecke et al., 2005b; Steely, 2006). 
Because the San Felipe fault strikes toward the 
western Elsinore fault zone it may divert some 
of the slip from the NW third of the Elsinore 
fault zone onto other faults. This could help 
explain the apparent along-strike displacement 
gradient of the Elsinore fault zone (Magistrale 
and Rockwell, 1996). The San Jacinto fault zone 
dwarfs the San Felipe fault zone in its total right 
separation (19–29 km; Sharp, 1967; Hill, 1984) 
but the basinal effects of the San Felipe fault 
zone greatly exceeded those of the San Jacinto 
fault zone, perhaps because the San Felipe 
fault zone produced more vertical deformation 
(Fig. 11). All the data indicate nearly simultane-
ous initiation of the San Jacinto and San Felipe 
fault zones near the western margin of the Sal-
ton Trough in the early Pleistocene (Lutz et 
al., 2006; Steely, 2006; Kirby et al., 2007; this 
study). This reorganization represents a major 
transition from transtension localized on two 
major faults to distributed dextral faulting in a 
wide complex zone comprised of at least four 
dextral fault zones. Other data sets show that the 
transition also results in widespread transpres-
sion south of the Big Bend (Janecke and Bel-
garde, 2007).

CONCLUSIONS

The San Felipe fault zone initiated in Pleisto-
cene time and is part of a relatively new geom-
etry of the larger San Andreas fault system. 
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We date its inception to the early Pleistocene, 
when it cut, folded, and deactivated the West 
Salton detachment fault in a restraining bend 
and contractional stepover near Yaqui Ridge. 
The San Felipe fault zone propagated to the 
surface at ca. 1.1 ± 0.2 Ma, may have initiated 
in the subsurface slightly before then, and is 
therefore coeval with the adjacent San Jacinto 
and Elsinore faults. It is not an older dextral 
fault as some previous workers suggested. The 
San Felipe fault zone accumulated up to 5.8 
± 2.8 km of right slip, and continues to be active 
in late Pleistocene to Holocene time. Near Yaqui 
Ridge the fault zone consists of the left-stepping, 
en echelon, San Felipe, Sunset, and Fish Creek 
Mountains faults at the E end of an ~15-km-
long, E-W–striking restraining bend. Overall 
the fault steps ~9 km to the left by bending and 
stepping near Yaqui Ridge. The dextral-oblique 
Sunset fault is in the middle of this complex left 
stepover and bend, and controlled deposition 
of the Pleistocene Sunset Conglomerate of the 
Ocotillo Formation. Deactivation of the West 
Salton detachment fault near Yaqui Ridge prob-
ably occurred rapidly as the southernmost San 
Andreas fault system changed from a partially 
transtensional mode to a wrench and dextral 
mode of deformation.

The Sunset Conglomerate consists of angular 
boulder conglomerate to conglomeratic coarse 
sandstone, was deposited in alluvial fans with 
NE transport, coarsens up and toward the basin-
bounding Sunset fault, and contains recycled 
sandstone clasts from exhumed Pliocene basin 
fi ll. The appearance of recycled clasts in the 
Ocotillo Formation throughout the SW Salton 
Trough records uplift and stripping of older 
basin fi ll from the paleo-Vallecito and Fish 
Creek Mountains. Initiation of the San Felipe 
fault zone had a major impact on the suprade-
tachment basin above the older West Salton 
detachment fault, and separated it into the Val-
lecito–Fish Creek subbasin in the south and the 
San Felipe–Borrego subbasin in the north. The 
San Jacinto fault zone produced more subtle 
basinal changes at roughly the same time (Lutz 
et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007).

The San Felipe fault zone is little more than 
1 m.y. old near Yaqui Ridge, yet it has already 
experienced major topographic inversions and 
kinematic and geometric changes. We currently 
identify three stages of fault growth and defor-
mation. An initial, broad, fault-propagation 
monocline faced NE during the blind upward 
growth of the tip of the Sunset and Fish Creek 
Mountains faults ca. 1.1–1.3 Ma. A SW-facing 
monocline probably initiated at about the same 
time NE of the San Felipe fault and ultimately 
produced the Yaqui Ridge antiform. The fi rst 
phase of deformation began to disrupt slip 

across the West Salton detachment fault, eroded 
some of the Borrego or Hueso Formation that 
may have been present in the Vallecito Moun-
tains, and tilted Pliocene sedimentary rocks 
~10°–15° to the NE. The second phase began 
at ca. 1.1 ± 0.2 Ma when three left-stepping 
faults of the San Felipe fault zone breached the 
surface. This initiated deposition of the Sunset 
Conglomerate of the Ocotillo Formation NE of 
the Sunset dextral-oblique fault, and resulted in 
rapid progradation of conglomerate and pebbly 
sandstone throughout the newly subdivided San 
Felipe–Borrego basin. A NE-down component 
of slip on the Sunset and Fish Creek Moun-
tains faults produced >600 m of accommoda-
tion space for the Sunset Conglomerate of the 
Ocotillo Formation. During the third and current 
phase of deformation, which started roughly 
0.5–0.6 Ma, NE-SW shortening continues, and 
former areas of subsidence and sediment accu-
mulation are being inverted and exhumed within 
the fault zone.
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FIELD GUIDE AND ROAD LOG 
 
Stop 1: Borrego Springs Airport (33° 15.447' N, 116° 19.532' W). Overview and introduction.  
(NOTE: we may drive a short north on a dirt road located about 0.4 mi. west of the airport, in 
order to get a better view).  From here we can see the SW edge of Coyote Mountain and the SW 
side of the Santa Rosa Mountains (see photos in the appendix).  Figure 2 shows the points of 
interest on the north edge of San Isidro Mountains (likely not in view), SW edge of Coyote 
Mountain (CM) and the SW part of the Santa Rosa Mountains.  Look for the white marble-rich 
intervals between the biotite and hornblende-bearing tonalite to the west and the dark weathering 
biotite-rich migmatite to the east.  These units correlate across the fault zones.  Table 2 shows the 
displacement estimates from this analysis as well as the lifetime slip rates.  See Figures 1 to 10.  
Appendix figure 1, 2  
 
Drive NE from stop 1 along the Borrego-Salton Seaway highway toward Salton City.  About 8.5 
miles from the airport is Lute Ridge to the north.  This prominent hill has an escarpment on its 
far, NE side that coincides with the main trace of the Clark fault.  Numerous smaller scarps 
displacement the pediment that lies in angular unconformity on folded older Quaternary 
conglomerate.  Figure 10 shows a new interpretation of the uplift in Lute Ridge and the folding 
in low hills a few kilometers to the NW.  We interpret this area as preserving extensional and 
contractional steps between subparallel strands of the dextral Clark fault zone. See Belgarde 
(2007) for details.   
 
Continue driving east to the turn-off into Coachwhip Canyon on the left/north side of the road.  
The turn off is not all that well marked.  Drive about 0.5 miles to stop 2. 
 
STOP 2: Coachwhip Canyon (33° 17.428' N, 116° 8.949' W).  Figure A3, A4 and A5.  Figure 9, 
10, 12, 13.  Park and examine the multiple strands of the Clark fault that parallel bedding in 
pebbly sandstone of the fine Canebrake and coarse Olla formations.  The beds dip south and the 
faults do too.  Microseismicity shows that at least one strand of the Clark fault about 0.5 km 
farther up the canyon dips steeply to the SE at depth (Fig. 17)(Belgarde, 2007).  This requires a 
bend in the fault plane and reversal of the dip direction.   Notice the well-developed clay gouge 
in excellent exposures of the fault.  Other parts of the fault have almost no gouge and could be 
mistaken for intact bedding planes, particularly in areas of typical exposure.  This exposure of 
the fault is along strike of a scarp in late Pleistocene pediment deposits.  Refer to figures 5, 6, 11, 
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12 and 13.  OSL ages range from 21.72 ± 1.19 to 62.26 ± 4.05 ka in these pediment deposits 
(Rittenhour, Janecke and Belgarde, unpublished).   
 
Coachwhip Canyon illustrates the character of the Clark fault zone in moderately well-lithified 
units like the Canebrake Formation.  Faults dominate in these settings.  Where mud becomes a 
major constituent, folding becomes much more common in the fault zone and the Clark fault 
broadens (Fig. 15).  The Clark fault zone is up to 18 km wide in map view in the Arroyo Salada 
and Tarantula Wash segments (Belgarde, 2007) (Fig. 13). 
 
Exit Coachwhip Canyon.  Drive east on the paved highway to the turn-around and pull-out at 33° 
17.044'N 116° 7.788'W.  This is about 1.5 miles to the east. The scarp that coincides with the 
fault exposed at stop 2 is located about 2/3 of the way from Coachwhip Canyon to the turn 
around.  On the way to the turn-around notice the numerous SW-facing fault scarps on the 
pediment surface.  Each of these scarps is along strike of a bedding parallel fault strand of the 
Clark fault zone in Coachwhip Canyon. We dated this pediment deposit in an exposure about 1 
km SSE of the turn around. From the turn-around it is about 1 km SSE to the location of a dated 
portion of this pediment surface.  A fine-grained sand-bearing bed near the base of the pediment 
deposit produced a late Pleistocene OSL age of 30.71 ±2.34 ka OSL age (Rittenhour, Belgarde, 
and Janecke, unpublished data).  
 
Turn around and drive back to Arroyo Salada.  Turn south opposite Coachwhip Canyon and 
drive ESE down Arroyo Salada, past the primitive campground, for about 3.5 miles. Two wheel 
drive is adequate unless it has rained. 
 
Stop 3a: Clark fault zone in Arroyo Salada (33° 15.363' N, 116° 6.559' W).  A wide steep fault 
zone is exposed in the west wall of Arroyo Salada (Belgarde, 2007).  This is one of the main 
strands of the Clark fault zone in the Arroyo Salada segment.  Note how the main fault planes 
parallel bedding planes and are very thin.  Prior to a fortuitous rock fall, this fault zone looked 
like it was intact stratigraphic section.   Slickenlines range in direction and include an important 
population of strike-slip slickenlines.  If stop 3a is poorly exposed due to weathering, continue 
SE to stop 3b.  This stop further illustrates the hidden faulting in the sedimentary units.  This 
fault was mapped as a minor thrust fault by Jarg Pettinga but the horizontal slickenlines show 
that it is instead a major central strand of the Clark fault zone.  At least half a dozen similar 
strands parallel this one, and there is significant deformation dispersed across a region ~18 km 
wide perpendicular to the fault zone at this spot (Figs. 10, 11, 12, 14,16). 
 
Stop 3b: alternate to stop 3a (33° 14.305' N, 116° 5.804' W).  If stop 3a has been covered over by 
gully wash or we are running ahead of time, continue to stop 3b another 1.7 to 2 miles to the 
SSE.  Drive SE past the turn-off to 17 Palms and turn right into a narrow track leading to Tule 
Wash.  Whenever the road splits turn left or follow any signs to Tule Wash, and drive to the fault 
exposed at stop 3b.  This smaller fault has a NE strike and is a left-oblique strike-slip fault.  It is 
exciting because it is one of a large population of NE– to E-striking left-oblique faults that 
dominate the SW 40% of the Clark fault’s damage zone in the Arroyo Salada and Tarantula 
Wash fault segment (Fig. 12).  The deep structure beneath these left-oblique faults is completely 
different, however, and consists of a 6-13 km deep planar fault, which is called the Tule Wash 
fault (Belgarde, 2007)(Fig. 17 and 18).  The Tule Wash fault dips steeply NE and passes beneath 
the shallow and subvertical NE-striking faults exposed at the surface.  A decollement surface 
must separate the incompatible structures at the shallow and deep levels.  We envision a left-
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oblique fault array on an “overpass” and a steeply NE-dipping dextral fault on an “underpass” 
(Janecke and Belgarde, 2007, 2008)(Figs. 12, 17, 18).  Decollements and pitchfork fault 
structures, like those modeled by Le Guerroué and Cobbold in Figure 19 E, may facilitate this 
behavior. 
 
Crossing strike-slip faults also interfere with one another at the same structural level in other 
parts of the field area (Fig. 11).  Mutual interference and mutual bending developed in these 
situations. 
 
Turn around and return to pavement.  Drive west on the Borrego-Salton Seaway Highway for 
about 5.5 miles.  Turn SW (left) into Fonts Wash and follow the signs and track up to Fonts 
Point in the south.   
 
Stop 4: Fonts Point (33° 15.454' N, 116° 13.958' W). The view looking south from Fonts Point 
provides a breath-taking vista of the Borrego and Ocotillo formations exposed in the southern 
Borrego Badlands, as well as other features including Borrego Mountain which is cut by strands 
of the Coyote Creek fault, the complexly faulted eastern of the Peninsular Ranges, and low-lying 
sedimentary rocks of the western Salton Trough. Here we are standing at the top of a precipitous 
erosional escarpment that is currently retreating to the north as a result of ongoing uplift and 
erosion in the Borrego Badlands.  Figure A11. 
 
The Ocotillo Formation is exposed beneath and east of Fonts Point in the erosional escarpment.  
Using magnetostratigraphy calibrated with the 0.76-Ma Bishop Ash, the sharp base of the 
Ocotillo Formation was dated at 1.05 ± 0.03 Ma (Lutz, 2005; Lutz et al., 2006). This contact 
records abrupt expansion of alluvial-fan and fluvial systems that prograded rapidly into and 
across the former Borrego lake depocenter at this time. Paleocurrent data show that coarse 
sediment entered the basin from multiple newly emergent sources located south and SW 
(Vallecito Mts.), west and NW (San Ysidro Mts.), north (Coyote Mt.), and NE (southern Santa 
Rosa Mts.) of the Borrego Badlands depocenter (Lutz et al., 2006). A systematic up-section 
increase in C-suite sandstone clasts recycled from the Arroyo Diablo Formation provides 
evidence for uplift and exhumation of the former hangingwall basin of the WSDF (ibid). Isopach 
and facies patterns record syn-basinal titling to the NE in response to growth of the San Felipe 
anticline and oblique slip on the Clark fault (ibid). Based on this and companion studies by Kirby 
et al. (2007) and Steely et al. (in press), we conclude that rapid progradation of the Ocotillo and 
Brawley formations across the western Salton Trough was driven by a dramatic increase in 
sediment flux from the eastern Peninsular Ranges at ~1.1 Ma. This marks a major, tectonically 
controlled basin reorganization that resulted from initiation of the San Jacinto and San Felipe 
fault zones and related onset of uplift and erosion in the former hangingwall of the Late 
Cenozoic West Salton detachment fault. 
 
The Fonts Point Sandstone (FPS) is a thin, well-cemented, widespread sandstone characterized 
by a stripped calcic paleosol with deep calcite-filled fissures, which in this area rests on the 
Ocotillo Formation. Lutz et al. (2006) inferred that deposition of the FPS began at ~0.60 ± .02 
Ma based on: (1) presence of the 740-ka Thermal Canyon ash in the upper Ocotillo Formation, 
49 m below the contact with the FPS; (2) a likely range of sediment-accumulation rates based on 
correlation to the nearby, well dated Beckman Wash section; and (3) detailed mapping and visual 
inspection of the contact which indicate that the Ocotillo-FPS contact in this area (from Fonts 
Point to Inspiration Point) is concordant and conformable. Subsequent mapping by Dorsey 
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around Inspiration Point supports this interpretation.  Farther to the north and south, the base of 
the FPS is clearly an angular unconformity that truncates early folds and faults in the western 
Borrego Badlands. Our preferred age for the FPS is not 100% confident and deserves to be 
further tested. Recent dating of nearby Quaternary terraces and pediment deposits using 
cosmogenic isotopes (Le et al, this volume) and OSL (T. Rittenour, Janecke and Belgarde) 
reveals that many terrace deposits that superficially resemble the mesa-capping FPS have much 
younger ages ranging from about 20 to 60 Ka.  Although the deep, stripped nature of calcic 
paleosols in the FPS suggests that it probably is much older than most of the Late Quaternary 
pediment deposits, we cannot be certain there was no break between deposition of the uppermost 
Ocotillo Formation and the basal FPS, even where the contact is concordant and appears 
conformable.  New data are needed to resolve existing uncertainty in the age of the FPS and the 
depositional - deformational events that it brackets. 
 
Return to pavement and drive past Borrego Springs to the Yaqui Narrows area.  Turn east into 
Nude Wash north of the Narrows.  Park where the wash is no longer drivable and hike SW along 
the wash for about 0.3 miles.  Admire the exceptional exposures of pseudotachylyte and fault 
rocks (Kairouz, 2005, Steely, 2006; Janecke et al. (2008)) on the way to an overlook at Stop 5. 
 
 
Stop 5: Overview of San Felipe fault zone (33° 7.962' N, 116° 17.264' W).  This stop (which is 
based on Steely, 2006 and Steely et al., in press) illustrates the typical relationship between 
Pleistocene to Recent strike slip faults and Ocotillo Formation.  We are located within a double 
contractional stepover of the San Felipe fault zone.  This relatively unknown dextral strike slip 
fault reaches from the NW Elsinore fault to the SE part of the San Jacinto fault zone.  It is about 
60 km long from end to end.  In the Yaqui Ridge area there is a cross-cutting relationships 
between the San Felipe fault zone and the older West Salton detachment fault, as well as 
syntectonic deposits shed from the nascent San Felipe fault zone.  Structurally, the San Felipe 
fault zone steps left from the large fault on the N side of the Fish Creek Mountains and Vallecito 
Mountains (the Fish Creek Mountains fault) to the San Felipe fault.  The San Felipe fault is south 
of here under San Felipe Wash and at the base of Yaqui Ridge.  A small fault called the Sunset 
fault is parallel to these two larger structures and lies a couple hundred meters NE of our stop.  
Slip steps from the Fish Creek Mountains fault to the Sunset fault and then SW to the San Felipe 
fault.  A thick section of folded and faulted conglomerate is north of the Sunset fault, whereas 
the folded West Salton detachment, mylonite and other crystalline rocks lie south of the Sunset 
fault.  See Steely et al. (in press) for an overly long structural discussion of this stepover.   
 
Our purpose today is to illustrate the stratigraphic and sedimentary record of initial slip in the 
San Felipe fault zone.  The conglomerates that we can see from here, on the NE side of Sunset 
Wash, were correlated to the Pliocene Canebrake Conglomerate by Dibblee (1954).  Detailed 
mapping and analysis by Steely et al. (in press) shows that this conglomerate correlates instead to 
the early to middle Pleistocene Ocotillo Formation. The Canebrake is derived from the footwall 
of the West Salton detachment fault (Axen and Fletcher, 1998; Kairouz, 2005; Steely, 2006).  
The conglomerate along Sunset Wash does not contain a single clast of mylonite derived from 
the footwall of the detachment fault, despite being located as little a 300 m NE of the detachment 
fault. Its provenance was exclusively in the hanging wall of the detachment fault and most of the 
sediment was shed from displaced and uplifted plutonic rocks immediately SW of the Sunset 
fault (See figures in Steely et al., in press).  Paleocurrents show dispersal to the NE, grain size 
decreases in that direction, and the composition and grain size are perfectly concordant with 
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those in the Ocotillo formation nearby. Boulders up to 4 m across near the Sunset fault attest to 
active tectonism within the San Felipe fault zone and across the Sunset fault during deposition of 
the conglomerate.  An angular unconformity, missing units beneath the Ocotillo Formation about 
a km SE of here, and the presence of recycled sandstone clasts derived from the Pliocene Arroyo 
Diablo Formation further support our interpretation. 
 
Very similar relationships exist adjacent to the San Jacinto fault zone, and show that the Ocotillo 
formation, and its finer lateral equivalent, the Brawley Formation, were deposited in a new 
sedimentary basin ringed by brand new dextral oblique strike slip faults.  The Ocotillo formation 
thickens by a factor of ~2 NE toward the Clark fault from a condensed section near Font’s Point 
(Stop 4)(Lutz et al., 2007).  The Ocotillo Formation coarsens in that direction and contains 
distinctive clasts shed from the NE side of the Clark fault.  Paleocurrents indicate southward 
flow.  Westward thickening and coarsening, and eastward paleocurrent show that the East 
Coyote Mountain fault was an active structure within the San Jacinto fault zone starting about 
1.05 Ma (Lutz et al., 2006). A disconformity and angular unconformity separate the Ocotillo and 
Brawley formation from the underlying basin fill, and mark the change from syndetachment to 
syn-strike slip deposition.   
 
Concluding remarks:  Many lines of evidence now show that the San Felipe and San Jacinto fault 
zone are early Pleistocene dextral faults with high lifetime slip rates.  Refined and new 
displacement estimates, combined with magnetostratigraphic dating of the Borrego/Ocotillo 
contact are the main constraint on this.  In addition, the San Jacinto fault zone is far more 
complex and broad than generally thought.  This is especially true where the fault deforms mud-
rich sedimentary rocks but dispersed faults are also developed in the crystalline damage zone 
adjacent to the central part of the fault zone. We believe that this dispersed deformation partly 
explains the lower slip rates determined in neotectonic studies (e.g. Le et al., this volume) when 
compared to slip rates inverted from GPS data and calculated using offset bedrock features (Fig. 
8, tables 1 and 2)(Janecke et al., in prep.). 
 
Refer to the Field guide for references and figures. 
 
Appendix:  Additional photos of field trip stops. 
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Stop 1 (Day 3). Fish Creek-Vallecito Basin 
 
 

Climate or tectonic control on progradation of the Hueso Fm? 
Integration of stratigraphy, paleomagnetism, and 10Be paleo-erosion rates 

 
Kim Le1, Becky Dorsey2, Mike Oskin1, Bernie Housen3, Tom Peryam2  

 
(1) University of California, Davis; (2) University of Oregon; (3) Western Washington University 

 
 
ABSTRACT: 

We present preliminary results of an integrated stratigraphic and geochemical 
study designed to discern the role of climate- versus tectonic-forcing of landscape 
evolution and basin sedimentation. This ongoing study focuses on the Fish Creek-
Vallecito basin (FCVB) that formed in the hanging wall of the West Salton 
Detachment fault. The uppermost strata of this basin, the Hueso formation, 
record an abrupt progradation of locally derived sediments into the Salton 
Trough at ~2.9 Ma. After 0.9 Ma sedimentation ceased and the basin underwent 
rapid uplift and erosion in response to mid- to late Quaternary transpression. 
High concentrations of 10Be (~105 atoms/g) in sediments deposited in the basin 
records slow erosion rates from upland sediment sources in the adjacent eastern 
Peninsular Range. New high-resolution magnetostratigraphy provides the 
necessary age control to correct for radioactive decay of 10Be and invert these 
concentrations for upland catchment-average erosion rates. The corrected 
concentrations of 10Be indicate an approximately 40% decline in erosion rate 
from 3 Ma to present. Three samples collected from sediments  ~2.9 Ma, ~1.7 ma, 
and ~1.2 Ma imply erosion rates decreased from 55 ± 12 m/Myr, 47 ± 9 m/Myr, to 
34 ± 6 m/Myr. A 10Be-derived erosion rate from modern sediments of 31 ± 4 
m/Myr is also consistent with this overall trend. Tectonic forcing of erosion rates 
through growth of footwall relief across the West Salton Detachment should yield 
an increase in basin-average erosion rate with time – a predication opposite of 
the observed trend. Thus we hypothesize that the 10Be data set may record the 
progressive decay of erosion rate in the source following an initial, as-yet 
undocumented increase due to climate forcing. Such an increase could have been 
forced by enhanced climate variability following the onset of northern 
hemisphere glaciation at ~2.5-3 Ma. Alternatively, erosion rates may have slowed 
as a result of gradual uplift and increasing aridity in the rain shadow of the 
Peninsular Ranges, and progradation of the Hueso formation into the Salton 
Trough may have been driven by slowing basin subsidence rate. Additional 10Be 
data, combined with information from stratigraphic and paleosol analyses, is 
needed to further test hypotheses for climatic and tectonic controls on Plio-
Pleistocene erosion and basin filling in the FCVB. 
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Preliminary Plio-Pleistocene stable-isotope and paleosol data from the Fish Creek-Vallecito 
basin, southern California: Insights into paleoclimate from pedogenic carbonate 

 
Peryam, Dorsey, Bindeman, Housen, Palandri  For AGU mtg, fall 2008 
 

In this study we use detailed measurements and isotopic analyses of paleosols in the 
Fish Creek-Vallecito basin (FCVB), southern California, to interpret changes in 
Pliocene-Pleistocene paleoclimate in the area. The FCVB currently lies in a 
hyperarid rain shadow (MAP = 15-17 cm) formed by the Peninsular Ranges. The 
timing of Peninsular Range uplift is not known, although recent work suggests it 
could have begun as recently as early Pleistocene (Mueller et al., 2006). Previous 
paleoclimate studies used isotopic data from ostracodes (Cosma, 2002) and horse 
teeth (Brogenski, 2001); there has been no prior comprehensive study of paleosols in 
the basin. 
 
In the FCVB, abundant paleosols are exposed in a thick, tilted stratigraphic section 
that accumulated in the hanging wall of the West Salton detachment fault. New 
high-resolution magnetostratigraphic dating allows us to determine the age of 
paleosol horizons to within 0.01-0.3 m.y. Pedogenic carbonate nodules from 23 
horizons ranging in age from 3.7 to 1.0 Ma, spanning a thickness of 2.5 km, were 
analyzed for oxygen and carbon isotopic compositions on a Gasbench and Finnegan 
MAT 253 mass spectrometer. The data reveal an increase in carbonate d18O values 
from -10.5 +/- 0.1 ‰ to -9.2‰ +/- 0.2 ‰ (VPDB) at about 2.5-3.0 Ma. Carbon isotope 
values in pedogenic carbonate fluctuate between -10.4‰ and -3.8‰ (VPDB) with no 
apparent trend. A total of forty-nine paleosols were described in the study interval. 
Most paleosols have shallow carbonate (Bk) horizons and thin, poorly-developed A 
horizons. 
 
Our finding of an increase in d18O corresponds broadly to a previous study of fossil 
horse teeth (Brogenski, 2001), which recorded a 2‰ increase in d18O in meteoric 
water at ~2 Ma. Preliminary recalculation of Brogenski’s fossil site ages suggests 
that the change in d18O occurred earlier than previously reported, around 2.4 Ma. 
The increase in d18O at ~2.5-3.0 Ma coincides with a global climate change caused 
by the onset of northern hemisphere glaciation, and may reflect (1) a change in 
isotopic composition of the atmospheric water-vapor source, (2) an increase in 
enriched Pacific Ocean-derived storms and decrease in the concentration of 
isotopically depleted monsoonal sources, or (3) an increase in soil water evaporation 
driven by an increase in local temperature or of summer precipitation. The 
observed increase in d18O is opposite of the change that would be produced by the 
onset of a rain shadow in the FCVB. This suggests that uplift of the Peninsular 
Ranges occurred before 3.7 Ma or after 1 Ma, or perhaps took place in two stages 
(before 3.7 Ma and after 1 Ma).  
 
We interpret the majority of paleosols as Aridisols that formed under arid to semi-
arid conditions. Measurements of depth to the soil carbonate (Bk) horizon show an 
average decompacted depth to Bk of 19.7 +/- 1 cm, which corresponds to a mean 
annual precipitation of ~25 cm (Retallack, 2005). This is similar to modern annual 
rainfall in coastal San Diego and is 8-10 cm more than in the present-day FCVB. 
While there is considerable scatter in depth-to-Bk measurements, clear trends are 
not apparent, suggesting that aridity was the dominant climate condition in the 
basin between 3.7 and 1.0 Ma. Other indicators of climate change in the area, 
including rise and fall of lake levels and inferences from floral and faunal 
assemblages, may reflect external factors (i.e. fluvial inflow) rather than local 
climate conditions.  
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Introduction: 
Testing the role of climate versus tectonic forcing of 
sediment production (e.g. Zhang et al., 2001) can be 
accomplished through documenting changes in 
erosion rates over time and relating these changes to 
basin architecture and tectonic history. 10Be archived 
in sedimentary basins may be a sensitive recorder of 

paleo-erosion rates, so long as other components of 
10Be ingrowth are quantified. The accumulation of 
cosmogenic 10Be in quartz measures the lifetime of 
sediment within 1 to 2 m of the surface. This lifetime 
includes five components: (1) erosion of bedrock, (2) 
hillslope transport, (3) fluvial transport, (4) burial in a 
depocenter, and (5) exhumation of the buried 
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sediment (Balco and Stone, 2005).  The FCVB (Fig. 
1) provides an ideal setting to use 10Be in buried 
sediments to extract paleo-erosion rates because the 
sediment source area can be well constrained and the 
basin underwent rapid rates of sediment burial and 
exhumation (0.6 mm/yr and >2 mm/yr). These rapid 
rates minimize the ingrowth of 10Be during burial and 
exhumation of the sediment (components 4 and 5), 
thus we can isolate the part of the system that reflects 
erosion and sediment transport in upland catchments 
(components 1-3). In this study we integrate 

stratigraphy, paleomagnetic data, and detrital 10Be 
concentrations to extract a record of paleo-erosion 
rates from ~3.0 Ma to 0.9 Ma, and compare these to 
10Be-derived erosion rates from modern streams. 
Geologic mapping and stratigraphic analysis 
constrains the basin history and sediment source 
areas. New high-resolution magnetostratigraphy 
provides precise timing of sediment deposition 
necessary for defining burial rates and correcting 
10Be concentrations for radioactive decay (t1/2 = 1.36 

Myr). 10Be concentrations in the basin are one to two 
orders of magnitude greater than corrections for 
sediment burial and exhumation, and thus these 
concentrations faithfully record process rates 
(predominantly erosion rate) in the geomorphic 
system during the Pliocene and early Quaternary. 
 
Geologic Setting and Stratigraphy: 
The FCVB was originally part of a large, Late 
Cenozoic sedimentary basin that formed in the 
hanging wall of the West Salton detachment fault 

(WSDF) and was bounded on the northeast side of 
the Salton Trough by the San Andreas fault (Dibblee, 
1954, 1984; Axen and Fletcher, 1998; Dorsey, 2006).  
Regional extension, transtension, and crustal 
subsidence led to late Miocene deposition of coarse 
alluvial deposits and overlying marine turbidites, 
followed by Pliocene to early Pleistocene subsidence 
and filling of the Salton Trough with a thick section 
of marine and nonmarine deposits (Dibblee, 1954, 
1984; Woodard, 1963, 1974; Kerr, 1982; Winker, 
1987; Kerr and Kidwell, 1991; Dibblee, 1996; 
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Winker and Kidwell, 1996; Axen and Fletcher, 1998; 
Dorsey et al., 2007).  The Colorado River constructed 
a large fluvial-deltaic system, recorded in the 
widespread Arroyo Diablo Formation, that prograded 
into and filled the basin at the north end of the Gulf 
of California during Pliocene time (Winker and 
Kidwell, 1986).  Sediment derived from local 
basement uplifts, including the footwall of the  
 
 

WSDF, produced coarse Plio-Pleistocene 
conglomerate and sandstone that interfinger laterally 
with Colorado River sediment and make up a narrow 
belt of coarse alluvial facies that flank the margins of 
the basin (e.g., Winker and Kidwell, 1996; Kairouz, 
2005).  
 
The base of the Hueso Formation is a sharp but 
conformable contact that records the abrupt last 
appearance of Colorado River derived sand in the 

FCVB (Figs. 1 and 2; Winker, 
1987).  Where the Hueso 
overlies the Arroyo Diablo 

Formation, the contact is 
marked by an abrupt change 
from Colorado River- to locally-
derived sand. In this study, we 
are especially focused on 
understanding underlying 
control(s) on this reorganization 
of sediment dispersal in the 
basin.  The Tapiado Fm is a 
fine-grained unit of interbedded 
lacustrine mudstone, siltstone 
and sandstone that passes 
laterally to the NW and SE into 
the lower Hueso Fm.  The 
Hueso Formation contains a 
wide range of lithofacies 
including locally-derived fluvial 
sandstone, conglomerate 
interbedded with sandstone, and 
thin-bedded sandstone with 
mudstone transitional to the 
Tapiado Formation. At the top 
of the section, the Hueso 
Formation is overlain by a thin 
Quaternary gravel unit that was 
named the Mesa Formation by 
Woodard (1963) (Fig. 3).  The 
transition from the Hueso 
Formation to overlying gravels 
is a complex progressive 
unconformity that contains 
subtle fanning dips, calcic 
paleosols, reworked sandstone 
clasts, and thin lacustrine 
carbonates. 
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The end of deposition and onset of uplift in the 
FCVB was part of tectonic reorganization and was 
linked to initiation of the southern Elsinore fault at 
about 1 Ma (Johnson et al., 1983).  Strands of the 
WSDF at Whale Peak and the NE Tierra Blanca 
Mountains continued to slip during early slip on the 
modern Elsinore fault zone in this area, as indicated 
by recent mapping which shows that the WSDF cuts 
post-1 Ma deposits of the “Mesa Formation” (c.f. 
Woodard, 1963) (G. Axen and R. Dorsey, unpubl. 
map data).  Strands of the Elsinore fault on the NE 
margin of the Tierra Blanca Mountains appear to 
closely follow and cross-cut older low-angle normal 
(or oblique-slip) faults of the low-angle WSDF (Fig. 

and exhumation of the sediment must to be taken into 
account in order to invert 10Be concentrations for 
paleo-erosion rate. To make this correction we use a 
new, high-resolution magnetostratigraphic 
chronology of depositional ages from the FCVB 
(Fig.3). In addition to the zero-age sample from 
Vallecito creek, three 10Be samples were collected 
from the bases of thick channel-fill sandstones with 
estimated ages of ~2.9 Ma, 1.7 Ma, and 1.2 Ma. 
 
The results from our four detrital 10Be samples show 
that the FCVB yields a robust paleo-erosion rate 
record. Samples from the FCVB yielded high  

Figure 4. Plot of  paleo-erosion rates for 
the Fish Creek-Vallecito basin derived 
1), suggesting possible reactivation and interaction of 
the two fault systems during Early Pleistocene time.  
Strands of the WSDF in this area appear to now be 
inactive, and active faulting (+/- related folding) is 
dominated by high-angle strike-slip and oblique-slip 
faults of the Elsinore fault zone (Fig. 1). 
 
10Be Paleo-Erosion Rates: 
A suite of 20 10Be samples were collected from the 
Hueso formation and surrounding source streams. At 
present we only have results for four of these 
samples: three from the Hueso formation and one 
from the Vallecito creek upstream of the badlands. 
For each 10Be sample from the basin sediments we 
used detailed stratigraphic analysis to characterize its 
depositional setting. We chose samples from the base 
of thick channel-fill sandstones deposits that we 
interpret were buried quickly. Because 10Be decays 
with a half-life of 1.36 Myr, the time between burial 

from 10Be concentrations from samples of 
the Hueso formation. These data show 
that upland erosion rates declined from 
55 ± 12 m/Myr to 34 ± 6 m/Myr during 
deposition of the Hueso formation. A 
sample from Vallecito creek, plotted at 0 
Ma for comparison, shows a similar 
concentration to the corrected value from 
the uppermost Hueso formation. 10Be 
concentrations in basin sediments 
ranged from 2x104 to 8x104 atoms/g. 
Corrections for burial and re-exposure of 
the sediments are an order of magnitude 
lower than this. Error bars for these 
corrections are smaller than the size of 
plotted points. Decay of 10Be accounts for 
the largest component of correction to 
the concentrations, and the age error 
accounts for most of the uncertainty in 
the erosion rates. Both spallation and 
muon production pathways for 10Be are 
modeled (Brown et al., 1995). Errors are 
95% confidence. 

concentrations of cosmogenic 10Be, ranging 
from 2x104 to 8x104 atoms/g in sediments dating 
from 2.9 Ma to 1.2 Ma (Fig. 4). Decay of 10Be 
accounts for the largest correction to these 
concentrations, and for the largest component of 
uncertainty in the paleo-erosion rates. Burial and 
exhumation corrections are more than an order of 
magnitude lower (~103 atoms/g). Erosion rates 
calculated from the corrected 10Be concentrations 
decrease over time, from 55 ± 12 m/Myr to 34 ± 6 
m/Myr (Fig. 4). The corrected concentrations 
compare favorably to the concentration of 10Be in 
modern stream sediments, 15x104 atoms/g, which 
yield an erosion rate of 31 ± 4 m/Myr. The overall 
decline in paleo-erosion rate recorded in 10Be 
concentrations from about 2.9 Ma to the present is 
consistent with adjustment of a landscape to an 
increase in erosion rate driven by climate change. 
However, we need 10Be measurements from locally 
derived sediments from below the Hueso formation 
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 to test this hypothesis. Samples from these strata 
await analysis at PRIME lab. At this time we cannot 
completely rule out that a change in relief production 
on the escarpment may have influenced sediment 
production. It is also possible that a decrease in 
tectonically driven subsidence rate was the primary 
driver of progradation.  

Analysis of FCVB-D23 is in progress. We expect its 
concentration to be similar to nearby sample FCVB-
07-D2, with concentration 7.5  ± 0.5 x 104 atoms/g. 
Three corrections are applied before inverting this 
concentration for a paleo-erosion rate. Exhumation of 
the sample at a rate of 2.0 ± 0.5 mm/yr accounts for 
less than 4000 atoms/g of 10Be. Radioactive decay, 
and the accompanying uncertainty of sample age, 
contributes the largest correction of 6.1 ± 0.7 x 105 
atoms/g. Because we sampled the base of a 2-m thick 
paleo-channel, burial of the sample accounts for the 
smallest correction, less than 1000 atoms/g. After 
correction we estimate that the sediment coming into 
the FCVB at ~1.2 Ma had a 10Be concentration of 
1.33 ± 0.12 x 105 atoms/g, indicating an erosion rate 
of 34 ± 6 m/Myr. 

 
Field Trip Stop 1, Day 3: 
10Be Sample site Be-D23 / Paleomagnetic sample site 
02QPH46 
 

This stop is located in the upper part of the Plio-
Pleistocene Hueso Formation, very close to the top of 
a 5.5-km thick SW-dipping section that fills the 
FCVB (Figs. 1, 2).  We are close to the fault-bounded 
southwestern margin of the basin, at the eastern 
margin of the Peninsular Ranges. The upper Hueso 
Formation in the lower part of View of the Badlands 
Wash contains abundant yellow sandstone with thin 
calcic paleosols interbedded with sandy pebble to 
pebble-cobble conglomerate.  These deposits record 
deposition in a high-energy stream system with broad 
shallow gravel-rich channels flanked by sandy flood 
plains.  Look on the west side of the wash and try to 
find paleomagnetic sampling site 02QPh46 (Fig. 3).  
This sample was collected by Bernie Housen in 2002 
from a thin pedogenic carbonate, and analyzed by 
him at Western Washington University.  We have 
combined paleomagnetic data from many sites like 
this with results of previous magnetostratigraphic 
studies (Opdyke et al., 1977; Johnson et al., 1983), to 
establish a high-precision chronostratigraphy for the 
entire FCVB section (Dorsey et al., in prep; Figs. 1, 
2).  This site has a reversed magnetic polarity and is 
located a short distance east of (below) the base of 
the Jaramillo subchron (1.07 Ma).  Southeast of here 
along strike, the map pattern reveals an interesting 
growth syncline that records folding during 
deposition of this part of the section (Fig. 3).  
Syndepositional folding was accompanied by tilting 
that produced the fanning dips and progressive 
unconformity in the transition from the Hueso to 
Mesa Formation. 
 
We will walk up a short side wash to view the 
location where we collected coarse sands from the 
upper Hueso Formation for 10Be analysis (FCVB-
D23 on Fig. 3).  The sample was collected from the 
lower 10 cm of a 4.0 m thick sandstone interbed in a 
thick gravel unit designated informally as “g1” (Fig. 
3). We collected sample FCVB-D23 to the best of 
our knowledge near the base of the Jaramillo 
subchron (1.07 Ma) in between paleomagnetic 
sampling sites 02QH46(R) and OP-51 to correct for 
radioactive decay of 10Be in the sample. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

On the western slopes of the Coyote Mountains, southwest Imperial Valley, a series of 
alluvial fans are progressively offset by the Elsinore fault. These fans can be correlated 
to their source drainages because of their distinctive clast assemblages, thereby 
defining measurable offsets on the fault. Using U-series on pedogenic carbonate, we 
have dated three fan remnants that are offset by 59 ± 21 m, 83 ± 31 m and 580 ± 110 m. 
In CM gravels 10’s ka and older, carbonate forms continuous, dense, yellow coatings 
up to 3 mm thick on the undersides of clasts. Porous white carbonate may completely 
engulf clasts, but is not dateable. Carefully selected samples of dense, innermost 
carbonate lamina weighing ~10 to 100 milligrams analyzed by TIMS contain 0.4- 3.8 
ppm U, have median 238U/232Th ratios (the ratio of U to “common Th”) ~ 40, and 
therefore are geochemically suitable for precise U-series dating. Carbonate coatings 
generally yield reproducible U-series ages for sub-samples from the same 
microstratigraphic horizon, consistent with U-Th systems that have remained closed. 
Reproducible ages among coatings from the same soil indicate that inherited coatings, 
though observed in outcrop, have been avoided during sample selection. Because 
accumulation of datable thicknesses of carbonate likely requires hundreds to a few 
thousand’s of years, U-series on pedogenic carbonate provide minimum ages for 
deposition of host alluvium. However, recent comparisons of ages obtained for late 
Pleistocene alluvium in southern California using U-series on pedogenic carbonate and 
10Be surface exposure techniques indicate that this  “time-lag” for U-series ages may be 
small relative to other errors inherent to the two techniques. 
 
The three progressively offset alluvial fan remnants we have studied in the Alverson 
Canyon area afford the opportunity to examine the constancy of slip rate on the 
southern Elsinore fault.  To date, our results indicate that the Elsinore fault in the 
southern Coyote Mountains has slipped at a maximum mean rate of ~1.9 mm/yr over 
the past ~40 ka, and perhaps at the much higher rate of ~5.3 mm/yr between 40 and 
>135 ka.  In recent ruptures, slip on the Elsinore increased to the northwest from 
Alverson Canyon, and if this pattern persisted in the past, our slip rates may 
underestimate slip rates in the central part of the range. Accordingly, if our dates 
closely approximate deposition of the offset fans, the Elsinore fault may have carried 
~10-20% of the total slip between the Pacific and North American plates before slowing 
at > 40 ka.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The Elsinore-Laguna Salada fault 

(ELSF) is one of the principal strands of the San 
Andreas fault system in southern California (Fig. 
1), however its seismic potential is often de-
emphasized due to previous estimates of a low 
slip rate. Nevertheless, the fault zone has 
produced two historic earthquakes over M6, with 
the 1892 event estimated at >M7 and resulting in 
~5 m of slip (Mueller and Rockwell, 1995); thus 
further investigation of the long-term slip rate on 
the ELSF is warranted. 

 
Several studies have focused on the 

northern section of the fault zone, and have 
yielded rates of about 5 mm/yr for the late 
Quaternary (Millman and Rockwell, 1986; 
Vaughan and Rockwell, 1986; Rockwell, 1990; 
Magistrale and Rockwell, 1996). These studies, 
whilst thorough, relied on soil development to 
estimate the age of offset landforms, resulting in 
relatively low precision slip rate estimates. Our 
new study examines the southern section of the 
Elsinore fault and employs U-series dating of 
pedogenic carbonate, and in one case 10Be 
surface exposure dating, to obtain dates for offset 
landforms and buried soils.   

 
 

The Coyote Mountains Field Site  
The Coyote Mountains, located in the 

southwestern Imperial Valley region of southern 
California (Fig. 1), were uplifted by 
transpressive slip on the southern Elsinore fault. 
Incision and denudation has resulted in the 
generation at the range front of a series of 
alluvial fans that cross the Elsinore fault and are 
progressively displaced from their sources by 
slip on the fault. Uplift has also resulted in 
exposure of the early Miocene Alverson 
Andesite, an andesitic basalt that is present only 
in certain canyons within the range. Displaced 
fans that emanated from canyons where the 
Alverson Andesite is exposed therefore contain a 
distinctive assemblage of gravel clasts and may 
be confidently related to their canyon of origin 
using quantitative determinations of framework 
clast composition. 

 
In the southern Coyote Mountains 

range, in the area surrounding Alverson Canyon, 
two fan surfaces and one buried soil are 
displaced across the fault within ~700 m (Fig. 2). 
These surfaces and buried soil have been 
correlated to their source drainages using clast 
counting and dated by U-series on pedogenic 
carbonate to estimate slip rates on the southern 
Elsinore fault averaged over multiple time scales.  

 
 

 
Figure 1: Map of southern California showing major faults and study area on the Coyote  
Mountains segment of the Elsinore Fault. Most of the Pacific-North American relative 
 plate velocity of ~50 mm/yr is accommodated in the area shown. 
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Figure 2: Google Earth image of the southwestern flank of the Coyote Mountains near  
Alverson Canyon showing the Elsinore fault (heavy red line), selected displaced fan  
surfaces, active streams with extent of modern alluvium, and locations of soil pits sampled  
for U-series dating. 

 
 
 
OFFSET DETERMINATIONS 
 Offsets were estimated by determining 
the provenance of surfaces and buried soils, and 
measuring their displacement from their source 
streams. The provenance of two offset fans and a 
buried soil were determined by point counting 
clast lithologies in active streams and fan 
surfaces/buried soils and comparing their 

statistics (Fig. 3). Clast proportions were 
determined by counting clast-types at 10 cm 
grid-points on a 1 m square grid of fencing wire. 
In order to collect a representative sample from 
each surface 3 to 8 grid locations were randomly 
selected. Total counts tallied on each surface 
exceeded 300 in all cases.  
 

The point counting technique, while 
good to a first order approximation, is subject to 
several confounding issues:   

1. The variable preservation of different 
clast types may cause a shift in 
statistics for older surfaces towards 
more stable lithologies. 

 
2. Secular changes in the geology of the 

source stream may result in clast 
population variations between the 
modern stream and older deposits that 
exceed the margin of error.  

 
 

3. Inequant clasts may result in higher 
or lower counts depending on 
whether counts are taken in map or 
profile view. For example, foliated 
metamorphic rocks tend to be 
deposited broad-side up, resulting in  
higher counts in map view than in 
profile view.  

 
Regardless of these caveats, populations of 300-
600 grid points yielded definitive matches 
between displaced alluvial fans and their sources, 
indicating that this is a useful method for 
distinguishing among plausible sources with 
lithologically distinct clast populations (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3: Point counting results from active streams (left column, see Figure 2 for locations), and displaced 
fans and buried soil (center, right).  
 

 

The smallest offset we have studied is 
on the fan surface Q6west, which is correlated to 
active stream 3. Deposition of this fan was 
bounded on its eastern side by the Q7 surface. It 
is possible that deposition of the fan occurred 
before there was an inflection of the stream just 
above the fault (i.e. before Q7 moved in front of 
the stream). The offset in this case would be 
determined by realigning the western margin of 
the fan with the western edge of the canyon 
above the stream inflection, resulting in a 
maximum offset of 80 m. If the inflection was 
not formed by Q7 moving in front of the stream, 
the Q6west surface may have been deposited 
with the stream in its current position. If this is 
the case the offset can be measured by realigning 
the western margin of the fan with the western 
margin of the current stream as it crosses the 
fault, resulting in a minimum offset of 38 m. The 
maximum and minimum offsets combined result 
in an estimated offset of 59 ± 21 m.  
 The fan surface Q6central is offset by 
83 ± 31 m from its source, active stream 2. We 
measured from the western edge of the offset fan 
to the western edge of the Q2 & Q3 fan where it 

crosses the fault for a minimum offset of 52 m, 
and from the eastern edge of the fan to the 
eastern edge of the active stream for a maximum 
offset of 114 m. The minimum and maximum 
measurements were averaged to estimate 
probable amount of offset, and the error is ± half 
of the difference between the minimum and 
maximum offsets. We do not differentiate 
between the active stream and the young fan that 
is composed of Q2, Q3 and Q4 deposits in our 
offset estimate, because the young fan is not 
appreciably offset across the fault.  
 The buried soil of the Q7 fan is 
correlated to active stream 1 and is offset by the 
largest amount, 580 ± 110 m. This offset 
estimate is determined by measuring from the 
buried soil back to the middle of active stream 1, 
and the uncertainty is ± half the width of the 
active stream.  
 
SOIL CHARACTERISTICS  
The soils at the Coyote Mountains field site 
display characteristics typical of arid to semi-arid 
climates, with carbonate morphology, fines and 
observed by freshening natural exposures (P1 
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and P3) and in a previously cut excavation (P2). 
The soils developed on surfaces Q6central 
(observed at Pedon 1; P1 on map) and Q6west 
(P2) both have stage I+ to II carbonate 
morphology, with carbonate coatings forming 
mostly on the bottoms of clasts (Fig 4A), but 
with some clasts having more extensive 
coverage. The buried soil (P3) has more mature 
carbonate morphology with carbonate coatings 
frequently engulfing the clasts and in some 
places carbonate forms laminar sills. 
Interestingly, in our experience, dense dateable 
carbonate only occurs on the bottoms of clasts, 
even in the much older P3 soil.  

 
 
230Th/U DATING OF PEDOGENIC 
CARBONATE 
Background 

Pedogenic carbonate coatings (also 
called cutans, pendants or rinds) accumulate as 
thin lamina on gravels in soils under arid to 
semi-humid conditions (Pustovoytov, 2002). 
Accumulation of pedogenic carbonate on the soil 
profile scale follows a well documented 
progression, with development of carbonate 
coatings on the bottoms of gravel clasts 
occurring at the outset (Gile et al., 1966; 
Machette, 1985; Mayer et al., 1988). During 
pedogenisis, Ca+2 ions derived from aeolian dust, 
rainwater and Ca bearing minerals in the soil 
profile (Machette, 1985; Capo and Chadwick, 
1999) are leached from the upper soil horizons, 
along with U and other soluble elements. Carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere and respired from 
plant roots dissolves in soil pore waters forming 
bicarbonate ion (HCO3-). Carbonate 
precipitation, typically at depths of about 50 to 
200 cm, may be caused by increasing ion 
strength resulting from evaporation, transpiration 
or freezing, degassing of CO2 from the soil 
water, or changing the solubility of CaCO3 as 
solutions move along temperature gradients in 
soils (Birkeland, 1984). Dust flux appears to 
have the greatest influence on carbonate 
accumulation rate (Machette, 1985), however 
other factors such as precipitation and 
evaporation also have an effect (McFadden, 
1982). The depth to carbonate precipitation is 
controlled by climate, with wetter climates 
resulting in deeper carbonate-rich horizons 
(Arkley, 1963; Retallack, 2005). 

 
 
The incorporation of uranium into 

pedogenic carbonate at the time of precipitation 

enables the use of 238U-234U-230Th (U-series) to 
date carbonate laminae. Typical oxygen-rich 
soil-pore waters have U concentrations in the 
µg/L range (Paces et al., 2002), because of the 
high solubility of hexavalent uranium in 
oxidizing conditions. Thorium has low solubility 
at typical soil water eH and pH, and therefore 
exists in very low concentrations in soil water 
(tens to hundreds of pg/L range- Reynolds et al., 
2003; Hubert et al., 2006). The activity ratio of 
238U/234U in soil water is commonly greater than 
1, due to the recoil of 234Th (which decays to 
234U) out of mineral grains during 238U decay, 
crystal lattice damage due to 238U decay and 
radiation induced oxidation of 234U (Paces et al., 
2002, and references therein). Thus pure 
authigenic pedogenic carbonate typically 
contains ppm levels of U, will reflect the 
234U/238U of the water from which it forms, and 
will initially have no appreciable thorium. The 
in-growth of 230Th from the decay of U, is the 
basis of the 230Th/U dating system (see van 
Calsteren and Thomas, 2006 for a recent 
summary). 

 

230Th /U dating of pedogenic carbonate 
was attempted as early as 1976 (Rosholt et al.) 
and the technique continues to be utilized and 
improved upon today. Early studies used large 
samples (several grams) that were analyzed by 
alpha spectrometry (e.g. Ku et al., 1979; Szabo, 
1981; Szabo and O’Malley, 1985). More recent 
studies (e.g. Ludwig and Paces, 2002; Sharp et 
al., 2003; Blisniuk and Sharp, 2003) have 
utilized thermal ionization mass spectrometry 
(TIMS) that allows analysis of relatively small 
(~10-50 mg), carefully chosen samples, while 
increasing precision. Smaller samples reduce 
averaging over long depositional intervals and 
allow for greater selectivity, thereby avoiding 
visible discontinuities in carbonate deposition, 
carbonate with secondary porosity that may have 
not remained closed with respect to U and Th, 
and carbonate containing visible detritus.  
 
Pedogenic Carbonate: Sample selection, 
preparation and TIMS analysis 
Pedogenic carbonate from the three sites shown 
in Figure 2 (P1, P2 & P3) has been dated by U-
series. Samples were selected from the main 
carbonate accumulation horizon of each soil, and 
manifestly inherited coatings were avoided. 
‘Inherited’ refers to clasts with coatings that 
formed in a more ancient landform, and were 
eroded and deposited in the current landform 
with their old carbonate coating int
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Figure 4: Photographs of pedogenic carbonate from the Q6central surface. A: Field photograph showing 
stage I carbonate; coatings occur only on the undersides of clasts, indicating inherited coatings are rare or 
absent. B and C: Cut and polished slabs showing clasts with carbonate coatings (inverted from field 
position). Coating in B is dense yellow laminated carbonate such as that selected for U-series analyses. 
Clast-carbonate contact is traced in grey for clarity. Coating in C is unsuitable for U-series due to 
detachment from the clast (arrow), detrital contamination (arrow) and porosity resulting from partial 
dissolution.  

 
 
Table 1: Isotopic data and ages for pedogenic carbonate. Isotopic ratios are reported as activity ratios. All 
errors are 2σ. 

a Samples are designated by 
clast number, the postscript 
A, B, etc. denote discrete 
sub-samples from the same 
clast coating.  

 
Sample Namea  

 
Wt. (mg) 

 
U (ppm) 230Th/ 

232Th 

Age 
(103 yrs) 

b Corrected for detrital U 
and Th with 232Th/238U = 
1.21 ± 50%, 230Th /238U = 
1.0 ± 10%, 234U/238U = 1.0 ± 
10% (zero error 
correlations). 
c Error correlation for 
230Th/238U – 234U/238U.  
d Back-calculated from the 
present day, detritus 
corrected 234U/238U and 
230Th/U age.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q6central 
CM-SP-01 103.6 1.56 10.1 43.4 ± 4.0 
CM-SP-02 102.2 1.45 15.4 41.0 ± 1.3 
CM-SP-03 64.24 2.05 22.8 38.9 ± 4.0 
CM-SP-09 57.45 1.48 28.9 42.6 ± 2.2 
Q6west 
CM-GF-01A 6.74 1.97 4.1 33.3 ± 4.1 
CM-GF-01B 17.02 0.97 6.3 33.4 ± 3.6 
CM-GF-02Z 25.03 0.39 19.4 35.9 ± 2.5 
CM-GF-02A 23.35 1.20 5.6 32.4 ± 3.2 
Buried Soil 
CM-S3H-01Z 36.10 1.98 35.8 134.7 ± 4.6 
CM-S3H-01A 14.01 3.83 40.0 119.6 ± 11.2 
CM-S3H-01B 15.52 2.93 36.4 139.4 ± 12.4  

CM-S3H-05 32.02 2.32 32.8 109.0 ± 2.6 

CM-S3H-08 35.85 2.23 20.0 115.0 ± 4.0 
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Inherited coatings will be emplaced in 
random orientations throughout the soil profile. 
Therefore, only clasts with coatings on on their 
bottom are sampled for dating.  In all three soils, 
laminae of dense yellow carbonate suitable for 
U-series analysis tend to between about 0.4 to 
3.0 mm thick. The buried soil has more powdery 
white, porous carbonate, but does not have 
significantly thicker dense yellow carbonate 
coatings, probably because carbonate 
accumulation related to pedogenesis ceased after 
burial of the soil by younger alluvium after 
perhaps 30 ka or 40 ka.. Burial would cut off 
accumulation of dense carbonate because 
accumulation occurs primarily at the evaporation 
front in a soil, which is commonly between 
about 0.3 to 2.0 m below the surface in semi arid 
to arid soils. Carbonate coatings were scrubbed 
with a nylon brush in the field to remove some of 
the powdery carbonate in order to assess the 
thickness and tenacity of the carbonate. Coatings 
that easily flaked off the clast or crumbled under 
the force of the brush were discarded. In the 
laboratory, carbonate coating were scrubbed 
again with a nylon brush under water, and 
cleaned ultrasonically in order to remove detrital 
grains and porous outer layers of carbonate. 
Clasts were then cut, polished and examined 
under low power magnification to assess 
carbonate density, degree of contamination by 
detrital grains and continuity of carbonate 
laminations. In many cases individual carbonate 
laminae can be traced across a coating for up to 
several centimeters. Dense carbonate with 
continuous laminations that was relatively free of 
visible detrital material was selected for analysis.  
Carbonate was isolated using a combination of 
chipping with a steel blade and drilling with a 
diamond-tipped dental bit. The isolated 
carbonate was cleaned ultrasonically in alcohol, 
coarsely crushed and further examined under a 
binocular microscope. Any remaining detrital 
grains were removed by hand and the sample 
was cleaned again ultrasonically in alcohol. The 
crushed and cleaned carbonate was dissolved 
completely, equilibrated with a 236U-233U-229Th 
spike, and U and Th were separated using HNO3-
HCl solutions with cation exchange columns. 
The U and Th were loaded onto separate 
outgassed Re filaments as a colloidal graphite 
sandwich (Chen et al., 1986; Edwards et al., 
1987) and analyzed by TIMS in single collector, 
ion-counting mode.  

 
230Th/U Analytical Results 

U-series ages are summarized in Table 

1. Uranium concentrations range from 0.4 to 3.8 
ppm with a median value of 2.0 ppm. Thorium 
concentrations are between 0.02 to 0.53 ppm 
with a median value of 0.17 ppm, and 
230Th/232Th ratios range between 4.1 to 40, with a 
median value of 20 (all isotope ratios are given 
as activity ratios).  The latter is the ratio of 230Th, 
which is formed by decay of U, to “common” 
232Th, which is derived from detritus included in 
the carbonate. A useful rule of thumb is that for 
pedogenic carbonate samples with 230Th/232Th > 
10, correction for initial U and Th isotopes from 
detritus is minor.  Accordingly, most Coyote 
Mountains pedogenic carbonate is geochemically 
suitable for precise U-series dating.  

 
Although every effort was made to 

purify the carbonate dated, some detritus 
remains, as indicated by small but significant 
concentrations of 232Th in the analyzed coatings, 
which would not be expected in pure authigenic 
carbonate because of the very low solubility of 
Th in near-surface waters. On the other hand, 
232Th occurs at ppm-levels in common crustal 
silicates along with associated 230Th and U.  
Accordingly, ages were corrected for U and Th 
from silicate detritus using 232Th as an index, 
assuming detritus has typical crustal Th/U ratios 
and is at secular equilibrium (Ludwig and Paces, 
2002; i.e., assumed detritus activity ratios of 
232Th/238U = 1.2 ± 0.6, 230Th/238U = 1.0 ± 0.1, and 
234U/238U = 1.0 ± 0.1). Uncertainties of ± 50% in 
the Th/U ratio and ±10% in the 230Th/238U and 
234U/238U ratios of detritus were assigned and 
propagated through the age calculation.  
 

Carefully selected and purified, dense 
pedogenic carbonate, analyzed for U andTh 
isotopes by TIMS, has been shown elsewhere to 
yield reliable ages for carbonate growth (Ludwig 
and Paces, 2002; Sharp et al, 2003; Blisniuck 
and Sharp, 2003; Fletcher et al., in review). 
Nevertheless, it is prudent to evaluate the 
possibility of open system behavior and 
inheritance in our data set to establish the 
reliability of our ages.  

 

Failure of the assumption of a closed U-
Th system would most likely entail U-loss (due 
to the high solubility of U compared to Th) as a 
result of leaching or partial dissolution of 
carbonate and would cause affected ages, if any, 
to be too old.  Leaching and dissolution should 
result in textural variations that are readily 
identifiable in polished thick section. Indeed, 
several clast coatings were rejected during the 
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early stages of sample preparation due to their 
lack of preservation of pristine laminar 
carbonate, abundant visible detritus, or 
detachment from the host clast (e.g. Fig. 4C). An 
additional check for open system behavior is the 
reproducibility of sub-samples from the same 
carbonate coating. There are three carbonate 
coatings that have two sub-samples dated in our 
data set, of which all have ages that agree within 
2 sigma uncertainty. The sub-samples of CM-
GF-01 have overlapping ages of 33.3 ± 4.1 ka 
and 33.4 ±  3.6 ka, and GF 02 has ages of 35.9 ± 
2.5 and 32.4 ± 3.2 ka. Sub-samples of CM-S3H-
01 have ages of 139.4 ± 12.4, 134.7 ± 4.6 ka, and 
one younger age of 119.6 ± 11.2 ka. The younger 
age is more likely attributable to sub-sampling of 
a younger area of the carbonate coating than to 
an open U-Th system.  

 
Inherited carbonate, if present, could 

cause calculated ages to be older than the host 
alluvium. However, carbonate coatings selected 
from the zone of maximum carbonate 
accumulation in the dated soil will necessarily 
include carbonate formed in situ. Since mixtures 
of inherited and in situ carbonate would not 
likely occur in consistent proportions, coatings 
containing such mixtures would be expected to 
yield sub-sample ages that scatter beyond 
analytical errors. As discussed above, however, 
sub-samples from the same coating tend to have 
good agreement. We therefore conclude that our 
field and laboratory screening procedures 
successfully precluded analysis of coatings 
containing significant amounts of inherited 
carbonate. Moreover, the active stream beds 
(Qal) were searched to determine how common 
inheritance is in the modern system, and it was 
found that inheritance is not common today, 
probably because the narrow canyons upstream 
provide few stable surfaces for carbonate 
accumulation.  

 
Estimating depositional ages for host alluvium 
 U-series ages of pedogenic carbonate 
can provide reliable minimum ages for the 
deposition of a landform. Innermost carbonate 
laminae are targeted because they should be the 
earliest formed, and thus most closely 
approximate the age of the landform. Even these 
innermost laminae of carbonate will 
underestimate the age of a landform because it 
can take hundreds to perhaps thousands of years 
to precipitate dateable amounts of carbonate after 
stabilization of a surface. A survey of young 

surfaces in the study area, using soil 
development and recent surface rupture offsets 
as a guide, indicates that it likely takes several 
hundred years to accumulate dateable carbonate 
in this area. In order to collect enough carbonate 
to produce a precise age we must sample over a 
finite thickness of the coating, in effect 
averaging the ages of the individual laminae. For 
these reasons U-series ages provide a minimum 
bound for the age of a surface, and the maximum 
reproducible U-series age is considered the 
closest approximation of the age of deposition. 
 
Q6west 
 Two carbonate coatings, each with two 
sub-samples, were dated from the Q6west 
surface. These samples have the lowest U 
concentration and the lowest 230Th/232Th activity 
ratios making them the least favorable for U-
series analysis of the samples dated. 
Nevertheless, Q6west samples show good age 
reproducibility both with-in coatings and 
between coatings; 33.3 ± 4.1 ka and 33.4 ± 3.6 
ka for GF-01, and 35.9 ± 2.5 ka and 32.4 ± 3.2 
ka for GF-02 (Fig. 5), consistent with closed U-
Th systems. The weighted mean age, using all 
four U-series ages, is 34 ± 2 ka, which we 
interpret to be the minimum age for the Q6west 
surface.  
 
Q6central 
 Four carbonate coatings were dated 
from the Q6central surface, and all U-series ages 
agree within 2 sigma uncertainties; 43.4 ± 4.0 ka, 
41.0 ± 1.3 ka, 38.9 ± 4.0 ka and 42.6 ± 2.2 ka 
(Fig. 5). The weighted mean age of these 
samples is 41 ± 2 ka, which is a minimum age 
for the Q6central surface.  
 
Buried Soil of Q7  
 Three carbonate coatings were dated 
from the buried soil, with one of those coatings 
(CM-S3H-01) having three sub-samples. The 
samples from the buried soil have the highest U 
concentration and the highest 230Th/232Th activity 
ratios, making them the most favorable material 
for U-series dating in the study area. The U-
series ages for the buried soil range from about 
109 ka to 139 ka. The oldest dates come from the 
CM-S3H-01 clast, with two of those ages 
agreeing well within uncertainties; 137.4 ± 4.6 
ka and 139.4 ± 12.4 ka (Fig. 5). We take the 
weighted mean of these two sub-samples, 135 ± 
4 ka, to be the minimum age for the buried soil. 
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Figure 5: U-series ages of pedogenic carbonate clast-coats. Note that only the two oldest analyses are 
averaged for the “buried soil”. All errors are 2σ. 
 
 
10Be PROFILE DATING OF Q6central  
 Samples from a 2-m deep profile 
through Q6central at P1 were analyzed for 10Be 
cosmogenic surface exposure dating. Sampling 
from depth profiles yields estimates of both the 
age and inheritance of a deposit (Anderson et al., 
1996). Six samples were collected: 1 surface 
sample and 5 buried samples.  The surface 
sample consist of >20 amalgamated chips from 
the top 1 cm of smooth and rounded quartzite 
cobbles.  All cobbles exhibited moderate varnish 
development and strong rubification on the 
underside of the clast, indicating that they have 
resided at the surface for extended periods. 
Samples at depth were collected from 5-cm-thick 
intervals at 10 cm, 45 cm, 70 cm, 115 cm and 
170 cm depths.  
 

All samples were processed at the 
Cosmogenic Nuclide Laboratory at Stanford 
University. Samples were first crushed and 
sieved to obtain a grain size fraction between 
250-500 µm. This fraction was chemically 
leached (cleaned) in an ultrasonic bath with a 
minimum of five acid leaches: (1) a hydrochloric 
leach for 24 hours; (2) two 2% HF/HNO3 leaches 
for ~10 hours each; and (3) one or more 1% 
HF/HNO3 leach for ~ 10 hours. A 9Be carrier 
(10Be/9Be ~ 1 x 10-15) was then added to the 
clean quartz sample, and approximately 25-50 
grams was dissolved in a concentrated 3:1 HF 
and HNO3 solution. Once dissolved, the samples 
were passed through anion and cation exchange 
columns to remove Fe and Ti and to separate the 
10Be fraction. Ammonium hydroxide was added 
to the 10Be fraction to precipitate beryllium 

hydroxide. The beryllium hydroxide was 
oxidized by ignition at 850oC for 30 minutes in 
boron-free quartz crucibles. The beryllium oxide 
was then mixed with Nb powder and loaded in 
steel targets for measurement of 10Be/9Be ratios 
by accelerator mass spectrometry at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory. All 10Be ages 
are calculated using the CRONUS Age 
Calculator (Balco et al., 2008; 
http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/). This uses 
the scaling factors of Lal (1991) and Stone 
(2000) and a sea-level, low-latitude production 
rate of 4.9 ± 0.6 10Be atoms/gram of quartz/year. 

 
The cosmogenic depth profile yields a 

model age of 31.5 ± 5.8 ka for Q6central, which 
takes into consideration the equivalent of 8.9 ± 
3.5 ka of inherited 10Be (Fig. 6). However, the 
10Be data depart from the expected exponential 
relationship between 10Be concentration and 
depth beyond analytic uncertainties (Fig. 6B) 
suggesting that either: (1) inherited 10Be is not 
uniform throughout the profile, or (2) the 
Q6central surface has not been stable since 
deposition.  Moreover, the 10Be model age of 
31.5 ± 5.8 is younger than the U-series age of 41 
± 2 ka.   Both observations are consistent with 
lowering of the Q6central surface by a few tens 
of centimeters, which is our preferred 
interpretation.   Preferential removal of sand and 
finer-grained materials, for example by deflation 
or overland flow, would expose cobbles that 
initially lay at some depth beneath the surface 
and hence were partially shielded prior to 
exhumation by surface lowering.   
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Figure 6: Cosmogenic depth profile results. 5A: plot of total number of 10Be atoms versus depth. 5B: 10Be 
concentration versus normalized depth, where the slope is proportional to the model age. Note that the 
surface sample (at right, with highest 10Be concentration) plots off of the trend defined by the buried 
samples. Fit shown yields an age of 31.5 ± 5.8 ka (1σ). 

 
 

DISCUSSION 
Slip rates for the Elsinore fault 
 By coupling the offset estimates with 
the minimum ages provided by U-series dating 
we can determine maximum slip rates for the 
southern Elsinore fault averaged over three time 
intervals; ~34 ka (Q6west), ~41 ka (Q6central) 
and ~135 ka (Q7buried soil). With an offset of 
59 ± 21 m and a minimum age of 34 ± 2 ka, the 
Q6west surface has a maximum slip rate of 1.7 ± 
0.6 mm/yr. The Q6central surface has a 
minimum age of 41 ± 2 ka and an offset of 83 ± 
31 m, which results in an overlapping, but less 
precise maximum slip rate of 2.0 ± 0.8 mm/yr. 
The buried soil, with a minimum age of 135 ± 4 
ka and an offset of 580 ± 110 m, has a maximum 
slip rate of 4.3 ± 0.8 mm/yr averaged over ~135 
ka.  
 
 Figure 7 is a graphical representation of 
the offset and age information that clearly shows 
that the ~135 ka buried soil falls off the slip rate 
trend line of ~1.9 mm/yr defined by Q6west and 

Q6central. Our new slip rate data suggests that 
between about 41 ka and 135 ka there was a 
period of accelerated slip on the southern 
Elsinore fault, equal to about 5.3 mm/yr. The 
corresponding rate is likely higher to the 
northwest where slip is larger in recent ruptures. 
If slip rate scales with slip in the past several 
events, then the recent slip rate in the central 
Coyote Mountains along the Elsinore fault could 
be as high as 4 mm/yr, consistent with estimates 
based on short-term slip per event and recurrence 
information (Rockwell, 1990). Using an average 
slip per event of 1.4 ± 0.1 mm/yr and assuming a 
characteristic earthquake model, the recurrence 
interval for the Elsinore fault in southern Coyote 
Mountains is 740 ± 200 yrs. If our ~135 ka age 
for the buried soil is correct, then the slip rate in 
the central Coyote Mountains prior to 40 ka may 
have approached 1 cm/yr. If our dates closely 
approximate deposition of the offset fans, the 
Elsinore fault may have carried up to 10-20% of 
the total slip between the Pacific and North 
American plates, before slowing more recently.  
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Figure 7: U-series ages vs. offsets for three fans displaced along the southern Elsinore fault. The slopes of 
the dotted trend lines are proportional to slip rate.  
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Luminescence methods are increasing being used to 
define ages of Quaternary sediments for 
paleoseismic, paleoenvironmental and landscape 
evolution studies. This technique has been 
successfully applied to dating faulted sediments in 
the western USA (e.g. Crone et al., 1997; Rockwell et 
al., 2000; Lee et al., 2001; Kent et al., 2005; 
Wesnousky et al. 2005) and elsewhere in the world 
(e.g. Washburn et al., 2001; Rockwell et al., 2008). 
The methods have the advantage that they can be 
used to date sediment devoid of organic matter that is 
required for the standard method of radiocarbon 
dating. Furthermore, the method allows sediments 
and landforms to be dated to beyond the standard 
radiocarbon range of about 30 ka and can be applied 
to very young sediments (a few decades old). 
However, like all dating methods there are inherent 
problems that need to be addressed both in its 
application, laboratory methods and age calculation. 
 
Luminescence dating is a radiometric method that is 
based on the time-dependent accumulation of 
electrons at traps within the crystal lattice of minerals 
such as quartz and feldspar (Aitken, 1998). Natural 
ionizing radiation cosmic rays and derived from 
radioisotopes within the sediment are responsible for 
the gradual increase in the number of trapped 
electrons in the crystal lattice of the mineral over 
time, until a saturation level is reached. The release 
of the trapped electrons results in a detectable 
luminescence signal. The intensity of the 
luminescence is a measure of the amount of 
radiation-induced electrons, which is dependent upon 
the rate of ionizing radiation (dose rate) and duration 
of burial. The electrons within minerals can be 
stimulated and released with heat or light to create 
the luminescence. The type of luminescence dating is 
defined on the basis of the stimulation method, such 
that stimulation by heat is thermoluminescence (TL), 
stimulation by visible light is optically stimulated 
luminescence (OSL) and stimulation by infrared light 
is infrared stimulated luminescence (IRSL). The most 
common types are OSL for quartz and IRSL for 
feldspar. Luminescence signals from feldspar are an 
order of magnitude greater than for quartz. Quartz, 
however, is more rapidly bleached than feldspar. 

Furthermore, quartz does not suffer from the problem 
of anomalous fading that is common to feldspar that 
involves the loss of trapped electrons during the 
sample’s burial period. Modern geochronologists 
who favor OSL and IRSL methods, over TL methods 
as the former methods more accurately mimic 
naturally occurring conditions. A range of particle 
sizes can be used in determination of a luminescence 
age, but the 4–11 and 90–200 microns particle size 
are usually used and and are referred to as fine-grain 
and coarse-grain luminescence dating, respectively. 
Quartz and feldspar are easily separated for coarse-
grain dating. Separating quartz and feldspar for fine-
grain work is more complex and commonly 
polyminerals are used in fine-grain IRSL dating, 
where only the feldspar is stimulated by infrared. 
Artificially irradiating subsamples and comparing the 
luminescence emitted with the natural luminescence 
can be used to determine the relationship between 
accumulated radiation energy and luminescence 
signal. The equivalent dose (De) experienced by the 
grains during burial can therefore be determined. The 
ionizing radiation dose rate (Dr), has to be 
determined to calculate the age. This can be derived 
from direct measurements or measured 
concentrations of radioisotopes. 
 
The age is derived using the following equation: 
 

Age =  De/Dr 
 
The uncertainty in the age is influenced by the 
systematic and random errors in the De values and 
possible temporal changes in the Dr. Temporal 
changes in the Dr are a consequence of changes in 
water content and mineral composition within the 
sediment. This is difficult to determine and hence the 
dose rate is generally assumed to have remained 
constant over time. 
 
The age range that can be covered by luminescence 
dating of sediments is dependent on the unique 
luminescence properties of the minerals being 
examined and the environmental dose rate to which 
those minerals have been subjected. Typically, quartz 
can be dated back to c. 100–150 ka and feldspar to c. 



200–300 ka, with exceptional samples back 1 Ma. 
Luminescence methods date the last resetting of the 
trapped electrons; for clastic sediments, this is the last 
exposure of the mineral grains to sunlight. Sediments 
generally experience their resetting of the 
luminescence signal while they are eroded, 
transported and deposited; thus luminescence 
methods date the last process of sediment reworking. 
The prerequisite condition, therefore, for dating 
sediments with luminescence is that they have 
experienced sufficient exposure to sunlight to enable 
a complete resetting (bleaching) of the luminescence 
signal. Aeolian sediments, for example, are generally 
very well bleached (their luminescence signal is 
efficiently reset) because they experience prolonged 
exposure to sunlight as they are transported by air 
currents over considerable distances (many 
kilometers) and for prolonged periods (1 to 104

 days) 
being continuously mixed and reworked during their 
transport cycle. In contrast, other sediments such as 
fluvial, lacustrine and littoral are commonly 
deposited very rapidly and may not be fully exposed 
to daylight (Wallinga, 2002). As such, they may not 
be completely bleached.  
 
To test the applicability of OSL methods for dating 
fluvial, lacustrine and littoral sediments, and in 
particular, the problems associated with partial 
bleaching, we undertook a study of lake shore berms, 
fluvial sands and lake shoreline sands to better define 
the timing of the last Lake Cahuilla highstand. Lake 
Cahuilla forms when the Colorado River is rerouted 
from its present course, usually directly into the Gulf 
of Califronia, to flow north into the Salton 
Depression. The Colorado delta essentially dams the 
resultant freshwater lake, maintaining its level to ~13 
m above sea level (asl) and measuring up to 5700 
km2 (Fig. 1). Within 12-20 years, Lake Cahuilla can 
fill to a maximum height of +12 m asl, which at its 
deepest is 95 m, before flowing along the New River 
at the south end of the basin back to the Gulf of 
California (Waters, 1983). Once the Colorado River 
migrates back to flowing south to the Gulf and a 
fresh supply of water is no longer flowing into Lake 
Cahuilla, Waters (1983) calculated it would take 60 
years to desiccate the lake at a rate of 1.6 m/yr. 
Archaeologists have long studied the American 
Indian populations associated with the lush 
environments that are created when Lake Cahuilla 
forms (Waters 1983). Recently, the precise dating of 
these lakes has become important for 
paleoseismologists. The most recent southern San 
Andreas event occurred during the most recent Lake 
Cahuilla highstand, and the shoreline and lake 
deposits cover or cross many of the major faults of 
the southern San Andreas fault system.   

 
Numerous explorers trekked through southern 
California beginning in the mid 1500’s. Diaries and 
maps were used in this study to further determine 
when a lake Cahuilla might have been present, 
mostly notably those of Father Kino in the late 1600 
early 1700 and de Anza expeditions in 1774-1776. 
Radiocarbon dating has been used to determine the 
timing of this lake highstand, as well as to date 
paleoseismic events.  Using the radiocarbon dates 
from the last Lake Cahuilla highstand, Gurrola and 
Rockwell (1996) obtained 1675-1696 or 1724-1777 
and 1671-1686 or 1739-1783 from two peat samples, 
and Sieh and Williams (1990) acquired 1641-1684 or 
1725-1807. This creates two age possibilities for the 
last Lake. However, when historical evidence is 
brought into the picture, the mid 18th century is 
unlikely. However, inherent problems with C14 dating 
have limited the usefulness of the technique and their 
resultant ages for deposits from the last 350 years or 
so.  Therefore the application of OSL methods 
promises to help refine the chronologies, if partial 
bleaching is not a problem. 
 

Figure 1. The maximum extent of Lake Cahuilla. 
The Colorado River normally flows south to the 
Gulf of California. However, sometimes the 
Colorado River breaches the delta walls and flows 
along the Alamo River to the Imperial Valley, 
filling it until it spills out along the New River. 
Image from: http://gis.esri.com/ 
library/userconf/proc00/ professional/papers/ 
PAP377/p377.htm 
 



Sedimentary deposits were, therefore, examined at 
three locations: Carrizo Wash, Kane Springs, and 
Dunaway Road (Fig. 2). Several sediment samples 
were collected for OSL dating from Berms along 
Dunaway Road (Fig. 3) and one near Kane Springs. 
Samples for OSL dating were also taken from 
lacustrine and fluvial deposits at the Carrizo Wash 
site (Figs. 2, 4 and 5). Previous works by Ragona 
(2003) and Verdugo (2008) documented the 
paleoseismology at a site where the Superstition 
Mountain Fault intersects the Lake Cahuilla deposits, 
and these studies have dated charcoal from many 
stratigraphic units. Unfortunately, the charcoal dates 
can only be used to resolve maximum age since they 
were from detrital charcoal, and many layers in the 
stratigraphic section yielded similar ages suggesting 
either reworking of the charcoal or a source for 
charcoal of a common age.  
 

 

 
Figure 4. Trench #8 at the Carrizo Wash Site, 
sampling the various lacustrine and fluvial 
units.

 

 
Figure 2. Locations of the sampling sites 
 

Figure 3. View of the Dunaway Road recessional 
berms

Sediment samples were collected for OSL dating by 
hammering light-tight tubes into freshly exposed 
sediments. The tubes remained sealed until processed 
in the safe light conditions in the Geochronology 
Laboratory at the University of Cincinnati. Sample 
preparation follows the methods described in Owen 
et al. (2007). Approximately 20 g of the dried sub-
sample from the sediment sample was ground to a 
fine powder and sent to the USGS Reactor in Denver 
for neutron-activation analysis (INAA) to determine 
the concentration of radioisotopes for dose-rate 
determination (Rable 1). Variable water content 
throughout the section may have occurred throughout 
the history of the section. However, it is not possible 
to determine the degree of such changes. The dose 
rate was therefore assumed to have remained constant 
and a 5±5 % water content value was used to help 
account for possible changes in water content. 
 
Luminescence measurements were undertaken on 
quartz for the dominant particle size for each sample 
using a Riso Automated TL/IRSL/Blue DA-15 C/D 

OSL Dating System. Luminescence from the quartz 
grains was stimulated using an array of blue light 
emitting diodes (470 nm, 50 mW/cm2) filtered using 
a green long-pass GG-420 filter. Detection was 
through a Hoya U-340 filter. All quartz aliquots were 
screened for feldspar contamination using infrared 
stimulation with infrared light emitting diodes (870 
nm, 150 mW/cm2). All OSL signals were detected 
using a 52mm diameter photomultiplier tube 



(9235B). Riso Sequence Editor software was used for 
hardware control. 

 
Figure 6. Probability distribution of De values 
for sample S3. The values are in seconds of 
irradiation. 1 second is equivalent to 0.129 Gy. 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Stratigraphic column showing the OSL 
sample locations relative to the radiocarbon dates 
and the interpreted ages from dates at other sites. 
 

De measurements were determined on multiple 
aliquots for each sample using the single aliquot 
regenerative (SAR) method protocol developed by 
Murray and Wintle (2000). The De value for every 
aliquot of each sample was examined using Riso 
Analysis 3.22b software. Aliquots with poor 
recuperation (>10%) were not used in the age 
calculations. Preheat test were undertaken, which 
show a plateau for De values at ~220oC. 
Meausrements were therefore measured at 220oC. In 
fluvial, lacustrine and littoral sediments, a large 
spread of De values may reflect partial bleaching of 
sediment (Olley et al., 1999). To assess this problem, the De values for each sample were plotted using 

probability distribution plots (Fig. 6). Given the 
partial bleaching characteristic of the sediments ages 
were calculated using all the good De data, and the 
lowest 20%, lowest 10% of the De values, and the 
lowest De value (Table 1). 
 
 
The OSL results show that the Dr values are 
consistent for all the samples ranging between 1.8-2.4 
Gy/ka (Table 1). The large spread of De values 
indicates significant partial bleaching problems 
(Table 1). The results show that OSL ages on these 
sediments provide overestimates, even when the 
lowest De values are used to calculate the ages. 
However, the problem of partial bleaching becomes 
less significant with increasing age as the value of the 
partial bleaching is only a small percentage of the 
samples age. 
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Table 1: Summary of OSL data and ages 
Sample 
number 

 
 
 

Particle 
size 

(µm) 
 
 

K a

(%) 
 
 
 

Rb a   
(ppm) 

 
 
 

Th a   
(ppm) 

 
 
 

U a   
(ppm) 

 
 
 

Latitude 
(oN) 

 
 
 

Longitude 
(oW) 

 
 
 

Altitude 
(m asl) 

 
 
 

Depth 
(cm) 

 
 
 

Dose rateb

(Gy/ka) 
 
 
 

Equivalent 
dose 
(Gy) 

Age using 
all good 
data (ka) 

Age using 
lowest 
20% of 
aliquots 

(ka) 

Age using 
lowest 
10% of 
aliquots 

(ka) 

Age using 
lowest 
aliquot 

(ka) 

Expected 
age (ka) 

S-2                 125-180 1.52 53.1 4.96 1.17 33.002 -115.953 4 165 2.04±0.13 12.96±7.23 11.78±1.87 4.3±1.54 3.6±0.59 3.30±0.58 0.6-0.7

S-3                

                

                

                

               

               
      

       

       

                  

90-125 1.73 65.2 5.32 1.38 33.002 -115.953 4 120 2.30±0.15 6.82±3.35 4.32±0.38 2.0±0.27 1.92±0.32 1.86±0.32 0.55

S-4 90-125 1.59 62.6 6.61 1.98 33.002 -115.953 4 80 2.41±0.15 4.31±0.55 3.16±0.33 1.79±0.28 1.71±0.36 1.67±0.36 0.35

S-5 90-125 1.6 53.8 4.12 1.2 33.002 -115.953 4 30 2.09±0.14 1.15±0.08 1.24±0.12 0.55±0.08 0.52±0.10 0.55±0.10 0.3

S-6 90-125 1.82 71.5 5.01 1.64 33.002 -115.953 4 106 2.42±0.16 6.02±0.48 4.00±0.33 2.46±0.26 2.24±0.36 2.03±0.27 0.35

S-7 90-125 1.6 55.1 4.55 1.28 33.002 -115.953 4 150 2.11±0.14 21.26±10.87 14.17±1.25 6.11±0.39 4.04±0.78 4.26±0.43 0.5

S-8 90-125 1.77 65.1 4.92 1.51 33.002 -115.953 4 163 2.33±0.15 23.67±8.56 13.08±1.07 7.74±1.54 6.73±0.96 6.07±0.64 0.8
DUN-2 

 
90-125 

 
1.35 
1.48 

42.4 
44.6 

9.45 
7.25 

1.42 
1.60 

32.76 
32.76 

-115.784 
-115.784 

2 
 

30.5 
 

2.27±0.13 
2.28±0.14 

2.5±0.2 2.96±0.23 1.64±0.63 1.41±3.17 1.25±0.14 0.3

DUN-3 
 

90-125 
 

1.52 
1.42 

48.8 
49.8 

3.89 
5.14 

1.24 
1.42 

32.76 
32.76 

-115.784 
-115.784 

1 
1 

30.5 
30.5 

2.02±0.13 
2.06±0.13 

2.61±0.14 2.52±0.32 1.28±0.20 1.26±0.23 1.25±0.23 0.3

DUN-3 
XDUN3 

125-180 
 

1.52 
1.42 

48.8 
49.8 

3.89 
5.14 

1.24 
1.42 

32.76 
32.76 

-115.784 
-115.784 

1 
1 

30.5 
30.5 

2.02±0.13 
2.06±0.13 

1.55±0.39 0.96±0.07 0.73±0.12 0.69±0.17 0.68±0.12 0.3

KS-4 125-180 1.38 36.3 4.09 0.57 33.1 -115.844 -31 33 1.76±0.12 0.87±0.32 0.34±0.03 0.29±0.06 0.28±0.04 0.28±0.04 0.28

 
  
a Elemental concentrations from NAA of whole sediment measured at USGS Nuclear Reactor in Denver. Uncertainty taken as ±10%. 
b Estimated contribution to dose-rate from cosmic rays calculated according to Prescott and Hutton (1994). Uncertainty taken as ±10%. Estimated 
fractional water content from whole sediment is 5±5%. Total dose-rate from beta, gamma and cosmic components. Beta attenuation factors for U, Th 
and K compositions incorporating grain size factors from Mejdahl (1979). Beta attenuation factor for Rb arbitrarily taken as 0.75 (cf. Adamiec and 
Aitken, 1998). Factors utilized to convert elemental concentrations to beta and gamma dose-rates from Adamiec and Aitken (1998) and beta and 
gamma components attenuated for moisture content. 
 



Road Log  
Day 1 November 14th (Friday): Clark fault 
Muster at 7:30 am.  We will line up along the camp 
road and head east.   
 
Stop 1. Rockhouse Canyon 
Turn left (north) on Yaqui Pass Road (S3) and 
proceed for about 6.7 miles to Borrego Springs 
Road - turn left (which is to the west at this point) 
and proceed 5.4 miles (road will bend to the north) to 
the circle at Borrego Springs and turn right (to the 
east) onto Palm Canyon Drive.  Proceed east past 
the airport (which is at about 3 miles) and continue 
for about 7.5 miles to Rockhouse Trail (just past the 
nose of Coyote Ridge).  Turn left onto Rockhouse 

Trail. From here the road is unpaved.  
 
DO NOT GET STUCK IN THE SAND! 
 
Drive for about 1.5 miles until the road forks and 
keep left on Rockhouse Trail (Figure 1).  At another 
~2.1 miles, the road bends sharply to the right near 
the entrance to a small quarry. Continue on 
Rockhouse Trail (to the right).  In another 3.05 miles, 
the road essentially enters a wash bottom.  Continue 
on Rockhouse Trail for another ~2.7 miles up the 
wash to a fork in the road near the entrance to a 
canyon (on your left-straight).  You will turn right 

here and go around the nose of the hill about 0.4 
miles and park for the long hike. At this point, you 
are at about 9.75 miles from pavement.  
 
You must park off of the road (i.e., other off-roaders 
need to have passage).  This means that you may end up 
parking somewhere near the nose of the hill.  We will set 
out on foot from here.  See the map detail - the GPS 
coordinate for the orange star is: 33o 23' 25"N, 116o 
21'48" W.  If you have 4WD, take the tougher spots to 
park - let the 2-wheelers have the hard ground. 
 
The hike is about 4.5 miles overall as the crow flies (see 
figure 2), but there will be elevation change.  Plus, there 
is no trail, so the actual hike will likely be 5-6 miles.  

We start at ~380 m 
elevation and will climb 
to ~650 m elevation 
(that's ~900 feet of total 
elevation change, both 
ways).  We will have 
lunch on the fault, so 
bring all the food and 
water you need for the 
next few hours. 
 
On this trek, we will 
examine two channels 
that have been beheaded 
by the Clark fault. 
Within the channels are 
debris flow boulder 
deposits that we dated 
with 10Be dating (see Le 
et al. in prep. guidebook 
article) to resolve slip 
rates over two periods 
of time.  We will 
discuss problems with 

inheritance of 10Be concentrations, look at fault 
geomorphology, discuss stream capture models and 
uncertainties on our estimates of displacement.  This is 
just a spectacular section of the Clark fault! 
 

We will plan to spend as much as 5 hours for this hike, 
as needed.   
 
Upon returning to the vehicles, turn around and head 
back to the highway and wait for the lead vehicle.  We 
will proceed east on for about 7.5 miles and park on 
the side of the highway in a large pull-out area (Figure 

 
 

Figure. 1 



3).  From here, we will proceed on foot for our second 
(shorter) hike to the fault - STOP 2. 
 
Stop 2. Southern Santa Rosa Mountains 
GPS 33o 17' 28.88"N, 
116o 10'16.47" W 
 
From the car, we will 
walk towards the 
southern Santa Rosa 
Mountains and across a 
Holocene alluvial fan 
surface with well-
preserved bar and swale 
topography. Two sets of 
Pleistocene alluvial fan 
deposits are exposed at 
this location, Qg and 
Q2b. The oldest deposit, 
Qg, is an erosional 
remnant that appears as 
high rounded mound-
like outcrop. These 
deposits consist of 
variably weathered 
pebbles to boulders 
exposed on a coarse 
pebbly sand matrix.  The 

Q2b alluvial fan, exposed 
just northwest of Smoke 
Tree Canyon, is inset into 
the Qg deposits. Q2b fans 
are characterized by 
relatively smooth to 
slightly undulating surface 
morphology. Q2b fan 
surfaces exhibit strong 
desert pavement and 
varnish development, 
moderate to strong 
rubification of surface 
clasts, and very subdued 
remnant bar and swale 
microtopograghy.  
 
Starting at the northwestern 
end of the fault, multiple 
fault strands horizontally and 
vertically offset the Q2b 
surface into a positive flower 
structure. The Clark fault 

continues to the south as a single strand. Post Q2b 
displacement of 51 ± 5 m along the Clark fault is 
constrained by two deflected channels and at least one 
beheaded channel. A cosmogenic depth profile was 

 

 

Figure. 2 

Figure. 3 



collected from a natural exposure of the Q2b deposit 
(see Le et al., in prep). This yielded a surface exposure 
age of 35 ± 7 ka. If we assume no erosion of the 
surface, this yields a slip rate of 1.5 ± 0.3 mm/yr. 
Erosion of the surface would make the age older, 
resulting in a slower slip rate. Please see Le et al., in 
prep in the field book for more details. 
 
Day 2 - Saturday, November 15th.  Age of the 
San Jacinto Fault, Basin History, Long-Term 
Slip. Rate See Fig. 4 for general location of stops. 
 
Stop 1: Borrego Springs Airport (33° 15.447' N, 
116° 19.532' W)(see road directions from Day 1). 
Overview and introduction.  (NOTE: we may 
drive a short north on a dirt road located about 0.4 
mi. west of the airport, in order to get a better 

view).  From here we can see the SW edge of 
Coyote Mountain and the SW side of the Santa 
Rosa Mountains (see photos in the guidebook).  
Figure 5 shows the points of interest on the north 

edge of San Isidro Mountains (likely not in view), 
SW edge of Coyote Mountain (CM) and the SW 
part of the Santa Rosa Mountains.  Look for the 
white marble-rich intervals between the biotite and 
hornblende-bearing tonalite to the west and the 
dark weathering biotite-rich migmatite to the east 
(figs 5 and 6).  These units correlate across the fault 
zones.  Table 2 (in Janecke et al guidebook article) 
shows the displacement estimates from this analysis 
as well as the lifetime slip rates.  (See Figures 1 to 
10 and Appendix figure 1, 2 of the associated 
guidebook articles.) 

 
Drive NE from stop 1 along the Borrego-Salton 
Seaway highway toward Salton City.  About 8.5 
miles from the airport is Lute Ridge to the north.  
This prominent hill has an escarpment on its far, 
NE side that coincides with the main trace of the 
Clark fault.  Numerous smaller scarps displacement 
the pediment that lies in angular unconformity on 
folded older Quaternary conglomerate.  Figure 10 
in the associated guidebook article shows a new 
interpretation of the uplift in Lute Ridge and the 
folding in low hills a few kilometers to the NW.  
We interpret this area as preserving extensional and 
contractional steps between subparallel strands of 
the dextral Clark fault zone. See Belgarde (2007) 
for details.   
 
Continue driving east to the turn-off into 
Coachwhip Canyon on the left/north side of the 
road.  The turn off is not all that well marked.  
Drive about 0.5 miles to stop 2. 
 
STOP 2. STOP 2: Coachwhip Canyon (33° 17.428' 
N, 116° 8.949' W).  Figure A3, A4 and A5.  Figure 
9, 10, 12, 13.  Park and examine the multiple 
strands of the Clark fault that parallel bedding in 
pebbly sandstone of the fine Canebrake and coarse 
Olla formations.  The beds dip south and the faults 
do too.  Microseismicity shows that at least one 
strand of the Clark fault about 0.5 km farther up the 
canyon dips steeply to the SE at depth (Fig. 
17)(Belgarde, 2007).  This requires a bend in the 
fault plane and reversal of the dip direction.   

Figure. 4 

Figure. 5 

Figure. 6 



Notice the well-developed clay gouge in excellent 
exposures of the fault.  Other parts of the fault have 
almost no gouge and could be mistaken for intact 
bedding planes, particularly in areas of typical 
exposure.  This exposure of the fault is along strike 
of a scarp in late Pleistocene pediment deposits.  
Refer to figures 5, 6, 11, 12 and 13.  OSL ages 
range from 21.72 ± 1.19 to 62.26 ± 4.05 ka in these 
pediment deposits (Rittenhour, Janecke and 
Belgarde, unpublished).   
 
Coachwhip Canyon illustrates the character of the 
Clark fault zone in moderately well-lithified units 
like the Canebrake Formation.  Faults dominate in 
these settings.  Where mud becomes a major 
constituent, folding becomes much more common 
in the fault zone and the Clark fault broadens (Fig. 
15).  The Clark fault zone is up to 18 km wide in 
map view in the Arroyo Salada and Tarantula Wash 
segments (Belgarde, 2007) (Fig. 13). 
 
Exit Coachwhip Canyon.  Drive east on the paved 
highway to the turn-around and pull-out at 33° 
17.044'N 116° 7.788'W.  This is about 1.5 miles to 
the east. The scarp that coincides with the fault 
exposed at stop 2 is located about 2/3 of the way 
from Coachwhip Canyon to the turn around.  On 
the way to the turn-around notice the numerous 
SW-facing fault scarps on the pediment surface.  
Each of these scarps is along strike of a bedding 
parallel fault strand of the Clark fault zone in 
Coachwhip Canyon. We dated this pediment 
deposit in an exposure about 1 km SSE of the turn 
around. From the turn-around it is about 1 km SSE 
to the location of a dated portion of this pediment 
surface.  A fine-grained sand-bearing bed near the 
base of the pediment deposit produced a late 
Pleistocene OSL age of 30.71 ±2.34 ka OSL age 
(Rittenhour, Belgarde, and Janecke, unpublished 
data).  
 
Turn around and drive back to Arroyo Salada.  
Turn south opposite Coachwhip Canyon and drive 
ESE down Arroyo Salada, past the primitive 
campground, for about 3.5 miles. Two wheel drive 
is adequate unless it has rained. 
 
Stop 3a: Clark fault zone in Arroyo Salada (33° 
15.363' N, 116° 6.559' W).  A wide steep fault zone 
is exposed in the west wall of Arroyo Salada 
(Belgarde, 2007).  This is one of the main strands 

of the Clark fault zone in the Arroyo Salada 
segment.  Note how the main fault planes parallel 
bedding planes and are very thin.  Prior to a 
fortuitous rock fall, this fault zone looked like it 
was intact stratigraphic section.   Slickenlines range 
in direction and include an important population of 
strike-slip slickenlines.  If stop 3a is poorly exposed 
due to weathering, continue SE to stop 3b.  This 
stop further illustrates the hidden faulting in the 
sedimentary units.  This fault was mapped as a 
minor thrust fault by Jarg Pettinga but the 
horizontal slickenlines show that it is instead a 
major central strand of the Clark fault zone.  At 
least half a dozen similar strands parallel this one, 
and there is significant deformation dispersed 
across a region ~18 km wide perpendicular to the 
fault zone at this spot (Figs. 10, 11, 12, 14,16). 
 
Stop 3b: alternate to stop 3a (33° 14.305' N, 116° 
5.804' W).  If stop 3a has been covered over by 
gully wash or we are running ahead of time, 
continue to stop 3b another 1.7 to 2 miles to the 
SSE.  Drive SE past the turn-off to 17 Palms and 
turn right into a narrow track leading to Tule Wash.  
Whenever the road splits turn left or follow any 
signs to Tule Wash, and drive to the fault exposed 
at stop 3b.  This smaller fault has a NE strike and is 
a left-oblique strike-slip fault.  It is exciting 
because it is one of a large population of NE– to E-
striking left-oblique faults that dominate the SW 
40% of the Clark fault’s damage zone in the Arroyo 
Salada and Tarantula Wash fault segment (Fig. 12).  
The deep structure beneath these left-oblique faults 
is completely different, however, and consists of a 
6-13 km deep planar fault, which is called the Tule 
Wash fault (Belgarde, 2007)(Fig. 17 and 18).  The 
Tule Wash fault dips steeply NE and passes 
beneath the shallow and subvertical NE-striking 
faults exposed at the surface.  A decollement 
surface must separate the incompatible structures at 
the shallow and deep levels.  We envision a left-
oblique fault array on an “overpass” and a steeply 
NE-dipping dextral fault on an “underpass” 
(Janecke and Belgarde, 2007, 2008)(Figs. 12, 17, 
18).  Decollements and pitchfork fault structures, 
like those modeled by Le Guerroué and Cobbold in 
Figure 19 E, may facilitate this behavior. 
 
Crossing strike-slip faults also interfere with one 
another at the same structural level in other parts of 



the field area (Fig. 11).  Mutual interference and 
mutual bending developed in these situations. 
 
Turn around and return to pavement.  Drive west on 
the Borrego-Salton Seaway Highway for about 5.5 
miles.  Turn SW (left) into Fonts Wash and follow 
the signs and track up to Fonts Point in the south. 
 
Stop 4: Fonts Point (33° 15.454' N, 116° 13.958' 
W). The view looking south from Fonts Point 
provides a breath-taking vista of the Borrego and 
Ocotillo formations exposed in the southern 
Borrego Badlands, as well as other features 
including Borrego Mountain which is cut by 
strands of the Coyote Creek fault, the complexly 
faulted eastern of the Peninsular Ranges, and low-
lying sedimentary rocks of the western Salton 
Trough. Here we are standing at the top of a 
precipitous erosional escarpment that is currently 
retreating to the north as a result of ongoing uplift 
and erosion in the Borrego Badlands.  Figure A11. 
 
The Ocotillo Formation is exposed beneath and east 
of Fonts Point in the erosional escarpment.  Using 
magnetostratigraphy calibrated with the 0.76-Ma 
Bishop Ash, the sharp base of the Ocotillo 
Formation was dated at 1.05 ± 0.03 Ma (Lutz, 
2005; Lutz et al., 2006). This contact records abrupt 
expansion of alluvial-fan and fluvial systems that 
prograded rapidly into and across the former 
Borrego lake depocenter at this time. Paleocurrent 
data show that coarse sediment entered the basin 
from multiple newly emergent sources located 
south and SW (Vallecito Mts.), west and NW (San 
Ysidro Mts.), north (Coyote Mt.), and NE (southern 
Santa Rosa Mts.) of the Borrego Badlands 
depocenter (Lutz et al., 2006). A systematic up-
section increase in C-suite sandstone clasts recycled 
from the Arroyo Diablo Formation provides 
evidence for uplift and exhumation of the former 
hangingwall basin of the WSDF (ibid). Isopach and 
facies patterns record syn-basinal titling to the NE 
in response to growth of the San Felipe anticline 
and oblique slip on the Clark fault (ibid). Based on 
this and companion studies by Kirby et al. (2007) 
and Steely et al. (in press), we conclude that rapid 
progradation of the Ocotillo and Brawley 
formations across the western Salton Trough was 
driven by a dramatic increase in sediment flux from 
the eastern Peninsular Ranges at ~1.1 Ma. This 
marks a major, tectonically controlled basin 

reorganization that resulted from initiation of the 
San Jacinto and San Felipe fault zones and related 
onset of uplift and erosion in the former 
hangingwall of the Late Cenozoic West Salton 
detachment fault. 
 
The Fonts Point Sandstone (FPS) is a thin, well-
cemented, widespread sandstone characterized by a 
stripped calcic paleosol with deep calcite-filled 
fissures, which in this area rests on the Ocotillo 
Formation. Lutz et al. (2006) inferred that 
deposition of the FPS began at ~0.60 ± .02 Ma 
based on: (1) presence of the 740-ka Thermal 
Canyon ash in the upper Ocotillo Formation, 49 m 
below the contact with the FPS; (2) a likely range 
of sediment-accumulation rates based on 
correlation to the nearby, well dated Beckman 
Wash section; and (3) detailed mapping and visual 
inspection of the contact which indicate that the 
Ocotillo-FPS contact in this area (from Fonts Point 
to Inspiration Point) is concordant and 
conformable. Subsequent mapping by Dorsey 
around Inspiration Point supports this 
interpretation.  Farther to the north and south, the 
base of the FPS is clearly an angular unconformity 
that truncates early folds and faults in the western 
Borrego Badlands. Our preferred age for the FPS is 
not 100% confident and deserves to be further 
tested. Recent dating of nearby Quaternary terraces 
and pediment deposits using cosmogenic isotopes 
(Le et al, this volume) and OSL (T. Rittenour, 
Janecke and Belgarde) reveals that many terrace 
deposits that superficially resemble the mesa-
capping FPS have much younger ages ranging from 
about 20 to 60 Ka.  Although the deep, stripped 
nature of calcic paleosols in the FPS suggests that it 
probably is much older than most of the Late 
Quaternary pediment deposits, we cannot be certain 
there was no break between deposition of the 
uppermost Ocotillo Formation and the basal FPS, 
even where the contact is concordant and appears 
conformable.  New data are needed to resolve 
existing uncertainty in the age of the FPS and the 
depositional - deformational events that it brackets. 
 
Return to pavement and drive past Borrego Springs 
to the Yaqui Narrows area.  Turn east into Nude 
Wash north of the Narrows.  Park where the wash 
is no longer drivable and hike SW along the wash 
for about 0.3 miles.  Admire the exceptional 
exposures of pseudotachylyte and fault rocks 



(Kairouz, 2005, Steely, 2006; Janecke et al. (2008)) 
on the way to an overlook at Stop 5. 
 
Stop 5: Overview of San Felipe fault zone (33° 
7.962' N, 116° 17.264' W).  This stop (which is 
based on Steely, 2006 and Steely et al., in press) 
illustrates the typical relationship between 
Pleistocene to Recent strike slip faults and Ocotillo 
Formation.  We are located within a double 
contractional stepover of the San Felipe fault zone.  
This relatively unknown dextral strike slip fault 
reaches from the NW Elsinore fault to the SE part 
of the San Jacinto fault zone.  It is about 60 km 
long from end to end.  In the Yaqui Ridge area 
there is a cross-cutting relationships between the 
San Felipe fault zone and the older West Salton 
detachment fault, as well as syntectonic deposits 
shed from the nascent San Felipe fault zone.  
Structurally, the San Felipe fault zone steps left 
from the large fault on the N side of the Fish Creek 
Mountains and Vallecito Mountains (the Fish Creek 
Mountains fault) to the San Felipe fault.  The San 
Felipe fault is south of here under San Felipe Wash 
and at the base of Yaqui Ridge.  A small fault 
called the Sunset fault is parallel to these two larger 
structures and lies a couple hundred meters NE of 
our stop.  Slip steps from the Fish Creek Mountains 
fault to the Sunset fault and then SW to the San 
Felipe fault.  A thick section of folded and faulted 
conglomerate is north of the Sunset fault, whereas 
the folded West Salton detachment, mylonite and 
other crystalline rocks lie south of the Sunset fault.  
See Steely et al. (in press) for an overly long 
structural discussion of this stepover.   
 
Our purpose today is to illustrate the stratigraphic 
and sedimentary record of initial slip in the San 
Felipe fault zone.  The conglomerates that we can 
see from here, on the NE side of Sunset Wash, were 
correlated to the Pliocene Canebrake Conglomerate 
by Dibblee (1954).  Detailed mapping and analysis 
by Steely et al. (in press) shows that this 
conglomerate correlates instead to the early to 
middle Pleistocene Ocotillo Formation. The 
Canebrake is derived from the footwall of the West 
Salton detachment fault (Axen and Fletcher, 1998; 
Kairouz, 2005; Steely, 2006).  The conglomerate 
along Sunset Wash does not contain a single clast 
of mylonite derived from the footwall of the 
detachment fault, despite being located as little a 
300 m NE of the detachment fault. Its provenance 

was exclusively in the hanging wall of the 
detachment fault and most of the sediment was 
shed from displaced and uplifted plutonic rocks 
immediately SW of the Sunset fault (See figures in 
Steely et al., in press).  Paleocurrents show 
dispersal to the NE, grain size decreases in that 
direction, and the composition and grain size are 
perfectly concordant with those in the Ocotillo 
formation nearby. Boulders up to 4 m across near 
the Sunset fault attest to active tectonism within the 
San Felipe fault zone and across the Sunset fault 
during deposition of the conglomerate.  An angular 
unconformity, missing units beneath the Ocotillo 
Formation about a km SE of here, and the presence 
of recycled sandstone clasts derived from the 
Pliocene Arroyo Diablo Formation further support 
our interpretation. 
 
Very similar relationships exist adjacent to the San 
Jacinto fault zone, and show that the Ocotillo 
formation, and its finer lateral equivalent, the 
Brawley Formation, were deposited in a new 
sedimentary basin ringed by brand new dextral 
oblique strike slip faults.  The Ocotillo formation 
thickens by a factor of ~2 NE toward the Clark 
fault from a condensed section near Font’s Point 
(Stop 4)(Lutz et al., 2007).  The Ocotillo Formation 
coarsens in that direction and contains distinctive 
clasts shed from the NE side of the Clark fault.  
Paleocurrents indicate southward flow.  Westward 
thickening and coarsening, and eastward 
paleocurrent show that the East Coyote Mountain 
fault was an active structure within the San Jacinto 
fault zone starting about 1.05 Ma (Lutz et al., 
2006). A disconformity and angular unconformity 
separate the Ocotillo and Brawley formation from 
the underlying basin fill, and mark the change from 
syndetachment to syn-strike slip deposition.   
 
Concluding remarks:  Many lines of evidence now 
show that the San Felipe and San Jacinto fault zone 
are early Pleistocene dextral faults with high 
lifetime slip rates.  Refined and new displacement 
estimates, combined with magnetostratigraphic 
dating of the Borrego/Ocotillo contact are the main 
constraint on this.  In addition, the San Jacinto fault 
zone is far more complex and broad than generally 
thought.  This is especially true where the fault 
deforms mud-rich sedimentary rocks but dispersed 
faults are also developed in the crystalline damage 
zone adjacent to the central part of the fault zone. 



We believe that this dispersed deformation partly 
explains the lower slip rates determined in 
neotectonic studies (e.g. Le et al., this volume) 
when compared to slip rates inverted from GPS 
data and calculated using offset bedrock features 
(Fig. 8, tables 1 and 2)(Janecke et al., in prep.). 
Very similar relationships exist adjacent to the San 
Jacinto fault zone, and show that the Ocotillo 
formation, and its finer lateral equivalent, the  
 
Day 3 - November 16th (Sunday) Paleo-erosion 
rates, Elsinore fault, Lake Cahuilla 
 
Today we head south to the Fish Creek Badlands, 
the Coyote Mountains, and end near Interstate 8. 
 
From camp, head west on highway 78 about 7.5 
miles to Scissors crossing and turn left (south) on 
highway S2.  Drive south for ~26 miles to 
Canebrake. You will drive through Earthquake 
Valley (renamed Shalter Valley by developers) 
along the Old (Great southern) Overland Stage Road 
(S2). Drive past Blair Valley and the Mormon 
Battalion monument in Box Canyon, through Mason 
Valley (look to your left - the Elsinore fault is 
clearly visible as scarps and channel deflections), 

down through Vallecito Valley, past the Tierra 
Blanca Mountains, and cross Carrizo Wash (the 
Elsinore fault is just to your left at this point). We 
will turn off the highway and head northeast through 
Badlands Wash to stop 1 (Figure 7). 
 
Stop 1.  Fish Creek-Vallecito Basin 
We will turn left off the highway onto a dirt road 
(Figure 7). The road is Old Vallecito Overland 
Stage Creek Route, there may or may not be a sign. 
From the road, you will drive ~ 0.5 miles, until you 
reach the  intersection with View of the Badlands 
Rd (another dirt road). Drive for approximately 
~0.5 miles and park along the road.  The outcrop is 
1.0 miles from the intersection of the two dirt roads. 
We will have a short hike to STOP 1 to view the 
Upper Hueso Formation. 
 
At Stop 1, we will discuss the extraction of paleo-
erosion rates from the sedimentary rocks deposited 
in Fish Creek-Vallecito Basin. We  integrate 
stratigraphy, paleomagnetic data, and detrital 10Be 
concentrations to extract an archive of paleo-erosion 
rates from 3 Ma to present. Please see field book for 
details. 
 

 

Figure. 7 



From stop 1, head back up to highway S2 and 
continue south on S2 along the Coyote Mountains 
(to your left) for about 12 miles to Fossil Canyon 
Road at the stop sign.  Turn left and head up 
towards the Coyote Mountains.  The pave road 
makes several bends and crosses the fault - we will 
turn off the paved road to head towards Fossil 
Canyon just before the road heads into the quarry, 
about 2.2 miles from highway S2 (so we essentially 
go straight onto the dirt).  From here, we continue 
on dirt for about 0.8 miles and park ALONG the 
road before it enters the gorge into Fossil Canyon.  
From here we strike out on foot to STOP 2.   

 
STOP 2: Elsinore fault 
We will walk about 1-1.5 miles total.  The first stop 
is just a few hundred yards from where we park. 
 
Here we will examine evidence for late Holocene 
displacement along the Elsinore fault for about 1.5 
m of displacement in the most recent event.  We 
will also see several ~5 m displacements that are 
interpreted as the result of three events.  Then, we 
will look at soil pits dug into late Pleistocene 
deposits that are offset about 80 m, and from which 
we collected CRN samples and U-series samples.  
Here we debate the various geochronologic 
methods, their results, and their implications for 
slip rate determinations.  See Fletcher et al. (this 
volume) for a complete discussion of the data and 
age comparisons.  We will walk to other displaced 
deposits that we dated with U-series and discuss the 
local slip rate variations that appear to have 
occurred during the late Pleistocene. 
 
After lunch, we head to our final stop of the 
fieldtrip.  Return to pavement and back to highway 
S2.  Turn left at the 4-way stop sign onto highway 
S2 and proceed 1.3 miles through the town of 

Ocotillo to old highway 80 (Evan Hewes 
Highway), immediately before the interstate 8.  
Turn left on old highway 80 and proceed about 11 
miles through Plaster City to the late Holocene 
shoreline of Lake Cahuilla.   
 
STOP 3: Lake Cahuilla Shoreline 
Here we will discuss the Holocene history of the 
lake and OSL dating of shoreline berm deposits.  
See Lippincott et al. (this guidebook) for a 
discussion of this technique as applied to Lake 
Cahuilla deposits. 

 
This ends the official part of the field trip.  If there 
is still time, we will head back through Plaster City 
and examine some Pleistocene beach deposits of 
"Lake Cahuilla" - these are essentially the shoreline 
deposits for the upper Brawley Formation 
sediments. 
 
 




